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Taking into consideration recent scholarship involving a comparison of Schumann's
musical procedures with the literary techniques of the early German Romantics, such as
Jean Paul Richter and E.T.A. Hoffman, this study is weighted in the direction

of

Schumann's secret musical language and the development of that language into a highly

complex system of extra-musical meanings expressed in tones, special motifs, harmonic
progressions and keys.

The stimulus for the study came from Schumann's owÌl statement, in a letter to a friend,
that his song cycle Myrthen, Opus 25, provided a deeper insight into his inner musical

workings, as well as from an entry in his diary in 1833: "how much more true and rich
speaks the fantasy when

it comes from the midst of life".

After observing his early attempts to convey

a message through the notes

of music, this

study traces the development of Schumann's procedures by first analysing the songs

of

1840 (at least the period from February to mid-September of that year) to see which
repeated musical devices connected with texts (specific words and phrases) might reveal
some extra-musical significance beyond the literal meaning of the those texts. Once

they have been identified, the application of these devices is then examined,
rel"rospectively, in selected works for solo piano.

Relying heavily on Schumann's diaries and letters, as well as a detailed analysis of
selected works for voice and solo piano, this study shows the extra-musical meaning to
be ultimately concerned

with Schumann's wish to marry Clara Wieck and her father's

unyielding opposition to the idea.

This work contains no material which has been accepted for the award of any other
degree or diploma in any

Universþ or other tertiary institution

and, to the best of my

knowledge and belief, this thesis contains no material previously published or written
by another person, except where due reference is made in the text of the thesis.

I

give consent to this copy, when deposited in the University Library, being available

for photocopying and loan.

Signed:

Date:
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On 31 December 1840, Schumann wrote to his füend and co-worker A.W.F. von
Zuccalmaglio:

... the Myrthen [Opus 25] certainly allow a deeper insight into my inner
musical workings.l
This somewhat enigmatic statement has proved to be the stimulus for the direction taken

in this study; enigmatic, because Schumann does not indicate what those "inner musical
workings" are, nor does he give any clue as to how we might determine them. Is he
refening to the structure of each song? - or the harmonic language, in each song? - is
the answer in the setting of the texts?

-

or in the melodic treatment? Perhaps Schumann

has given us a starting point with Opus 25:16, "Räthsel" (Riddle) in B major (H dur,

German) but that song, at face value, appears to have as its answer the letter

in

"H"

hidden, as it were, in various words that make up the text. "Räthsel" alone does not

provide the answer; one has to range more widely than the Myrthen for a complete
explication of Schumann's statement, but at least it is a beginning.

The aim of this study has been to discover these "inner musical workings" and to
suggest their significance for an understanding

of Schumann's music, in particular the

piano music of 1830-1839 and the songs from February to September 1840. This has
been done through an analysis of the works composed during this

period. The reason

why these years have been chosen is that, after Robert and Clara were married on 12
September 1840, an entirely new and different situation prevailed for Schumann.

t Robert Schumann. Briefe, Neue Folge.
F. Gustav Jansen, ed. (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Håirtel, 1904) 203.

Though the majority of compositions for solo piano were written earlier, the songs have
been analysed first because they provide both text and music, and therefore evaluative

judgements and critical comparisons can be made of repeated musical devices that
coincide with certain words, phrases and ideas. In this way, it has been possible to

identiff and categorize motifs and harmonic practices that

are then applied

retrospectively to the earlier piano works.

Apart from the music itself, two further ingredients are needed to decipher Schumann's
enigmatic statement; they are his own writings (diaries, letters and journal articles) and
the literary works of Jean Paul Richter.

Schumann's personal letters, diaries and writings
To understand Schumann's approach to his own music and its meaning one needs to go
back to the beginning of his compositional activities, especially those of 1828, when he

wrote several songs for Agnes Carus,

a

married friend for whom he was an

accompanist. This relationship and its influence on Schumann were recorded in his
diaries at that time, and this is discussed in Chapter 2 under the heading "Foundations
a Compositional

of

Habit", thus setting the framework for the continuation of ow study.

Indeed, this thesis is vitally dependent on primary sources and will therefore rely

significantly on Schumann's own diaries and letters, wherein his personal life and his
relationships with women are revealed, sometimes in prurient detail.

Fortunately for the student, the diaries of Schumann have now been published.
Nevertheless, since the limits of this study are confined to the period l828-September
1840, reference to the diaries

will primarily

be concerned with the whole of the

Tagebticher Band I, (1827-1838) andTagebacher, Band

II

(i,836-1854), inthe latter

2

case, from pages 22

to 97, involving the period immediately prior to the inauguration of

the marriage diary which was begun on 13 September 1840, the day after Robert and
Clara were married.

Some letters of Schumann have been available for many years, such as the collected

editions edited by Clara Schumann herself (Jugendbriefe von Robert Schumann) and by
F.G Hansen (Robert Schumanns Briefe, Neue Folge). Both these works have been
translated by May Herbert, the first published in 1888 and the second in 1890. Added

to these are letters appearing in biographies of, or studies on Schumarur, such as those
of H. Erler (1887), W. Boetticher (1942), and Clara's biographer B.Litzmann (1902).
More recently the collected correspondence between Robert and Clara has been
published, edited by Eva'Weissweiler (1984) and this is now also available in

translation (by H. Fritsch and R.L.Crawford, 1994).

A third, important source is Schumann's own Gesammelte Schriften über Musikund
Musiker, published in his lifetime, though revised several times since.

All translations within this study, however,

are by the author unless otherwise indicated.

The influence of Jean Paul
Another factor of critical importance is Schumann's reading of, and admiration for, the
novels of Jean Paul Richter (henceforth referred to as Jean Paul, the name by which he
was known as an author.) The influence of Jean Paul's literary techniques on
Schumann's own approach to musical composition has been widely aired in

musicological circles in recent years, for example, John Daverio's Robert Schumann

"Herald of a New Poetic Age" (1997),his Nineteenth-Century Music and the German

J

Romantic ldeologt (1993), "schuma¡n's 'Im Legendenton' and Friedrich Schlegel's
Arabeske " inlgth-Century Music (1987) and his "Reading Schumann by V/ay of Jean
Paul and his Contemporaries" inCollege Music Symposium (1990), as well as Anthony

Newcomb's "schumann and late Eighteenth-Century Narrative Strategies" in
lgth-Century Music (1987) and Berthold Hoeckner's "schumann and Romantic
Distance" (JAMS, 1997). These studies deal mainly with structural issues (the
disposition of the material rather than any extra-musical meaning) but we may find,
from the literary techniques of Jean Paul, some parallels in Schumann's own musical
procedures which involve issues beyond the merely structural. A brief study is made in
Chapter 3 of Jean Paul's literary techniques in so far as they have relevance to, or can be
expressed within, music; for example, self quotation, which is common to both Jean

Paul and Schumann.

Above all, there is no substitute for the writings of Jean Paul himself. Schumann's
diaries indicate many references to most of Jean Paul's works; his favourites seem to
have been the novels Flegeljahre, Titan and Siebenløis, inthat order. Apart from the
novels, the most important and indispensable work is Jean Paul's Vorschule der
Aesthetik, translated by Margaret Hale and published in 1973 as Horn of Oberon Jean

Paul Richter's School of Aesthetics: Introduction and Translation.

It will become obvious that this study concentrates fairly exclusively on the influence
of Jean Paul rather than Jean Paul's contemporaries such

as

Novalis, Tieck, the

Schlegel brothers, and E.T.A. Hoffman. This is not to say that such literary figures, or

their theories and practice, have been entirely ignored. It is simply because Schumann
placed him at the top of his own literary hierarchy that awhole chapter is devoted to
Jean Paul, but none to any of the above-mentioned contemporaries.

4

Analytical Method
In Chapter 4, "Schumann and Music Theory", a survey is made of the probable
influences on Schumann's own thinking about musical techniques and harmonic

practice. Since these ideas have also been instrumental in focussing the analytical
method employed in this study, it is appropriate at this point to include a brief
discussion of the musical techniques involved, together with the symbols and

terminology used to describe them.

In his Music and Discourse, Jean Jacques Nattiez touches on one of the issues
central to this thesis:
. . . is music a pure play of forms; in other words, does it refer to nothing
but itself, or does it inspire external associations? . . . musical aesthetics is
divided down the middle, according to whether music is characterized "in
essence" by its capacity for intrinsic or extrinsic refewing.2

This study, stimulated by Schumann's own provocative hints and statements,
comes down in favour of extra-musical associations.

It is therefore hermeneutic in

direction, though this needs some clarification.3 Judgements about meaning which

2

Jean Jacques Nattiez. Music and Discourse Towqrd a Semiologt of Music. (Princeton: Princeton

Universþ Press, 1990) 103.
3

The meaning of the word "hermeneutic', as used in this study, is closely related to the theories
the Christian scholar, Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834), who was an older, German
contemporary of Schumann . The Westminster Dictionary of Christian Theologt ( I 983 ) says of
Schleiermacher' s hermeneutic theories:

of

Schleiermacher identified many issues still salient in discussion today, e.g. the relationship
between comprehension of the whole of a work and interpretation of its parts, the role of
prior understanding of the subject-matter of a text in the process of understanding it, and
the relation between language and thought. Despite his early itrquiry into the possibility of a
language-centred hermeneutic, Schleiermacher seems finally to have understood
hermeneutics as a reconstruction ofthe author's mental processes and to have understood
this as a realþ distinct from his or her language. (page 251)

This parallels almost exactly the method used in this thesis, in the pursuit of an understanding
Schumann's music, that is:

(a)

of

"the relationship between comprehension of the whole [musical] work and the
interpretation of its parts [harmonic progressions, special motifs, structure]"

(b) "the role of prior understanding

of the subject matter [from letters, diaries and writings
Schumann] of a text [musical score] in the process of understanding it.

of
5

refer to extra-musical factors can involve a variety of categories and perhaps it is
better to state what this thesis is not investigating in order to demonstrate its true
goal:

(a) It is not aiming to demonstrate an illustration, in music, of nature or
natural phenomenon in the external world, for example, flowers,

waterfalls, storms and so on.

(b) It is not aiming to demonstrate, in music, psychological states such as
happiness, sadness, delight or serenity.

(c)

"the relationship between language and thoughf' Schumann's comment (quoted in this
thesis on page 349 of Volume II) that "Music could stand between speech and thought"
leads to the search for the identity of the "between".

(d)

the hermeneutical method in this thesis has therefore been understood as an attempt to
reconstruct "the author's [Schumann's] mental processes [inner workings]" and to see "this
as a reality distinct from his ... [musical] language as manifest in the published score.

Closely related to the study of "hermeneutics" is the concept of "symbolism" Symbolism in this
study refers to the use of such symbols as the chord of the 13ü with 9ü'about which Schumann
\ilrote to Clara Wieck without explaining, however, that the chord symbolizes (for Schumann) the
day and month of her binh-date (the 13h of September), but already we have passed from the realm
of symbol into its interpretation and therefore into the realm of hermeneutics.
In the body of the text of this thesis the phrase, "number symbolism" (Vol II, page 428) refers to the
13 bars of Carnøval' s "Chopin", the number 13 being again symbolic of Clara's birth-date. In Vol
II on page 404,the text runs, " there was no further mixed symbolism" referring to the ASCH motif
and the chromatic motif of union. Further down the same page, concerning the German word Ehe,
the text runs, "but once again this spells out an actual word, and is not a symbol for a phrase".
Nevertheless, phrases such as "hermeneutic validþ" or "hermeneutical sigrificance" are used to
describe the interpretation of musical symbols, after they have been identified and applied to
Schumann's extra-musical frame of reference. Sometimes the terms (symboVsymbolism and
hermeneutic) overlap when symbol and interpretation are inextricably linked in the discourse.
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In spite of more wide-reaching references, this study is primarily a search for
Schumann's pattern of "inner musical workings" concentrating on the symbolic

hieroglyphs of tones, chords, keys and special motifs.

In the recent past, this type of approach has not been much in favour among Schumann
scholars, and as a result there is not much recent literature on this aspect of his work.
One must immediately make a distinction, however, between progr¿rrnmatic and

symbolic approaches to analysis because there have been many programmatic
explanations of Papillons, for example, but these reveal an entirely different approach

from that of Eric Sams in his "Did Schumann use Ciphers?" (Musical Times, 1965) or
his "Schumann and the Tonal Analogue" (Robert Schumann: The Man and His Musìc,

1972). Much critical comment has been made ofhis (and others') suggestion of "Clara"
themes or ciphers. For example, John Daverio writes:
Some writers have fou"rd evidence for a Clara cipher in the pitch configtration
B-A$-B-C#-D, which appears, in one form or another, in several of the
Davidsbündlertrinze (nos. 5, 6,7 , I l, and 13). But in order to read "Clara" out
of the original sequences of pitches, we must run it backward (D-C{-B-Aü-B),
transpose it down a step (C-B-A-G$-A), omit the second and fourth letters
(C-A-A), and substitute, quite arbitrarily, "L" and "R" (C-L-A-R-A). This
widely accepted hypothesis simply requires too many leaps of faith.a

This study will demonstrate that Schumann did have a code, but one completely
different from that described above. Schumann's code is based solely on the letters

of

the notes contained within the chromatic scale: NAillBlclctllDlD|'llEßlF*/G/Gü or the
reverse: NlGlC+ßlElEblDlDblC/BlBblA;it does not involve the substitution of any letter
outside the limits of these notes, nor does it involve a separate meaning for enharmonic

equivalents. Also, apart from one or two exceptions, Schumann does not spell names in

full, but rather each letter indicates either

a

John Daverio. Robert Schumqnn Herald of

a person or a

particular issue close to his heart.

a "New Poetic Age". (New York and Oxford: Oxford

Universþ Press, 1997), 159.
6

Using these coded musical techniques, Schumann provides an extra-musical meaning
centred in his personal experience, involving primarily Clara Wieck, Friedrich Wieck
and

himself. Though superficially this approach might have the appearance of a

narrativg interpretation, on further investigation it proves to be more closely aligned to
the type of narrative found in the novels of Jean Paul, where plot is subservient to
characterisation.

Before any judgements can be made about extra-musical references, it is necessary for
the music to be analysed in a more intrinsic way, that is, with regard to the purely

musical details of structure, motif, harmony and so on. From there, the second step is
to ask whether there are any musical pattems that might, by constant or repeated
association, refer to factors outside the music itself. It is important here to explain the

way in which these details of musical analysis have been approached, and at the same
time to define the limits of this study.

Structure. This study is not investigating musical structureper se, but rather the way in
which the structure of Schumann's music might be influenced by that of Jean Paul's

literary style, and the significance of that influence.

Motif, The approach to motivic analysis in this study has not sought to provide an
exhaustive accumulation of Schumann's motivic practices but to concentrate on those

motifs which constantly recur under certain conditions, and which might therefore have
hermeneutic significance. From an editorial perspective, motifs in this thesis, when not

illustrated by actual musical examples, are indicated by letters and slashes, thus:

NBICIEIDIC.

7

Harmony and counterpoint. Schumann's own practice relies mainly on his study of the
music of his compositional predecessors (Bach, Beethoven and Schubert in particular),
but from a formal, educational perspective, he studied theory and counterpoint with
Heinrich Dorn, the Musical Director of the Hoftheater in Leipzig, who was only six
years older than Schumann himself. It is clear that Dorn was an enthusiast for the

theoretical works of F.W. Marpurg and Gottfried Weber because Schumann's diaries
mention, several times, his own study of the works of these two music theoreticians.
Marpurg's Handbuch bey dem Generalbasse und der Composition (1755-62) is based
upon Rameau's theory of harmony, as is, in a more advanced way, Webet's Versuch
einer geordneten Theorie der Tonsetzhtnsf (1817-21). In Schumann's day, these two
studies represented the "modern" outlook on the subject of harmony and counterpoint,

in contrast with the more traditional methods used by the pupils of J.S. Bach, for
example his son C.P.E. Bach, and J.P. Kirnberger. The fact that Schumann chose Dom
as his teacher indicates not

only his understanding of the importance of music theory,

but his preference regarding the alternate teaching methods in vogue at the time.

Today, these two approaches are perhaps best paralleled by the theories of Heinrich
Schenker, an enthusiast for C.P.E. Bach, and Arnold Schoenberg, a structural

functionalist, at least in terms of their primary emphasis and approach. It should
therefore be stated from the beginning, and unambiguously, that this thesis does not

involve Schenkerian analysis, but rather an approach that is influenced initially by
Weber himself, and subsequently by the ideas of Schoenberg, as expressed in his

Structural Functions of Harmony (1969), and Richard Franko Goldman, in his Harmony

in llestern Music (1965). From

these basic beginnings, we may then

identi$'the

harmonic structures and functions which lend themselves to a hermeneutical

I

interpretation. In broad terms this type of analysis is similar to that invoked by Charles
Rosen when he writes about Mozart's opera:

In the penultimate number of the second act finale of Figaro, the Countess
reveals herself with the most gracious of transitions back to the tonic major: a
sudden turn to the tonic minor represents the Count's shamed surprise as a
secondary development section, and he turns back to tonic major to ask
forgivenãss in a lõng resolving patsag"'t
In the end, however, Schumann's symbolic system demands an approach which is far
more extensive than this, and it is hoped that the numerous examples cited in this study

will

show that his "inner musical workings" were indeed quite complex, culminating

a rigorous and

in

reliable harmonic schema which was increasingly influenced by

metaphorical associations. Key characteristics are investigated, not in the

way of expressing moods or feelings but in an allegorical or metaphorical sense, for
example, C major/minor as a metaphor for Clara (S/ieck) or Eb major/minor for
Schumann himself.

Other harmonic devices, which could be used or interpreted in a hermeneutic-structural
sense, are:

(a)

Half cadences which do not resolve to their tonics (for example, ii-V going to iii
instead of I) expressing digression, intemrption or avoidance.

(b)

Dorninant Tths and diminished Tths at the end of phrases or individual pieces
expressing a question or something that has yet to be resolved.

(c)

Confusion of tonal centre expressing ambiguþ.

(d)

Chords of multiple meaning (such as the diminished 7th and the German 6th)

utilising the concept of pun.

t Charles Rosen. The Classic Style Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Rev.ed. (London: Faber and Faber,
1976) 304.
9

Contrapr:ntal aspects, rather than being limited to the study of counterpoint per r¿, are
more fruitfully pursued through such techniques as retrograde statements of an initial

motif, occurring in the same or subsequent work, or an identifiable motif used
repeatedly in counterpoint with itself.

Harmonic symbols. Having identified the method, there must also be a consistent
approach to the analysis of individual chords. Table

I

identifies the symbols applied in

this thesis using the chord of the supertonic as a model:

Table

Triads:

I

Major

il

U6

ff

Minor

l1

ii6

iif

Diminished

if

if6

ii"f

Augmented

II

aug

116

M

aug

M

IIÍ

aug

M

M

II7

ilg

il1

T,

Minor

ll'

iig

llj

tt)

Dominant

II7

ilg

rá

rt

Diminished

if7

ifg

ii"á

ä1

Half-diminished

1l

ø7

ä'g

ä"t

änt

Sevenths: Major

There are also chordal categories that do not have any indication of inversion; all we
need to know is whether the chord has a component of 9ú,
case of the 9th chord, the fundamental is

1ls or l3ú,

even

if, in the

missing. (With regard to the 1lth and l3th

chords, these are usually found on V rather than

II.)

In the case of the augmented

6th

chord we only need to know its sonority and position. Table 2 should make this clear:

l0

Table 2
Incomplete major 9ú

Tg

Incomplete minor

IIE

9th

1l

Eleventh

II

Thirteenth (major and minor)

II

l3

on

II

It6lII

French 6th on

II

F6/II

Italian

6th

German 6th on

II

G6/II

Superimposed chords are notated in the text as, for example, II over V but under
the appropriate chord inthe score

as:

II

v

Harmonic terminology. This thesis also employs specific harmonic terminology to
articulate Schumann's musical workings. For example, the term "cadential idioms" is
used to designate a specifîc type of chord progression. Whereas a cadence involves two

chords and may be a perfect cadence, a half-cadence, a plagal cadence or an intemrpted
cadence, a cadential formula involves three chords such as:

ii-V-I or IV-V-I. A

statement that "the song opens with cadential idioms for the first eight bars", for

example, refers to the fact that such bars involve progressions of chords which consist

of nothing other than chords of the cadential formula, for example: I-V-I-IV-V-ii-V-L
perhaps traversing several bars.

The term "Cycle of fifths" refers to progressions such as lV-vii"-iii-vi-ii-V-I, or parts
thereof, for example:

iii-vi-ii-V-I. Apart from the imperfect fifth relationship between

IV-vii'in major, VI-if in minor and bII-V in the Neapolitan

situation, all other chords

are related by perfect fifths.

ll

"Fifth-related pairs" refers to pairs of chords which are in a Sth-relationship with one
another (for example, I-IV or V-I) but, where two sets of pairs are joined together, the

relationship between them is not one of a fifth, for example: I-IV-V-I, or more
extensively:

iii-vi-I-IV-ii-V. This is a different procedure from that of the cycle of fifths

where all chords are in some type of 5th-relationship with each other. Schumann uses

this harmonic resource almost as much as the cycle

of

5ths, sometimes in a modulatory

environment, and often to achieve a hermeneutic purpose.

Harmonic progressions, when discussed in the text of this study, a¡e illustrated either

with Roman numerals and dashes (vi-ii-V-I) or letters and dashes (A-D-G-C). The
components of chords will be illustrated with the letters of the chord without slashes or
dashes, thus the components

of G7 would be spelt out as G B D F.

Throughout this study, relevant excerpts of the scores of Schumann's piano music and
songs appear within the context of the text itself, usually together with hand-written

harmonic analyses. This provides an immediate aural and visual reference for the
argument of the thesis as it proceeds. The excerpts are taken from the Collected Edition
edited by Clara Schumann, originally published by Breitkopf und Härtel between 1879
and 1887, and republished in 1968 by Gregg International Publishers Limited,
'Westmead,

England.

t2

The Songs: February

- September 1840

Schumann wrote approximately 130 songs

in 1840 but only those composed before

September of that year have been analysed in detail for this thesis6. While each of these

in its own way offers a glimpse into Schumann's symbolic frame of reference, just over
sixty songs have been selected to appear in this

study be.,q^,go

they provide the

clearest illustrations of the various musical devices which combine to reveal his "inner

musical workings". To this end, two songs that have a specific reference to the

revelatory fi¡nction of flowers, "Räthsel" Opus 25:16 and "Am leuchtenden
Sommermorgen", Opus 48:12, are discussed in Chapter 5 in order to identiff the
method by which Schumann conceals his personal code within the music. The

implications of this revelatory function are then expanded in five further chapters
(Chapters 6-10) where the selected songs are discussed under the headings of each of
the keys represented by the chromatic scale, apportioned as they are to the issue

of

marriage (8, D, F, At) between Clara (C and Fil) and Robert (Bb and E) Schumann (Eb
and A), and the opposition of her father (G and Cü) to this idea.

Prior to, and alongside the study of the songs of 1840, several important monographs
and articles were consulted, such as the well known, The Songs of Robert Schumann

(1975) by Eric Sams. This book discusses every solo song that Schumann composed,
but the analyses are often inadequate and are hampered by Sams' speculative series of

symbolic meanings applied to various motivic elements within the songs. More
recently, there is Barbara Turchin's dissertation Robert Schumann's Song Cycles in the
Context of Early Nineteenth Century Liederlcreis (1981) and her published article

"schumann's Song Cycles: The Cycle within the Song", in |gth Century Music (19S5).
In the former, all of Schumann's song cycles are discussed and to some extent analysed,

u

For a full list of all the songs analysed, see Appendix I.
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and in the latter, Opus 39, the Eichendofff Liederlveis, is analysed more fully, from a

motific perspective.

As far as individual songs and cycles are concerned, it is remarkable how liule has been
written and published. On the subject of the Heine cycle, Opus 24, there is really
nothing other than minor discussion in general books on the songs except for Berthold
Hoeckner's "spricht der Dichter oder der Tondichter? Die multiplepersono und Robert
Schumanns Liederlcreis op.24" in Schumann und Seine Dichter,(1993). The same is

true for Opus 25, Myrthen, although Hans Peter Althaus's recent publication "Is
Schumann's "Myrthen" a Cycle?: Constructing Meaning through Text Collage"

(Journal of Singing, 1993) looks at this cycle in more detail. Of the various studies on
Opus 39, the Eichendorff Liederlcreis, perhaps the most interesting is Patrick

McCreless'"Song Order inthe Song Cycle: Schumann's Liederlcrels, Op 39" (Music
Analysis, 1986), which discusses Schumann's original compositional ordering of this
cycle and its ultimate published order. On the other hand, Opus 42, Frauenliebe und
Leben has not attracted the nearly the same amount of scholarly attention. There are
several important studies on Opus 48, Dichterliebe. ln the role of editor, Arthw

Komar's Dichterliebe (1971), claims to give an authoritative score and also includes an
historical background as well as several "Essays in Analysis, Views and Comments";
and Rufus Hallmark's The Genesis of Schumann's Dichterliebe: A Source Study (1979),

which incorporates the earlier "The Sketches for Dichterliebe" (l9th Century Music,
1977) is an excellent source-study.

Of these and the many other references listed in the Bibliography, none, apart from
Sams, refers to musical symbolism to any great extent, and it

will

be found that they

have little bearing on the approach propounded in this study.

t4

The Piano Music, 1831-1839
Once a schema has been established for revealing Schumann's "inner musical

workings" through the study of the songs, this symbolic system is then applied to the
works for solo piano composed between the years 1831 and 18397. This selection has
been determined partly by the need to illustrate Schumann's gradual development and

realization of his symbolic schema, partly by his own statement, in a letter to Heinrich
Dorn (5.9.1839), quoted by Daverio:
Certainly much in my music embodies, and indeed can only be understood
against the background of the battles that Clara cost me. She was practically the
sole motivation for the Concert þøns Orchestre, op. 14], the Sonata [op. I l], the
D avidsbündlertanze, Kr eisl eriana, and the Novell ett en.E
and partly by Daverio's suggestion, in the continuation, that *the Kinderscenen, op. 15,
and Fantasie, op. 17, belong in the same

Sonata, Opus l

l,the Concert

list." Of these above-mentioned titles, the

sans Orchestre, (called in this study by its German title,

Concert ohne Orchester) the Phantasie and Davidsbündlertdnze are certainly discussed,

but in the case of Novelletten, Kinderscenen, and Kreisleriana, only the latter is
discussed in detail.

Thus, more specifically, Chapters I

I to 13 investigate

those works which were

composed in the context of Schumann's anxiety over the question of his future marital
status, and in particular his relationship with the two women who had attracted his

primary attention, Clara Wieck and Emestine von Fricken. Then, after Clara's
favourable response to Robert's initial approach at the end of 1835, and once her
father's adamant opposition was declared, Schumann, being banned from any contact

with Clara, occupied his waiting weeks, days and hours with several compositions

t For list
a
of all the piano works relevant to this study,
8
Quoted in Daverio, Schumann(I997), l3l.

see

Appendix II.
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which encapsulated in music some of his concems regarding this new and alarming
situation. These works are discussed in Chapters 14, 15 and

16.

As far as the literafire on the piano music goes, there are the usual summaries given in
most books of the "Life and Works" category, though they are far too mrmerous to list

here. Peter Kaminky's "Principles of Formal Structure in Schumann's Early Piano
Cycles", (Music Theory Spectrum,1989) deals with Papillons Opus 2, Carnaval,Opus
9 and Davidsbündlertcinze, Opus 6 from an overall structural point of view, with some

comment on motivic elements, though its Schenkerian perspective determines the
presuppositions of the writer and, apart from one exception, it is decidedly anti-

symbolic in thrust. Linda Correll Roesner's "schumann's 'Parallel' Forms", (19tå
Century

Music,l99l), a musico-structural study, provides

a valuable

re-thinking

of

those works that have formerly been approached from the perspective of sonata form. It
discusses, among other things,the Phantasie, Optss 17 andthe Concert ohne Orchester,

Opus 14. Wolfgang Boetticher has recently provided a companion to his own edition of
the piano works (Edition Henle) entitled Schumanns Klavierwerke Neu biographische
und text lcritische Untersuchungen in two volumes (in 1976 and 1984), which deal with
Opuses 1-13. These volumes give helpful insights not only into the biographical
circumstances surrounding the composition of these works but also the sources that
Schumann used (where applicable) in their compilation. Otherwise, Boetticher's
interest is mainly in textual variants, often of a minute kind.

Of the individual piano works that are discussed in this study, the existing publications
reveal a variety of approaches, which may be formed into several distinct categories.

For example, Papillons, Opus 2,beingone of the most written about works of
Schumann, attracts attention from scholars in at least four different categories:

l6

compositional process, harmonic and formal coherence, pro grammatic interpretation
and literary parallels.

All of these categories,

and the authors who propowrd their ideas

within them, are discussed in Chapter 11. Suffrce it to say that Daverio's discussion of
Papillons, in his Schumann (1997), contains one of the best summaries of the work and
one of the best approaches to the work to date.

Claudia Steven Becker's "A New Look at Schumann's Impromptus." (The Music

Quarterly, 1981) raises the issue of whether one of the prevailing themes throughout
this work is, indeed, Clara'Wieck's, as \ryas formerly believed, or one of Robert
Schumann's; other factors are also discussed, mostly with no bearing on the subject

of

this study

Though quite short, one of the more stimulating treatments of the Sonata in F{ major,
Opus 11, is to be found in Charles Rosen's Sonata Forms (1980). Carnaval, Opus 9, is

often discussed along vøth Papillons andthat is true of Peter Kaminsky's article,
mentioned above. In terms of a programmatic approachto Carnaval, since this issue is
dealt with thoroughly in the discussion of Papillons, the few studies on this approach
have been laid aside. The interest of many authors appears to be in the titles

Carnaval, especially "Sphinx", but others such

as

of

Newcomb and Daverio (mentioned

above) deal with the way in which Carnaval illustrates Jean Paul's concept of "Witz",

which seems to be far more instructive.

Linda Correll Roesner's study "Schumann's 'Parallel' Forms" and its discussion of the
Concert ohne Orchester, Opus 14, proved to be seminal in several respects, as can be
seen in Chapter 14 of

this study. Sadly, just as the Intermezzi arc the poor relation of

Papillons, both in the frequency of perfonnance and the attention of scholarly research,

17

so also

isthe Concert ohne Orchester in relation to the Phantasie, Opus 17, which is

one of the most well-served piano works of Schumann as far as scholarly treatment is

concerned. Almost every book discussing Schumann's piano music deals with it, but
the very recent Schumann, Fantasie Op 17 (1992) by Nicholas Marston has one of the
best summaries of the background to the work and he gives a

fairly full analysis - albeit

confused between traditional and Schenkerian approaches. One of the more specific
studies is John Daverio's "schumann's

'In Legendenton' and Friedrich Schlegel's

Arabeske" (I9th Century Music,1987-8), which interrelates a musical analysis of the
first movement of the work with the techniques of the literary aesthetic of F. Scilegel,
in particular.

From the point of view of this thesis, John Daverio's "Reading Schumann by Way

of

Jean Paul and His Contemporaries" (mentioned above) is the most important reference

regarding Davidsbündlertcinze, and actually uses Opus 6 as a basis for his musical
reference in the pursuit of his theme. Linda Conell Roesner's "The Sources for

Schumann's Davidsbündlertdnze Op. 6: Composition, Textual Problems and the Role

of

the Composer as Editor" (in Mendelssohn and Schumann; Essays on Their work and lts

Context,l984) deals mainly with source material, but has some most enlightening
revelations regarding Schumann's "inner musical workings", though she does not
address the issue itself.

The most important references regarding Kreislerian4 Opus 16 are those of Deboratr
Crisp in "The Kreisleriana of Robert Schumann and E.T.A. Hoffrnann: Some Musical
and Literary Parallels", (Musicologt Australia,1993), John Daverio in his chapter on

"schumann and the System of Musical Fragments: Categories" inNineteenth-Century
Music and the German Romantic ldeologt (1993), and Charles Rosen inhis The

l8

Romantic Generation (1995). All three of these writers deal with what they believe to
be the influence of the writings of E.T.A. Hoffmann upon Schumarn's composition

of

Opus 16. Most of their comments are pre-occupied with this issue, which is primarily
one of structure, in the sense that their focus of attention is directed towards the

management and disposition of the material within Kreisleriana, andhow it may

parallel similar techniques in Hoffrnann's works.

Chapter 17 gathers all the accumulated evidence together and summarises the
implications of this evidence for a "deeper insight into [Schumann's] inner musical

workings". A summary is made of the harmonic procedures encountered in all the
previous chapters, and their suggested meanings, pointing to Schumann's hermeneutic
pu{pose, and this is followed by a summary of the special motifs.

For obvious reasons it has not been possible to include in this study detailed references
to all of the music or all the literature which has been analysed or consulted in depth
during its preparation. Nevertheless all are listed in the Bibliography, and the range of
scholarship on Schumann is explored where appropriate in the context of the ongoing

discussion. The musical examples and literary quotations have been chosen with a view
to demonstrating that, while Schumann's own understanding of music theory might be
regarded as relatively traditional in academic terms, it was almost certainly his literary
talents, interests and instincts, in tandem with his human circumstances and basic

emotional needs, that inspired him to develop a unique style of composition. Indeed,
once we discover in detail the

full significance of his "inner musical workings", we

should have a better understanding of Schumann's musical language which, by its very
nature, is deeply personal, surprisingly articulate and in the long run, for all its symbolic

complexity, remarkably consistent.
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Schumann arrived from his home-town,Zwickart,to study law at the University

of

Leipzigin April 1828 though the term did not begin until the May of that year. An entry
in Schumann's diary indicates that he visited the Carus household somewhere arctnd27

Muy.t He was no stranger to this family

as the brothers

Karl and Ernst Carus had been

known to him since Zwickau days. Dr Ernst Carus had been appointed to a hospital in

Colditz in March 1824 and while there, Schumann had visited and stayed on his way to
Dresden on25-26 July 1827. From November 1827 Ernst Carus was employed in

Leipzigwhere he became Professor of Medicine at the University. He and his wife
Agnes lived in a village called Connewitz within walking distance of Leipzig. Agnes
Carus was eight years older than Schumann, and by the time he came to Leipzig

in 1828

she already had one child.

Agnes was an amateur singer and from time to time both she and her husband held
musical evenings in their home. It is most probable that Schumann was introduced to
the V/ieck family (Clara Wieck ultimately becoming Schumann's wife in 1840) through

their mutual acquaintance with the Caruses. Since Schumann was a reasonably
competent pianist, it was only natural that he could and did act as Agnes' accompanist.

It is against this background that Schumann's diary entries proceed

as

follows:

27.5.1828. The day before yesterday I was agitated: from what I don't know.
Sometimes it seems to me as if I might become insane: When I go to Caruses my
heart thumps miserably and I become pale: Ah! if I could have found you later;
now we are too distant from one another but we are still near: I noticed it
recently from a soulful glimpse; it appeared to me in a dream. The moonlit walk
I Rob"rt

Schumann. Tagebücher. Vol.

Verlag für Musik,

l97l) 54.

l:

1827-1838. Georg Eismann, ed. (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher

(Hereafter cited as Tgb I.)
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was also beautiful: but I did not know whether I was still alive. I often feel as
though I were dead: and a scornful tear is all that I am left with'"2

29.5.1828. "I spent the whole day in Natmdorf and was truly happy in my heart.
[Jean Paul'sf Siebenlais is awful: but I would like to read it a thousand times
more: Could not Naundorf become a retreat for me? I sat so truly enraptured
among the trees and heard the nightingale - but I did not weep - and flung out
both hands and feet: because I was very happy. As I went along I rather felt as if
I were not in my right mind: I was in my right mind, and yet I thought: I had lost
it. I was really insane.3
[No date, but most likely early June] ...4s I was going to Caruses, I trembled
dreadfully and felt as though I was going into a tomb. At home I played or
rather, pounded ...4

These three entries alone reveal that Schumann had some kind of neurotic problem

regarding contact with the Caruses. He seems to have experienced what today would be
regarded as anxiety or panic attacks.s What was the basis of these reactions? In the

first

entry quoted, Schumann makes reference to a particular attachment to Agnes which

could not be voiced since she was already married with a somewhat observant husband
(he was a psychiatrist). These strong feelings of romantic infatuation as well as

restrained sexual desire, as we shall see, accompanied by guilt and ftustration - perhaps
leading to condemnation, rejection and separation, would be enough to trigger the kind

of disorientation which Schuma¡n describes here.

As well, Schumann was reading Jean Paul's novel Siebenlais6 which tells of a maried
couple who are ill-matched, to the extent that Siebenkäs fakes his own death and bwial

t Tgb I, 83.
3
Tgb I,83.
a
Tgb I, 84.
t This is confirmed by similar

attacks mentioned by Schumann in his correspondence to Clara Wieck. See
Clara und Robert Schumann. BriefwechselYol.l. Eva Weissweiler, ed. (Frankfurt am Main:
Stroemfeld/Roter Stern 1984) 95 and97.
u
The full title of the work is Blumen - Frucht - und Dornenstücke oder Ehestand, Tod und.Hochzeit des
Armenadvokqten Firmian Stanislaus Siebenkcis im Reichsmarktflecken Kuhschnappel. It was published

in 4 vols in Berlin, 179617.
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so as to be separated from his

wife. Believing him to be dead, his wife turns towards

another more compatible partner.

How did he address this problem? In a letter to Emil Flechsig (a close friend and fellow
student) he writes:
Eternal and holy sleeps her [Agnes Carus] sacred picture in my soul and my
breast breathes with the rising sun young songs and tones, like the Memnon
statue, which sounds only in the morning when the sun touches it and becomes
silent when the sun turns away from it and hastens towards the west or the past.
My tones became silent, my songs died and the years went to sleep one after the
other but her picture stands for ever strong in me and may it henceforth be the
genius of my life, which a person may idolize and sanctifr, but must never look
at. Pass then by me, silent and wordless: but don't be ffigry, even if I too can't
speak and only weep: but smile at me like the deity when people admire her.7

The date of this letter, written from Zwickau,is24 March 1828.8 Litzmann, the
biographer of Clara, tells us that by the next day Schumann was a guest in the Carus
housee perhaps

with

a

view to setting up lodgings for himself in Leipzig. Ultimately he

was to share an apartment with Emil Flechsig, the letter's recipient. The text of this

letter shows that Schumann's infatuation with Agnes preceded his residence in Leipzig
and that he believed his only recourse was to remain silent about the extent of his secret

admiration and desire. This did not stop him from pursuing it in his mind however, as
the following entries reveal:

2.6.1828. The day before yesterday I was at the Caruses; I didn't know what my
mood was: I sat with her for two hours alone at the piano and it was to me like a
mighty wakening of all the slumbering depths again. She must have seen it in
my eyes for I felt that she perpetually smiled sadly. Later Julius came, perhaps
more miserable than I: when she sings flames sparkle out of his eyes, like
mocking words and one can truly see his tremendous pain as though he would
gladly say: you alluring maiden with your tones and your eyes. Ah! I have often
said it to myself and still say it.ro
t

Tgb I, 86.

t Tgb I, 443,n.64.
'Berthold Litznann. Clara Schumann Ein Kiinstlerleberz. Rev.ed., Vol. l, (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel,

t9t2)
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Early June 1828. Today was Agnes' birthday. I did not know whether the
doctor had made a joke or had been serious, consequently I did not go to
Konnewitz. In the evening, however, I went there with Flechsig and was driven
on by a great longing: she met and greeted us and winked in a friendly way and
gave me dreams, and Hesperus [the planet Venus] was smiling so beautifully.
Today is the 5th of June. Yesterday evening I was there and indulged [myself]
with her at the piano truly blissfully. She wanted polymeters and I sent her
today the following which came deeply from my heart: it is good. I feel it, and
the thought is sensitive and tender.' '

Then follows a polymeter (an extended poem without regular meter or

rþme)

based on

an expansion of a polymeter of Jean Paul from his novel Flegeljahrel2 Onthe 7 July

Agnes left Leipzig for a while. Schumann does not say where or why but the diary
entries reveal his attitude:

Early July 1828. She had written to me on 6 July and I would like to frame the
lines in a gold frame; the farewell was short but she looked at me in a very'
friendly and longingful way and tempted me. Early on the 7ú she left.r3
13.7.1828. One so wonderful: "Yes" as at this farewell on the evening of the
I have never before uttered. The whole of heaven and the whole of hell lay
therein, apprehension, love, a smile, hope, conf,rdence, enthusiasm, anxiety,
ta
resentment and ever¡hing.

6th,

[Undated but later.] When will she return? I often dream and she lives
sometimes in my dreams but never beautifully. If only dreams could achieve the
opposite! I miss her every duy.tt
[Undated but later.] Now she may be sleeping; I fantasized [i.e.
improvised/composed] well, because she lived in my fantasies and the whole
tone-heaven with her. How sacred you are, you tones and what I cannot say to
her my tones must tell her; she may understand me perhaps but she is not
allowed to understand me because it h m been determined otherwise.l6
Further in the diary he writes:

July/August 1828. Tones are veiled Venus-forms: We see her [i.e. Venus] smile
through the veil: but we dare not raise the veil. Therefore music does not silence
tt Tgb I, 90. Note: Schumann was inconsistent in his spelling of Konnewitz (Connewitz), as also with the
name Klara (Clara). ln all quotations the spelling of proper names replicates the original version.
tt Tgb I,91. Cf. JeanPaul. Ftegeljahre. lherke.Yol.2. (Mtinchen: Carl HanserVerlag, 1959)826.
t3

l4
l5

l6
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Tgb
Tgb

1,92.

r,92.
1,93.

r,94.
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the conflict of feelings but sets them in motion and leaves a confused' vague
something behind.l7

Now

a

new element has been introduced: another means by which Schumann coped

with his feelings for Agnes was to compose music for her - in this case songs' Perhaps
through this means he might by-pass his policy of verbal avoidance and communicate

his feelings indirectly through music. Thus:
When a person wants to say something, which he can't, then he assumes the
language of tones or that of flowers.l8

Music is the true confessional of our sins [crossed out then] soul.le

A Freudian slip

perhaPs?

By the middle of August, Agnes had returned. The songs which Schumann had
composed were now being rehearsed.
She sang the most beautiful passages badly and has not understood me.20

Then
20 August 1828. Agnes and the songs; already she learnt to understand them
much better; it was [as though] mostly my own feelings came back in v¡erds
tones.2l

But in the same entry, following immediately:
Pistol duel; it provided me with the opportunity for once to see good manners
going to the dågs; she grabbed my arms with sparkling eyes etc.22

Ultimately the growing infatuation, combined with some encouragement from Agnes (or

tt Tgb I,96.
tt Tgb I, lol.
tn

Tgb I,
'o Tgb l,
2t
Tgb l,
tt Tgb I,

l05.
I12.
I 19. The word "words" was wtitten fust, then crossed out.
119.
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at least

little discouragement),

seems to have caused some problems in the Carus

marriage. Schumann writes:
21.8.1828. Sonate melancholique exists often in ma:riage; at least it seems to
me to be so, after all I was myself the cause of it.23
Subsequently there had been a cooling

offin

the relationship between the Caruses and

Schumann as the following diary entry reveals:

1l.12.1828. Evening at Caruses - coldness increases to warmth - lieder by
Schubert (Gretchen am Spinnrad) and Spohr - my melancholic bliss and her eyes
- the tender manied couple and my pain.2a
The final resolution of this problem occu¡red when Schumann went to Heidelberg in

May 1829 to study law there. By the end of 1830 he had retumed to Leipzig to study
piano full-time with Friedrich V/ieck. A year and a half later the diary records:

9.5.1832. ln the evening as I came from Kråingel's, standing at the door [were]
Dr Carus and Agnes. I was confused, stupid, like a stick. I felt an uneasiness the
whole evening. She was cold, very, and she said politely that she would say
nothing more.25
Schumann by now had secretly set his sights on Clara Wieck and as well was involved

in a sexual relationship with Christel (probably a servant in the Wieck house-hold).
From his experience with Agnes he had leamt to keep his feelings to himself, after all
Clara was only twelve-and-a-half in May of 1832 and she had a frerce, possessive,

ambitious, and ruthless father. Schumann had also learnt to re-direct his feelings
through private poetry and through his musical compositions, the latter of which could
be shared with Clara (and her father) without arousing much suspicion.

What is intriguing about all that has preceded, is the close relationship between the

23

24
25

Tgb I, 120.
Tgb I, 153.
Tgb I, 386.
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things that Schumann wrote and composed and the inspiration which came from his
rather impossible attachment to Agnes Carus. Quite often his written statements are

taken out of their context and used as evidence of Schumann's aesthetic outlook. How

this can occur can be seen even within Schumann's own writings: The diary entry
quoted above beginning "Tones are veiled Venus-forms..." is more or less quoted later

in

a letter to V/iedebein (to whom Schumann had sent some of his own songs

for

comment):
... Because tones are veiled Venus-forms after all, which smile at us through the

veil but which is too tenderly ethereal and spiritual for people to be able to raise
- therefore music does not appease the conflict of feelings but stirs it and leaves
an indescribable, confused something behind.26

Not having read Schumann's diary, Wiedebein could not know of the personal situation
from which these words stemmed though he would have understood the following
passage from a previous letter from Schumann:

Yow Lieder [Wiedebein had set passages from Jean Paul's Flegeljahre] created
for me many a happy moment and I learnt through these to understand and
unravel Jean Paul's veiled words. Jean Paul's sombre spirit-tones came to me
through that magic veiling of your tone-ireations truly bright and clear.27
Between the first letter to Wiedebein (15.7.28) and the second (5.8.28) there is an entry

in the diary which is similar in concept to the passages occurring above:
In people rest a great, colossal something, which no tongue can express, because
it is too heavenly; but we feel it on high mountains or with sunset or with soft
tones.28

In the same year, Schumann wrote a little work called Die Tonwelr the subtitle of which
is "Aesthetic fragments and aphorisms towards an aesthetic of music" which opens in
the first few lines with:

In people rests a great, colossal something which no tongue can proclaim and it
awakens on high mountains or with a sunset or with tones.2e

tu

Tgb I, lo3.
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Tgbr,95.
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Tgb I,99.
2e
Frauke Olto. Robert Schumann

qls

Jean Paul-Leser. (Frankfurt am Main: Haag und Herschen, 1984) 67
26

Gone is the reference to tones as "Venus-forms" however.

This concept of the indescribable something which no tongue can express is not a
unique idea of Schumann's - it is part and parcel of the early German Romantic
aesthetic. Gordon A Craig, discussing German Romanticism in his bookThe Germans,
tells us that Romanticism
was a reaction against the rationalism and systematic thinking of the eighteenth
century and particularly against the Enlightenment's deification of the intellect,
its utilitarian prejudice, which rejected the claims of tradition and prescription in
favour of those of efficiency and relevance, and its optimistic belief in
30
progress.
He continues:

ln general, the Romantics were convinced that life had dimensions that could not
be comprehended by scientific analysis and that instinct was a better guide to the
deeper iruths than reason.3l

And again:
The Romantics preferred the fullness and incoherence of life to the mathematical
order of the philosophes: they turned from the prim elegance of the French
garden to thã tangled mysteries of the German forest.32
The clue to the mystery of life was to be found in nature and the "function of art then is

to decipher and communicate the message of hieroglyphic nature"33 Jean Paul
comments
The beautiful does not dwell in the things of nature themselves, but only
in the spirit, which can divine the idea within them, because it brings this
from Gãd; they are only the echo of our inner music.3a

Nature in its broadest sense can be compared to a veil hanging between the finite and
the infinite. For Schumann this veil could be penetrated through music though it is not a

30

Gordon A Craig. The Germans. (London, Penguin Books, 1991) 191.
Craig, The Germans, l9l.
32
Craig, The Germans, l9l.
33
Margaret Hale. Horn of Oberon Jean Paul Richter's School for Aesthetics: Introduction and
Translation. (Detroit: V/ayne State University Press, 1973) xx.
3a
Quoted by Margaret Hale. Horn of Oberon, r'x-

3r
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precise action because

it is unable to "silence the conflict of feelings but

sets them

in

motion and leaves a confused, vague something behind." A similar idea is expressed by
Jean Paul in his novel Hesperus,

which Schumann had read:

Dear Victor! In man there is a greatlonging, which has never been fulfilled: it
has no n¿tme, it seeks its object, but everything that you n¿rme it, and all joy, it is
not; but it comes back when you look, on a summer's night, towards the north
or to distant mountain ranges, or when moonlight is resting on the earth, or, the
sky is covered with stars, or when you afe very happy. This great, immense
longing lifts up our spirit but with pain: Ah! We, lying here below on this earth,
are thrown into the heights, like epileptics. But this longing, to which no name
can be given, calls to man's spirit our strings and tones, - the longing spirit
weeps then stronger and can not contain itself any more and cries out in
hmånting rapture between the tones: Yes everything yoll call it, that I lack ...3s
lndeed, J.W. Smeed in his Jean Paul's Dreams notes that in Jean Paul's dream
sequences:

The most common symbols [for the soul after death] ate dew, incense, perfirme,
tears, the ray of light and the note of music. The last is particularly significant,
combining the mystical symbol of the tone and echo with the Romantic
conception of music as the most disembodied of the arts and the most direct
expression of man's longings for the transcendental.36

With this brief digression we have moved, however, from the f,rnite to the infinite, from
the physical to the metaphysical and from romantic infatuation to aesthetic theory!

:lc
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One of the most significant elements of the diary entries at this time is Schumann's
statements about instrumental music as opposed to texted music. In his discussion

of

Schubert variations (he does not say which ones) he writes:

The Schubert variations are the most perfect romantic painting, a perfect tonenovel ... tones are higher words ...Dance music is embodied, mobile music: every
motion must be harmony, there cannot be an unresolved dissonance ... music is

I (Mtinchen: Carl Hanser Verlag, 1960)776.
(London: Oxford Universþ Press, 1966) 45
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the highest level of poetry; the angels must speak in tones, spirits in words of
poetry ... The Schubert variations are to \Aihelm Meister [a novel by Goethe] as
generally tone is to word. Tone is in general composed word ...37
a later dia4y entry (13

In

August 1828) he writes:

the pinnacle in music is [that which is] united in the free fantasy, what we miss
still in compositions with neat musical phrases - the law of the bars with the
alternating lyric-free bar measure. Poetry has achieved this [freedom] in Jean
Paul's polymeters and the old [Greek?] choruses; freedom is each time more
genial and more spiritual than constraint, and therefore my feeling of uneasiness

about rhyme.38
Schumann touches upon three things here which should be understood separately,

namely, tones, dance music and the free fantasy. Tones, the individual notes or musical
sounds, lie between the feeling or motivation of the composer and the actual production

of

a piece

of music; hence tones are like a veil which hangs between intention and

expression. The creative act of composition (or improvisation) releases the vague,
expressionless "something" inspired by nature, poetry or feelings into concrete musical

form, though the result might still be veiled from anyone but the composer, as
Schumann had discovered and was to discover in the future. Schumann's efforts at the
free fantasy in music à la JeanPaul were yet to emerge into an actual completed

composition. In 1828 however, he did write a set of eight Polonaises for four hands
which remained unpublished until the twentieth century.

As far

as texted

music is concerned, as early as 1827, before he came to live in Leipzig,

Schumann wrote:
The most beautiful treasute of a people is its songs: They beam like etemal suns
on life and_pour spiritual rose-light over the fragments of disintegrating
splendour.3e

37
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and after he had returned to writing more songs for Agnes, between June - August 1828,
he wrote:

ln song the highest is united, word and tone, ....the truly extracted quintessence
of spirituat üfã - Dance music is frozen music'4O
Eleven years later he was to write that he "ranked song compositions lower than

instrumental music and never considered them great attu.4r This contradictory stance
shows a decisive tum-about in the focus of his compositional activity as well as his

romantic attachment. In 1828 he was in love with a singer for whom he wrote songs.

By l83l he was beginning to attach himself to a young woman (Clara Wieck) who was
to become an outstanding pianist and from 1831 to 1839 his published compositions
were exclusively for solo piano. Here and there, between 1829 to 1830 he wrote a few
Waltzes for piano solo which, along with re-fashioned fragments of the Polonaises
mentioned above, form a considerable part of his Papillons Opus 2; but by that time
(1331) his dance music had become "un.frozen" and formed the beginning of an entirely

new approach to music for the piano which is uniquely his.

It is not being suggested that Schumann, in his songs for Agnes Carus, was
incorporating hidden messages which, if she had the code, she would be able to decipher

into a specihc language. This is not the meaning of such phrases as "she may
understand me perhaps ...". Nor, when he writes "When a person wants to say
something, which he can't, then he assumes the language of tones or that of flowers",
does he mean that the language of tones can be translated directly into words, statements

or declarations of love, at least not in 1828. Nevertheless, we should note that
Schumann's Opus

I

- the Abegg Variations - is most probably based on the leffers of the

oo

Tgb I, lo5.
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name of a pianist at Heidelberg -

Meta Abegg.a2 Moreover,

a close

look at the range of

early works reveals similar practices. For example, Papillon^s, Opus 2,has been seen to
have a close connection with the last two chapters of Jean Paul's novel Flegeljahrea3 brrt
needs further investigation than has been so far conducted, on what inner musical and
perhaps autobiographical workings lie behind its composition. The Impromptus, Opus

5, are based on the joining together of a theme by Clara (or was it originally Robert's?aa)
and a basso ostinato by Robert. The Sonata in F$ minor, Opus 11, involves a re-

fashioning of a previously composed Fandango of Robert's combined with a modified

motif drawn from Clara's own Opus 5. Carnaval, Opus 9, is based on the letters ASCH
which represent, as Schumann pointed out to several people, the letters of the town ûom
which his then fiancée, Ernestine von Fricken, came as well as the letters of his own

family name, which can also be represented in music: SCFIA. The Davidsbündlertdnze,
Opus 6, opens with a musical quotation from Clara's own Opus 6, and the first
movement of the Phantasie in C, Opus 17, is based to some degree on a modified
quotation from Beethoven's song cycle To the Distant Beloved which indeed Clara then
was, since both she and Robert were forbidden to see one another or communicate

during 1836, the year in which the first movement was written. The Phantasie was even
referred to by a contemporary as die Fantasie "Clara"a5 and this in an article in Der

Humorist in 1838!

Many of the facts here concerning ciphers and music quotations do not constitute new
information but combined with the evidence from Schumann's relationship with Agnes

n'Tgbr,4Bz.
a3
aa
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Carus

in 1828, they reveal

a pattem

which prevails almost without exception to at least

1838 (in fact beyond), that is, schumann's practice of composing music under the

inspiration of romantic attachment: piano music for Clara from I 83 I to I 834, then piano
music for Emestine von Fricken, then back to Clara from 1836 and beyond. This has its
origins as early as 1828 and became a compositional habit from that time onwards.

The difference, however, between 1828 and subsequent years is that Schumann

increasingly devised methods by which he could make his message clearer, if only one
had the interest or the ability to read between the lines.
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Any reading of Schumann's diaries, especially those of his late teenage and early
twenties, reveals the influence on Schumann of the literature of Jean Paul Richter (1763-

1825). As early

as

March 1828, Schumann was able to state, in a letter to his friend

Emil Flechsig:
Jean Paul still takes fust place with me and I put him above all, Schiller himself

being no exception (I do not yet understand Goethe).l

In

a

diary entry, in the same year, Schumann wrote:

I often ask myself, where would I be, if I had not known Jean Paul: he seems so
closely interwoven, at least, with part of me, as though I had an earlier
premonition of him ... I still can't think what I would be exactly. I cannot
unravel the question.2

At this stage in Schumann's life, these references refer exclusively to his own writings
in which he sought to emulate the style of Jean Paul, as is clearly indicated by any
reading of Schumann's early literary attempts.

Ten years later, however, and after Schumann had composed several works for solo

piano, another friend, writing in Der Humorist, stated:
and composer deserved designation as a musical Jean Paul,
Robert Schumann is such a one.3

If any virtuoso

Eventually Jean Paul's influence on Schumann's lleltanschauung was also able to be
recognised in his music, and it is this aspect which must now be brought into closer

t
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focus. Much has been written on this subject in recent years,o though such studies are
mainly concerned with matters pertaining to structural issues: that is, the disposition

of

the musical material in Schumann's compositions and the way it might parallel literary
techniques within the writings of Jean Paul or, for that matter, Jean Paul's contemporary

E.T.^. Hoffrnann.

The Musical Implications of Jean Paul's Literary Style

All authors on Jean Paul's literary style make mention of his propensity for digression
and what appear to be, at least on the surface, insertions of disconnected material.

Dorothea Berger states:

A discussion of

Jean Paul's style offers the richest opportunity to know the

author. Jean Paul destroyed the traditional shape of the novel, not only by doing
away with formal plot and characters, but also by asserting his constant presence,
by intemrptions and digressions, by encyclopedic servings of information in
announced and unannounced "special Pages".s

Timotþ

J. Casey, in similar vein:

Not only does he [Jean Paul] pile reflection on reflection or digression on
digression; not only does he constantly interfere with his characters and intemrpt
their stories; at any moment in a Jean Paul novel one might meet Jean Paul
himself wandering through the book,.perhaps composing another book or in the
company of characters from other books, who may themselves be composing
books that elsewhere seem to be Jean Paul compositions. Sometimes the effect
is intimate and homely, calmly reflective. Sometimes it is quite the opposite, for
the reflections only serve to put us out of countenance, with an eerie sense of
doppelgåinger [slc]- Jean Paul, after all, coined the term - that seems to violate
the integrity of the individual.6
John Daverio, an American musicologist, quotes Friedrich Schlegel's ironic

characterization of Jean Paul as an author "who hasn't control of the basic principles

of

art ... [and] cannot tell a story well, at least not according to what is accepted as good

a

For example: John Daverio tnhis Nineteenth-Century Music and the German Romantic ldeology. (New
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story-telling". Daverio continues, in Jean Paul's defence:
Of course, it is not that Jean Paul was unable to tell a story well; on the contrary,
he stubbornly refusedto adhere to the accepted principles of unity of plot, if only
because he passionately believed that life itself was a motley, variegated affair.
Hence the plethora of digressions, excurses, embeddings, interpolations and
appendices, however disorienting they may be, serves to affirm what was an
essentially epic world view. The patient reader, in any event, will be rewarded
with glimpses into Jean Paul's inimitable comic style, his uncanny abilþ to give
a humorous twist to the most solemn subjects.T
Another glimpse of the musical implications of these aspects of Jean Paul's literary
style, can be seen in Anthony Newcomb's essay "Schumann and Late EighteenthCentury Na¡rative Strategies"

:

... Schumann's ... famous review of Berlioz's Symphonie fantastiqøe (1835) can
remind us ... that musical narrativity operates at the level of phrase and small

section as well:
Something still remains to be said about the structure of the individual
phrases. The music of our day can offer no example in which meter and
rhythm are more freely set to work in symmetrical and asymmetrical
combinations than in this one. Hardly ever does consequent correspond
to antecedent, or answer to question.

Schumann goes on to compare this irregular style of phrase succession to Jean
Paul's prose.

As soon as one takes Schumann seriously about his debt to the narative poetics
of the early Romantic novelists, especially Jean Paul, the similarities between the
narrative strategies of novelist and composer leap to the mind ... Most
characteristically, Schumann, like Jean Paul, avoids clear linear narrative
through stress on intemrption, embedding, digression, and wilful reinterpretation
of the apparent function ãf an event (wha-t one might call functional punning).8
Observations dealing primarily with structural issues are referred to, where appropriate,

throughout subsequent pages of this study but it is not our primary concern. Suffice it to
say that where a musical digression (perhaps a sudden change of key or an

implied modulation) might be regarded as a musical parallel to Jean Paul's technique

of

digression or, even firrther, an illustration of musical humour, for Schumann there is still

7
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a fi.yther, more direct, hermeneutic twist to such digressions

which goes beyond the

purely structural to the directly personal, as will be demonstrated. Indeed, for
Schumann, that which on the surface may appear as a humorously contrived structural
detail becomes far more humorous because of its personal reference. This is particularly
true of the music from 1834-5 through to Schumann's ma:riage to Clara V/ieck in
September 1840.

The Musical Implications of Jean Paul's llumour
Peter Lyser, a friend

of Schumann, in the

same number of Der Humorist (quoted above)

continued his observation on Schumann:

Humour, the deepest, innermost, loveliest humour, that is the essence of
all Schumannian compositions.e
Several years later Schumann confrmed this approach to his music in a letter (6.2.1854)

to Richard Pohl, a music critic who had displeased Schumann with his lack of
understanding of the latter's music:

Humour is the main thing, and then, *t ut you miss in my compositions,
especially in the Lied "Du meine Seele", is love.lO
The question of humour and love in Schumann's music is a complex one, the evidence

for which can only be found through an analysis of the music itself. Thus, John
Daverio, in his "Reading Schumann By Way of Jean Paul and His Contemporaries"
regards one of the characteristics of humour in Schumann's music as stemming from the

juxtaposition of different styles.
In the Davidsbündlertrinze, the element of "Humor" is omnipresent; in fact, if the
collection is about anything at all, it is about the musical presentation of
humorous antitheses. These are manifest most obviously in the intermingling of
"Florestan" pieces .. marked by rapid tempi, driving rhyhms, and irregular

n
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metric accents or phrasing ... with "Eusebius" pieces ... of a more expressive
character.ll
He continues:
... the element of "Humor" reaches deeper. Like Jean Paul in his novels, so
Schumann here brings together a "high" world and a "low''world - the latter
represented by the popular waltz topos that runs through so many pieces in the
collection ...

Thus, in the Davidsbündlertdnze, the way to musical poetry is cleared by
poeticising the commorfplace, bythe humorous commingling of high and low

styles.l2

\/'

Ultimately, all of Daverio's considerations go no frrther than the structural. Indeed he
states his

briet right at the beginning of his article:

A number of studies have tackled the intriguing problem of Schumann's secret
musical language, his Clara themes, his musical cryptography .. that is, the
whole question of his various attempts to translate extramusical meanings into
tones. My own concems lie elsewhere. I would like to suggest that we can learn
much about Schumann's music, especially the "incomprehensible" collections of
the 1830s, by tuming to the literature, philosophy, critical theory, and aesthetics
of the early nineteenth century, to the body of writings by figwes such as Jean
Paul Richter, Novalis, solger, E.T.A. Hoffrnann and the schlegel brothers writings in which schumann began to immerse himself while only a teenager.
Here we will look not for the specific programs or meanings that Schumann
might have transformed into music, or sought to convey through music, but
rather for narrative and rhetorical devices that provide compelling analogues for
his musical procedures, even more importantly, for aesthetic/critical categories
that can help us to evaluate the radical language of Schumann's collections.l3
This thesis involves both issues identified by Daverio, namely:

(a)

"the specific programs or meanings that Schumann might have transformed into

music" and

(b)

"narative and rhetorical devices that provide compelling analogues for his
[Schumann's] musical procedures. . ."

ll Daverio, "Reading

Schumann", 39.
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Much of the ingredients of Jean Paul's humour and its opposite, as Jean Paul would
claim, the sublime, is directed towards philosophical considerations.
Certainly, Jean Paul, torn
between the allure of nihilistic interpretations of reality and a deep-seated belief in the

cxistence of a personal, divine, metaphysical reality, plays out, among his various
characters, his own personal conflicts, though they are primarily philosophical or even

theological. One of Jean Paul's negative targets was the contemporary German
philosopher, Johann Gottlieb Fichte, with his theory of the Transcendental Ego, which
Jean Paul regarded as bordering on

solipsism. As V/ulf Koepke has written:

The view, imputed by Jean Paul to Fichte, that the ego creates the world as a
non-ego, and thus posits reality, exposes us to the danger of nihilism. The ego
may then be viewed, as did Jean Paul's philosopher friend Friedrich Heinrich
Jacobi, as an oyster in a sea of nothingness. The lonely ego could only receive
its own echo; there was no qeality out there to help out of the abyss of the self.la

This would never satisff Jean Paul, though it had a powerful intellectual pull on him. In
many ways his writings seek to address this profound ontological conflict. The role

of

humour in Jean Paul is to bring down to earth pretentious aspirations for absolute
certainty, whether in the physical or metaphysical world.

Humour [in Jean Paul] keeps a precarious balance between the avoidance of the
fall into the abyss of nothingness and the striving for the reality of the second
world [the metaphysically personal] which is as necessary as it is unbelievable.
Humour is also, in social terms, a state of radical discontent which does,
however, doubt the possibility of a better society, while working for it. Thus it is
through the unending contrast between the finite world and the idea that humour
survives and reaches out for sublimity, without ever being able to come to rest or
to be reasswed, except in moments of vision or bliss.... Jean Paul ... uses humour
not to destroy the sublime, but to avoid nihilism and reafhrm the necessþ, if not
the existence, of a divine world. It is evident that the balancing of humour is
most precarious; it rests on an inner need for faith rather than on assurances.l5
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Irrespective of Schumann's own personal beliefs on the meaning of existence or

theological matters, Jean Paul's aims are not his. For Schumann, humour is
engaged for his own autobiographical pulpose: that is, the conflict between

himself and Friedrich Wieck over the issue of his hoped-for malriage to Wieck's
daughter, Clara. There is a sense, howevor, in which Jean Paul and Schumann

join ranks: both

share the contrast between hoped-for reality and reality

and their humour is self-reflective and

itself,

fulIof self-mockery. For Schumann, the

ongoing resolution of the conflict (Jean Paul's dichotomy of opposites) between
his intense feelings for, and desire to marry, Clara Wieck and the implacable
opposition of Clara's father, results in the ability, perhaps even the necessity, to
laugh at the situation and at himself, which Schumann does. The musical
techniques which he uses to illustrate this "humorous" situation will unfold as
\¡/e progress -

it is an evolving process.

The most explicit account of some of the ingredients of Jean Paul's humour is given in

his Vorschule der Aesthetik (School for Aesthetics). That Schumann was familiar with
this work is unquestionably established by his diary entry of 5 September 1828.
Schumann even includes the subtitle from Jean Paul's chapter on wit in a further diary
entry, though not in the same order, when speaking of himself:

Acumen (Scharfsinn), Profundity (Tiefsinn), Wit (Wttz)not strong.l6

It is to this chapter of Jean Paul's Vorschule, in particular, that we now turn, because
there are many aspects of his comments that can sustain a musical equivalent. Although
there are other literary techniques described in the Vorschule which could be adapted to

musical expression, the four categories most relevant to Schumann's approach are

'u
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"wit", "allegory" "antithesis"

and

"pun". They

are therefore explained under separate

headings, as follows

\ilit

(\ryil2)

In the Vorschule, Jean Paul defines his concept of V/it as:

Wit in the narrower sense discovers a relationship of similarity, i.e. partial
equality, hidden in greater inequality.lT
The meaning of the term "wit" in the eighteenth century was not quite what it is today;
when we say "that was very witty" we usually mean that a comment or observation was

very clever, funny or even mischievous. This modern meaning was certainly understood
in the eighteenth century in the same way but the concept went further than that. A
distinction was made between "wit", as the perception of likenesses, and "judgemenf',
as the observation

of differences. But not all were satisfied with this distinction,

as

Eric

Blackall claims:
It was pointed out by several thinkers ... that judgement was a necessary part of
wit, for wit proceeded from a combination of perspicacity and imagination, and
was really the discovery of hidden likenesses.ls
He continues:

[Friedrich] Schlegel seems to be using the term in this extended sense of
establishing connections that normally escape the logical operations of the
reason, connections between seemingly disparate and quite unconnected
things...le
This seems to be closer to Jean Paul's understanding of the term and would provide a
clue to Schumann's own techniques, especially from 1833.

t7
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How then can music reflect these eighteenth century principles of wit? This is an issue
investigated by several authors, particularly with reference to melodic considerations in
Schumann's Carnaval Opus 9, based as it is on the musical letters ASCH (AÆ;b/C/Bh in

English) which, as noted earlier, Schumann claimed were the letters of the town from
which his then beloved, Emestine von Fricken came, as well as the letters of his family
name which can be expressed in music

(SCHA). But this technique is hardly hidden,

as

we have seen. Not only did Schumann write to several people explaining this fact, but a
perceptive analyst might discover it, irrespective of Schumann's own revelations.
Nevertheless, technically, this motivic cipher fulfrls the Jean Paulian requirement of wit,
since

within "the greater inequality" of each of the distinctive pieces inCarnqval, there

is the "partial equality" of the variants of the ASCH motif.

Schumann takes this concept further (even before Carnaval) so that each piano piece (at
least in those works with claimed autobiographical purpose) and the songs

of 1840

(whose texts can bear an autobiographical reference) while retaining their own distinct

harmonic, motivic and rhythmic character, reveal hidden relationships of similarþ
based on Schumann's inner message which is almost always present in either motivic or

harmonic ways throughout. Particularly after 1835, these hidden harmonic and motivic

topoi constitute

the main clue to complete works, or even across several works,

utilizing the same

set

of topoi, as is demonstrated in subsequent chapters.

Allegory
The modern dictionary definition of "allegory" is of a narative to be understood

symbolically. If this is the case, then the music of Schumann in the period we are
studying comes very close to this definition. Jean Paul, on the other hand, sees allegory

4l

as "less a prolonged metaphor than a modified and arbitary

one". According to

Dorothea Berger:

If a figure of speech [i.e. metaphor] is handled like a musical theme with all its
variations and modulations, Jean Paul calls it an allegory.20
She continues: "Jean Paul ... is a master of this figure of speech, e.g., when he describes

Albano's 'transplantation' from Italy to Germany":
After the death of his mother his father transplanted him from the garden-mould
of Italy - some of which, however, still adhered to the tap-roots - into the royal
forest of Germany ...; there he had him educated in the house of a worthy
nobleman, or to speak more pithily, significantly, and allegorically, he caused the
pedagogical professional gardeners to run round him with their water-pots,
grafting-knives, and pruning-shears, till the tall, slender palm-tree, full of
sagopith and protecting thoms, outgrew them, and could no longer be reached by
their pots and shears.
And now, when he shall have retumed from the island, he is to pass from the
field-bed of the country to the tan-vat and hot-bed of the city, and to the trellises
of the court garden; in a word, to Pestitz ...21
Here then, we see the metaphors of plant-growth in their "variations and modulations".

This kind of treatment might be transferred directly to music by way of taking

a

theme

or group of notes constituting a motif, and then v"arying it, without its essential character
being lost (such as the ASCH motif in Carnaval), or to take a theme and run it through
almost all of the keys represented

!V

tfte chromatic scale (as Schumann does in the last

of the Drei Romanzen, Opus 28:3).

Another way in which music may be expressed allegorically, if we take the modem

definition as "a narrative to be understood symbolically", is by assigning

a key

or

several keys to certain persons or events. For example, the use of C major/minor as a

metaphor for Clara Wieck. As we

will find, the issue is far more complex than this.

to
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Antithesis
Schumann once made the observation:

No life is pure poetry nor pure tragedy; prose and humour peep out from under
the surface, Jean Paul knew this very well and therefore, after every piece of
poetry, he pours behind it a bucket of ice-cold wit.22
As Jean Paul himself explains,
Antithesis is finest and noblest when it becomes almost invisible. "It takes a
long time", says Gibbon, "for a world to decline, but that is all it takes". In the
first, not infertile thesis, time was presented as mere attendant to an unknown
V/orld-Parca; suddenly she appears as the Parca herself. This leap of ideas
evinces a freedom ... [which can be] ... considered as the finest gift of wit.23
Antithesis in Schumann's music, as Daverio has mentioned, might be expressed merely
as the

juxtaposition of different styles representing, for example, the natures of Florestan

and Eusebius. But for Schumann antithesis goes much further than that;

in

a more subtle manner than merely the

it is expressed

juxtaposition of contrasting styles, though

certainly Schumann is influenced by Jean Paul in this device, as Daverio, Newcomb and
others claim. The real antithesis for Schumann, however, resides in autobiographical
considerations: that is, the antithesis between his hoped for union with Clara and the

interfering, manipulative and unrelenting activity of her father to prevent

it. This is

Schumann's continuous battle (all battles involve antitheses), both personal and

musical, at least from 1831 to 12 September 1840, the date of his marriage to Clara. As
he once wrote, in June 1832, of his teacher Heinrich Dorn:

I don't like the way Dorn treats trifles .. with the same seriousness

as

battles, musical or otherwise.2a

As we shall see, Schumann expresses his own battle, "musical or otherwise", through
harmonic and motivic means in a remarkable way.

"
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Pun
Jean Paul asks the question "what then is a pun?" and continues:

Non-figurative wit mostly turns upon the assignment of two dissimilar subjects
of one predicate which equates them t}rough verbal illusion. Similarly the optic
and acoustic illusion of the pun turns upon a pnzlingimage which belongs to
two objects not by sense but by sound. Therefore non-figurative wit in one
language often produces a pun in another; for example, when the Lord asks
Foote whether he would rather die on the gallows or of the clap and Foote
answers, "It is merely a question of which I embrace first, your principles or your
mistress". This sally is not a pun in German, for we do not speak of embracing
'

þrinciples.2s

Even Jean Paul could see the relationship between a literary and musical pun. In

Flegeljahre he writes:
Suddenly three strings broke; a, c,h [Walt was tuning the piano at the Bb string B in German designation] ... The bookseller joked "From Ach there may be a
Bach" diverting their attention. "Accident provides us with puns which no
library of the Sciences of the Fine Arts would write or underwrite".26
Thus a series of letters which spells a name can also be expressed as a musical motif.
The classic punning qualþ, however, within tonal music lies with the chords of the

diminished 7ú and German sixth:

(a)

each diminished 7th (and there are only three of them) has only one sound but

four different meanings, each of which leads to four separate keys.

(b)

The German sixth has one sound but two meanings leading to two separate keys.

These chords and their implications for Schumann's music are more

firlly discussed in

subsequent Chapters.

In terms of literary techniques, there is one more category not discussed in the Vorschule

which is vital for an understanding of the relationship between Jean Paul and Schumann
and that is the concept of "doubles".

"

Jean PauUHale, Aesthetics, 137
Jean
Paul, Flegeljahre,T13.
'u
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The Double

(D opp e lg än g

er)

Schumann once made the observation:

In all his works Jean Paul mirrors himself every time in two persons: he is
Albano and Schoppe [Titan], Siebenkäs and Liebgeber lSiebenlrasl, Vult and
Walt[Flegeljahref, Gustav and Fenk lDie unsichtbare LogeJ, Flammin and
Victor lHersperus]. Only the unique Jean Paul could combine within himself
two such varied characters into one; it is superhuman but he is such.27
Schumann himself invented two imaginary and primarily literary doubles for himself,
Florestan and Eusebius. They appear in his diaries and also in published anicles and

jottings, as well

as being

imaginary dedicators of various piano works and further,

appearing in titles (in Carnaval) and in superscriptions and postscripts (in
Davidsb¡¡ndlertdnze, Opus 6 - first version).
There is also Clara's participation in Robert's game of double personalities revealed in

their letters to one another, beginning as early as January 1832 and continuing at least to
1834. This involved the idea of their "doubles" meeting in an imaginary (as opposed to

literal) sense "above the liule Thomas porch", or Robert's reception of a letter from
Cla¡a which he signified as representing her "double" as opposed to the presence of her

physical self and "double compositions". For a fulI discussion of this "doubles-game"
see

Volume I, Chapter 7 (Clara's Keys), page 183-4 and Volume II, Chapter 12

(Doubles and Trouble), pages 350-352.

It will be shown, however, that Eusebius and Florestan are not assigned any distinctive
motivic material nor even particular keys by way of musical identification; instead, they
appear to be assigned separate moods (not modes) according to Schumann's

understanding of their respective personalities as follows:
Florestan the wild one
Eusebius the mild one.
Tears and flames
take you together
in me both
the pain and the joy.28

The musical expression of doubles could be achieved in the following ways:
(a) By the repeated juxtaposition of two contrasting themes or melodic motifs.

(b) BV the repeated juxtaposition of two similar motifs with one in minor and the other
m maJor

"

Tgb 1,82. The titles (some abbreviated) of Jean Paul's novels from which Schumann is drawing are in

28

Weissweiler I, 313.

brackets.
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(c)

By the repeated juxtaposition of two clearly distinct rhyttrmic modules.

(d)

By the repeated manipulation of contrasting modes, either tonic minor as
opposed to tonic major or tonic major with relative minor.

(e)

By the assignment of each of the keys to specific characters or perhaps events.
This would involve more than one set of "doubles", since there are twelve keys
not simply two.

The situation with Schumann is more sophisticated than this, as the following pages
reveal, but perhaps at this stage a clue may be given from Gottfried Weber's Versuch
einer geordneten Theorie der Tonsetzlatnsf (from here on referred to as The Theory
Mus

ic

al

C o mp

os iti

on

), which Schumann studied

of

:

... the point in the circle lof 5ths] farthest from c major is F{-major or Gb-major.
So also is G-major the point in the circle most remote from Db or C* etc.

The keys which are thus diametrically opposite each other, namely, C and Gt or
F$, - G and_pb or C{, - A and Eb, - E and Bb, - B and F, etc. may be called
antipodes.2e

It is clear that within Schumann's first and family name two of these antipodes (minorimages or doubles?) lie waiting for musical utilization:

roBErtSchumAnn
BbEEbA
If there is to be any symbolic significance in these letters,

expressed, as they might be,

in

musical notes, fundamentals of chords or even in delineating key-relationships, it will be
necessary to determine Schumann's understanding of key characteristics, modulation and

harmonic progressions, to which subject we tum next.

'n Gofffried Weber. The Theory of Musical Composition.In Two Volumes. Trans. James P. Warner
(London: Robert Cocks and Co, l85l) I,272.
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So far we have concentrated our attention on the literary techniques classified by Jean

Paul and epitomised in his novels, which not surprisingly, in view of the

interdisciplinary exchange so characteristic of the nineteenth century, found echoes in
Schumann's own aesthetic views and artistic achievements. Musicians, however, had

their own special language, and as this evolved in practice it, too, invited fresh scholarly

elucidation. Having had

a

minimum of formal musical training in his youth, and having

chosen to study under the disciplined guidance of Friedrich Wieck, Schumarur was

obviously influenced by current views on the theory of music.

'We

now examine some

of these ideas, and Schumann's reactions to them, under the headings of the three most
significant topics: "key characteristics", "modulation", and "harmonic progression".

Key Characteristics
Schumann's earliest familiarity with the subject of key characteristics probably began

with his reading of C.D.F. Schubart's ldeen zu einer Aesthetik der Tonkunsl which
included a comprehensive list of such matters. As Leon Plantinga tells us:
Schumann as a boy of thirteen already knew Schubart's ldeen zu einer Aesthetik
der Tonkunsf; Schumann's "Blätter und Blümchen aus der goldenen Aue,"
compiled in 1823, contains excerpts from this book.r
The kind of approach found in Schubart's characteristics of the keys can be
demonstrated by quoting just a few descriptions:2
C major is completely pure. Its character is: innocence, simplicity, naivety,

children's talk.

1

Leon Plantinga. Schumann qs Critic. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967)70.
Quoted from Rita Steblin. A History of Key Chqrqcteristics ìn the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth
Centuries. (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1983) 12lf.
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minor. Penitential lamentation, intimate conversation with God, the friend
and help-meet of life; sighs of disappointed friendship and love live in its radius
C*

Eb

major. The key of love, of devotion, of intimate conversation with God...

Bb

major. Cheerful love, clear conscience, hope, aspiration for

a better

world.

As we can see from the few quotations above "intimate conversation with God" can be
expressed by both C[ minor and Eb major while C* minor is appropriate to "penitential

lamentation" as well. The keys of
and "cheerful love".

'When

Eb

major and Bb major are respectively keys "of love"

one reads the whole

list, with it similarities and

contradictions, it reminds one of a horoscope in a weekly tabloid. Schumann had his
own criticisms of Schubart (see below).

In

1831 Schumann studied Gottfried Weber's The Theory of Composition aspart of his

course in music theory under the guidance of Heinrich

Dom. Weber believed that:

. . . all keys belonging to one and the same principal species are in themselves,
fundamentally alike, that is to say, all the major keys are but mere transpositions
of one and the same major key, and so also all the minor keys are only
repetitions and true copies of one minor key, differing onty in the simple
circumstance of being one or more major or minor degrees higher or lower.3

He further points out that depending on the pitch standard by which a particular keyboard is
tuned:
a piece

of music transposed from C to Cü sounds, in a lower tuning, precisely
it is sounded in C with a higher tuning.a

as

Nevertheless, in spite of these statements he makes the further comment:

Still, however, certain accidental circumstances come into account, and give to
each key a characteristic peculiarity.5
These "accidental circumstances" involve the question of temperament and the quality or

character of sound of certain instruments such as strings and wind.

3

Weber I, 317.
Weber I, 318.
5
Weber I, 3 18.
4
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As far

as temperament is concemed, Weber seems

to prefer some kind of unequal

temperament:
. . . our keyed instruments are tuned in the trnequalized manner and that too in
such a way as to leave the less transposed and consequently the more usual keys
nearer to the perfect state of pwity, than the more transposed and more

chromatic [keys].6
He continues:
The greater or less deviation from absolute purity, thus falling to the lot of the
chromatic keys - imparts to these keys something peculiarly foreign in the
character of their sound ... the fact that each of our twenty-four keys deviates
from the ideal pwity in a greater or a less degree, and each in a different way
according to the different mode of tuning, there accrues to each of them a
peculiar characteristic difference, which however can be better felt than
described with words ...7

But this is as far as weber goes. He gives no list of key characteristics.

Schumann himself was given the opportunity to write a short essay on the subject of key
characteristics for the Damenkonversationlexicon in 1834. This essay was reproduced with
some alterations and republished in the Neue Zeitschrirtfiir Musikin 1835. It reads as

follows:
People have spoken for and against [this topic]; the truth lies as usual in the
middle. One can say with just as little certainty, that this or that feeling, in order
to express it correctly, must be translated into music with this or that key (for
example, when a person decreed theoretically that concealed rage required C*
minor) as to agree with Zelter when he believes, that one can express any feeling
in any key. Already in the previous century people had begun to analyse this
issue; in particular, it was the poet c.D. schubart, who claimed to have found
expressed in certain keys particular characteristics of feeling. Although much
tendemess and poetry is to be found in these characteristics, he has in the first
instance completely overlooked the basic distinctions of character in the major
and minor keys, furtherrnore he assembles too many fussy, specialized epithets,
which would be very good, if they were correct. Thus he calls E minor a maiden
dressed in white with a rose-coloured bow at the breast; in G minor he finds
discontent, discomfort, worrying anxiety over an unsuccessful plan, bad
tempered gnawing at the bit. Now compare this with Mozart's symphony in G
minor (with its greecianly soaring, if also somewhat pale, grace) or the G minor
concerto by Moscheles and there you are! It is to be taken for granted that the
transposition of a composition from its original key to another will produce a
different effect and that this results in a difference between the characteristics of
6

rWeber

7

Weber I, 321

I,

321
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the keys. Play for example the "Sehnsuchtswalzer" lby Schubert] in A major
finstead of Ai Major] or the "Bridal Chorus" þy Weberl in B major [instead of
C majorl! - the new key will have something of a contradiction in feeling,
because the normal mood, which these pieces produce, is now expected to be
maintained in a foreign environment. The process, by which the composer
chooses this or that principal key for the expression of his feelings is as
inexplicable as the creative genius himself who is giving at the same time with
the fmusical] thought the [musical] form, the vessel which includes the former
[the thought] securely.
The genuine composer therefore will hit on the right thing quite spontaneously
as the true painter [chooses] his colours. However, if in the diflerent epochs
there could have grown certain stereotyped key characteristics, then one would
have to group master-works, which have been set in the same key and are
esteemed as classical, and compare the predominant mood of each with the
other. Of course, there is no room for that here. The difference between major
and minor must be acknowledged beforehand. The former is the active,
masculine principle, the latter the passive, feminine one. Simpler feelings have
simpler keys; the more complex feelings prefer to move in strange keys, which
are heard less frequently. One can therefore see, in the interwoven succession of
the cycle of fifths, the rising and falling [of feelings] at their best. Thus Fü, as
the middle point in the octave, the so-called tritone, seems to be the highest point
from which [the feelings] move down againthrough the flat keys to the simple,
unadorned C major.s
Schumann's little essay was, of course, produced for the general public. It was also

written in 1834, before most of his compositional out-put, and it does not necessarily
tell us about his own use of keys. But there are some important points which should be
made:
(a)

He draws our attention to the need to make a distinction between the major and

minor keys.
(b)

He disagrees with the "specialized epithets" such as in Schubart and the

dogmatic assertion that feeling, to be correctly expressed, must be set in a
specific key.
(c)

He is opposed to transposition.

(d)

He believes that the more complex keys (that is those remote from C major) are
more suitable for more complex feelings.

t The
German text used as the basis for this hanslation is from Rita Steblins's Køy Characteristics, 372f.
My translation is influenced by Steblin's own translation of excerpts from the original German text.
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(e)

He suggests that master-works which have been set in the same key should be
examined to ascertain the predominant mood of each compared with the other

It is the last suggestion that should

also be applied to his own works and especially his

songs, where one has the added advantage of

text. But before we turn to the songs there

is another approach to key characteristics which should be discussed, based on entries

in Schumann's own diary. For example:
[Late May 1828.] May is the A minor key in nature and blossomed out,
dissolves itself in June into C major. Perhaps one could trace back the twelve
keys, which exist, over the twelve months: E major would be August and D
major July etc. However, this would leave out the minor keys: but nature has no
such [character] and is etemally young and eternally magnificent: and only
(perhaps?) when the month takes its farewell, then a softer, melancholic minorÈey floats cosily like a slumbering moon-night, in our heart.e

In spite of the inherent confusion in this reference, the concept that all the keys of the
chromatic scale could represent or symbolize the twelve months of the year is an

intriguing one, because this is a somewhat diflerent emphasis from the psychological
characteristics of keys. It is also an extremely limited one and, in itself not to be taken

too seriously. What

¿s

to be taken seriously, is the possibility that Schumann might

have assigned specific meanings to keys which are not necessarily connected with the
expression offeelings but rather representing events, people or even autobiographical
facts.

In November 1828, Schumann's diary records that he was reading the romantic musical
novel Hilde?gardvon Hohenthalby the German author J. J. Heinse. In this novel there
is a discussion between the young conductor Lockmann and his beloved Hildegard
about key characteristics. Without going into their discussion, Hildegard at one point
assigns each of the keys to the ancient Greek gods:

n

Tgb I,88f.
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This basically small and necessary evil [the Pythagorean comma], equally
divided among the twelve powerful gods of the heavenly kingdom of tones,
would thus be perhaps easier to bear. C major should remain Satum, the golden
age: Cf major should be Jupiter; D major Bacchus; Et major queen Juno; E major
Urania Venus. But I do not wish to disturb you in yoru excellent instruction any
more with my similes and whims.lo
Rita Steblin, after quoting a frrther and similar approach from the writings of August

Gatþ,

makes the comment:

Such subjective associations, rather whimsical and seemingly independent of
any rational system, are characteristic of the romantic approach to key effects.ll

It is not to be assumed, however, that in every

case such an approach should be

"independent of any rational associations"; as we shall see, a number of authors and
scholars have made reference to C major as a metaphor for Clara Wieck, and if indeed
Schumann so apportioned C major, it could hardly be deemed as irrational. The fact is

that Schumann could quite easily have assigned different keys to different personalities
or events within his own life to reinforce his own "inner musical meaning".

It would be difficult to ascertain from the piano music alone, what these "keymeanings" might be. On the other hand, Schumann's songs are an entirely different

matter. Since he had written almost all of his solo piano music by the end of 1839, it is
possible that, if there were any key-characteristic schemes lying within them, this
practice might have been retained in his setting of songs, especially those composed
before his marriage to Clara in September 1840. Thus before any of the piano music is
discussed, the songs

of 1840

(at least to September of that year) are examined in detail,

since they provide both text and

music. It is not sufficient to look at the principal key of

any song alone, for many of the songs do not remain long in the primary key. Therefore

it is useful at this point to take a closer look at Schumann's practice of modulation.

to

steblin, l

15

tt steblin, l15
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Modulation
Although Schumann wrote a short essay on the characteristics of the keys, there is no
parallel essay on modulation and there is little written evidence of what he thought
about

it. fr

the sketch for Opus 48:16, Hallmark tells us, Schumann wrote in the

margin "Oder nach E zu modulieren?" (or modulate to E?) "The remark", Hallmark
writes, "has an

'X'

beside it, and another

'X'

stands above m.23, where the C sharp 7

harmony is directing the music towards F sharp minor".l2 It is clear that what is being
contemplated is a local, passing modulation such as one might find in a sequence. This
is precisely what does happen at that point in the song, though Schumann finally
decided for a sequential passage which passes from E major (bars l5-18) to F* minor
(bars 19-27) to Gil major (bars 28-35).

This is not the concept of modulation that we find, for example, in Amold Schoenberg's
Structural Functions of Harmony where he notes:
One should not speak of modulation unless a tonality has been abandoned
definitely and for a considerable time, and another tonality has been est¿blished
harmonically as well as thematically.
The concept of regions is a logical consequence of the principle of monotonality.
According to this principle, every digression from the tonic is considered to be
still within the tonality, whether directly or indirectly, closely or remotely
related. In other words, there is orrJy one tonality in a piece, and every segment
formerly consideredras another tonalþ is only a region, a harmonic contrast
within that tonality.r
Nevertheless, Schoenberg does allow the word "modulation" to be used in the context

of

monotonalþ:
Monotonality includes modulation - movement towards another mode and even
establishment of that mode. But it considers these deviations as regions of the
tonality, subordinate to the central power of a tonic. Thus comprehension of the
harmonic unity within a piece is achieved.la
p

Rufus Hallmark. The Genesis of Schumann's Dichterliebe: A Source Study. (AmArbor: UMI Research
Press, 1979) 108.
13
Arnold Schoenberg. Structurql Functions of Harmony. Rev.ed. (New York: W.W.Norton and Company

Inc., 1969) 19.
la

Schoenberg, 19.
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Perhaps,

if Schumann had been able to read what Schoenberg

said about modulation all

those years later, he would not have disagreed. After all, in a letter to Friedrich Wieck
(6 November 1829) Schumann discusses the music of Franz Schubert:

I think nobody's compositions are such a psychologicalprnzle in the course and
connection of their ideas as Schubert's, with their apparenþIogical
progressions.l5
Schumarur is almost certainly referring here to implied modulation, or rapid modulatory
passages,

just as he was some twelve years later when he wrote, for example, of

Chopin's sonata in 1841:
Chopin, particularly, rather like Jean Paul, has his crotchety passages and
parentheses where it is inadvisable to tarry too long lest the trail be lost.r6
On the other hand Schumann's harmonic mentor, Gottfried Weber, in discussing

modulation, begins with a definition:

Modulation naturally falls ... into two principal species; namely, according as the
ear is kept ath¡ned to one key, or is changed from this state of ath¡nement from
one key to another.
That modulation in which a composition continues in one and the same key, so
that the ear remains unintemrptedly in the state of attunement once assumed, is
denominated modulation in the key, and sirmetimes ahso, modulation in the
scale, or modulation appropriate to the scale.

But that species of modulation in which, after the ear has become attuned to a
particular key, it [the ear] is by some means led to the perception of another key,
is termed modulation out of the key, or digressive modulation, and the
composition is said to digress into a new key, or to make a digressive
modulation into a new key.
Digressive modulation is therefore a changing of attunement of the ear from one
key to another, or the succession of one key to another, or briefly the entrance of
a new k"y.tt
He continues:

A digressive modulation either wholly erases the impression of the preceding
key and stamps a new key perfectly upon the ear, or it does not.

If the impression of the foregoing key is thus entirely endicated from the ear,
and the latter has become so perfectly transferred into a state of attunement to

t' Robert Schumann. Early Letters, Trans. May Herbert. (London:

George Bell and Son, 1888) 81.
Pleasants. The Musical World of Robert Schumann (London: Victor Gollanz Ltd., li65) 173.
11ft"o.y
tT tWeber
I, 325. Italics in original
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the new key that it wholly forgets the former and becomes properly allied to the
latter; if the new key is thus introduced as a new principle person, who throws
the former one entirely into the shade, supplants him and causes him to be
forgotten, diverts the entire interest to himself and firmly seats himself on the
tonic throne, - such a digressive modulation is with propriety called aperfect or
entire one, and equally well also a transition into a new key.

But if it is of such a species that it does not entirely expunge the impression of
the former key from the ear, if it does not perfectly stamp a new attunement
upon the ear, but still leaves the feeling of the foregoing key more or less
impressed upon it; if it introduces the new key, not so much as a principal
person, but rather only, so to speak, as a secondary or subordinate character,just
to play a short scene; - such a digressive modulation is properly called an
o
imperfe ct one, or a half-digressive modulation.'
The idea that keys and modulations can be analogous to persons and their relationships
was of course not a new idea. Joseph Riepelle in his Grundregeln, I775,draws an
analogy between key relationships and social relationships whereby,

if C is the tonic

then C major equals the landowner, G major equals the chief servant, A minor equals
the chief maid and so on. But Weber continues:

We shall find that ... many digressive modulations are so very tansient that they
scarcely deserve the name, since they as it were only momentarily advert to a
new key, while the ear at the same time does not cease for a moment still to
perceive the former as the principle key. A definite line of distinction, however,
between the so-called whole and half digressive modulations cannot be drawn:
because the distinction consists in the more or less, which is, from its own
nature, capable of an endless variety of gradations, between which there is no
positive limit.2o
He then goes on, for approximately 100 pages, discussing the subject fruther, with
copious examples mainly from his own hand or in some cases, the musical literatt¡re.
Rather than pursue Weber any furttrer, however, it,would be more beneficial if we
summarized the types of modulations that Schumann actually used. The following is a

list of Schumann's most characteristic modulatory procedures.

tt Weber 1,326.
re

See

Leonard G.Ratner. Classic Music Expression, Form and Style. (New York: Schirmer Books, l9B0)

50.
20
Weber I,327
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Schumann's modulatory practice
Tonicization. This should be distinguished from modulation,

as

it is not modulation at

all:

for

example:

Actual Modulation This is

a

17-

IV

- il? - V - I

distinct establishment of a new key by a cadential

formula, usually of II-V-I or IV-V-I (or variants) and the piece continues in the new key

for some time. This is rare in the songs of Schumann but note Opus 30: I "Der Knabe
mit dem Wunderhom", bars 23-31.

Temporary Modulation This occurs where a new key is established but there is no

continuation in the new key, for example: Opus 25:16 "Räthsel" which is in B major,
but at bars 4-6 G* minor is established with a cadential formula though there is no
continuation in G{ minor.

Implied Modulation. This describes a situation where there is about to be a change of
key but the establishment is not completed before the music turns in another direction,

for example: Opus 48;12, which is in

Bb major,

but at bar

8t

there is a move towards E

major/minor though this key is not reached.

Passing Modulation This usually occurs in what are sometimes termed "modulatory
passages", where a section of music may be a sgquence, perhaps three successive

treatments of the same material, each a step higher that the first, for example, Opus

48:16, at bars 15-19 in E major, at bars 20-27 in

F$

minor and bars 28-35 in G* major; or

where a section of music contains certain chords which are tonicized and focussed upon

by repetition before passing on to another tonal focus such as Opus 12:3 bars 19-30
where there are twelve bars of

III-VI harmonies within the cycle of 5ths from IV to I.

56

Sudden

or Unprepared Modulation. Herc there is no establishment of the new key by

way of cadential formula, but by repetition of the new tonic, with other cadential chords
perhaps assisting, q, senso of a new key is achieved for a time, for example: Opus 24:3,

which is in B major, but at barc22-30, there is a "modulation" to G major or Opus 25:1,
which is in Ab major but at bar 14 there is a sudden modulation to E major. In some
cases,

it not really correct to claim that these moments are modulations at all. Some of

them may better be termed "harmonic parentheses", for example, the "modulation" to G

major in Opus 24:3.

The cycle

offifths. This occurs where the cycle

ends on a chord which is not the tonic

of the original key, and there is continuation in the new key; for example Opus 39:3 in E
major, bars 9-15, where the cycle is traversed until V7 and then suddenly moves to a hVI,
which ushers in the second verse in C major.

All of the above modulatory practices have a henneneutic

purpose, as

will

be shown

in

the following chapters.

Harmonic Progressions

If Gottfüed V/eber is any guide, Schumann was familiar with

the theoretical approach to

harmonic progressions which involved:

(a)

the use of Gothic letters in lower and upper case to indicate the chords appropriate

to each note ofa scale2l:

2r

weber I, 285
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lVe find,

in

C,

(8, und (t7,

ou thü firct degree,

'¡
,r
(
,,
,.
,r

(b)

sccond t'
third ,.
fourih "
6fth ,,
¡i¡th ,,
seventh ,,

Ù anrl ¡?,
e a¡¡tl t?,
fi onl JFl ,
(E auil (ft7,
and ¡7,

A

oD

arr.d o¡¡z

the use of Roman numerals combined with Arabic numerals to indicate the

relationships of each chord within a particular key22:

.Fundamqttal hatmonies of eøct m47ir key

I

¡nil I?,

¡l t' ll? ,
ttl t' JN?,

lYr
V..

vf t'
ovft tr

Iv t,
v7,
Yt 7,

ov¡ l 7.

.Fu¿don¿nlal âa¡¡tunìes oJ'eæÄ niu,or

ttg

I
o¡I ¡nd o¡t7,
Iv tt IYT t
v .. Y7,

VI ., VI"

ovt t.

W'eber "claimed originality for these symbol-systems" as Ian Bent points out, "and

complained of piracy by contemporary writers". Bent continues:
The combined system just outlined provided the basis for Schenker's
designation of harmonic steps (Stufen), and has become widely used in 20th
century theoretical writings.23
Weber also has several chapters on hamonic progressions, dealing with among other
factors, steps of a second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh. At the beginning of his
discussion he makes the claim that "the entire number of different conceivable harmonic
steps is 6888".24 Whether this fact enlightened or overwhelmed Schumann is

22
23

to

difhcult

Weber 1,287.
Ian Bent. Anølysis. (London: The Macmillan Press, 1987)26.
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to say but the most important concepts of Weber, concerning an understanding of
Schumann's symbolismrinvolve Weber's discussion of the diminished 7û and the
German 6tr.

In his discussion of enharmonic equivalents, Weber indicates that he took the view that these
chords are to be reckoned as having fundamental notes which are not actually present in the

chord. Thus, in relation to the diminished 7ú chord:2s
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Weber analyses these chords as 7ft' but reckons them from the non-existent fundamental
note, whereas, we would call them, respectively,GE EB, c+8, BbE, to indicate both the

fundamental and the interval of a 9th from that implied fundamental.
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V/eber also regards the German 6th as a seventh chord26 (though elsewhere he regards
the chord as containing an augmented 6th). Nevertheless, in D major/minor, we would
regard his E7 here as the G6/II, that is G6 on E, which, as he has indicated, equals Bb7.

It is vital to our understanding,

as we proceed,

that Schumann was familiar with this

method of reckoning, for if there is to be any symbolic significance given to these
chord-types, we need to know how Schumann might have regarded them.

As far as the cadential six-four chord is concemed,'Weber analyses it as the tonic in second
inversion and gives the harmonic symbol

IÍ.

Nevertheless in this study, though the cadential

six-four is notated as If, the chord is regarded as an appoggiatured V, so that in the cadential
formula II-Ú-V-I the IÍ and V are taken as one, rather than as two separate chords. This
seems to be Schumann's practice also, as is illustrated

in Opus 42;5,"Helft.mir ihr

Schwestern", bars 43-44:

'u weber 1,228.
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where the symbolic message (in Bb major) is clearly revealed by
Bb), not

fr¿u

¡chcido¡rlrus eu-

I-IV-ii-V-I

(Bb-E -C-F-

I-IV-ii-IÍ-V-I (Bb-Eb-C-Bb-F-BÐ. This passage is later discussed in more detail

in Chapter 8, "Robert's Keys"

The chord of the 13ú, although not accepted by Weber (or rather not deemed necessary

by him as a discreet category), was certainly accepted by Marpurg.

27

Schumann also

accepts the existence of the 13th chord as part of his symbolic system, as he wrote to

Clara Wieck in July 1834:

truly think of you, I sit at the piano without delay and write to
Dresden, that is, to you, preferably with chords of the 9tn ¡andl for example, the
familiar chord of the 13th.28
So then, when I

Ê-.-

At this point he gives the graphic explanation thus:

\Mithout any further comment at this stage, we should note that this chord could be analysed
as
Eh

13
13
?or the V ? of Al major

27

David K.Sheldon. "The Ninth Chord in German Theory." Journal of Music Theory,26 (1982): 68ff..
Weissweiler I, l3-14. The words "chords of the 9û", in the original letter, are bracketed thus:
{Nonenaccorden\ thou$r clearly they are meant to be retained; Schumann has gone through the letter,
bracketed all the illegible words and placed corrections at the end.

28

6l

and that the l3th in question is the note C which is singled out for special attention by being

written twice, with wedged lines emphasizing the two notes uniquely.

Certainly, on the rare occasions that Schumann actually analyses harmonies, in
reviewing other composer's works, he does not use the Roman numeral system (it was
very new and as yet largely unknown to his readers) but rather, Gothic letters, as is
instanced by the following example from an analysis of one of Ferdinand Hiller's
Etudes for Pianoforte, Opus 15, in A minor2e'
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The analysis is not thorough; Schumann only highlights certain chords throughout, but

taking the third box from bottom left, Schumann states: "Free. Modulation through
9

9

9b

7

7

5*

3l

3l

3{

E

A

A

D

H

E

to A minor 6 bars", which refers to the following section:

'n Robert Schumann. Gesammelte Schriften über Musik und Musiker Vol. 1. Reprint der Ausgabe Leipzig
1854, (Wiesbaden: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1985) 79.
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Schumann takes into consideration the passing F when analyzingthe E chord in bars
64-65, the Bb when analyzingthe

A chord in bar 66 andthe C when analyzingthe B

chord in bar 67. Thus in functional terms:

A minor:
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In the preceding box (covering bars 57-63) he states: "Free, modulating to
7

3[

Dü

seven bars, Pause." He only mentions the last chord and then the word "pause"

indicating the fermata over the rest in bar 63.
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This is intriguing because the chords immediately before the last "Dil" chord, in
accordance with his practice in bars 64-68,would be:

7

6
5
3$

Dil

since he would have to take into consideration the B as well. His analysis is not

concerned with functional issues, but rather to identifu the relationships of the notes to

63

the bass-note; his is frgrred-bass analysis. There is no way, however, that Schumann

would regard the Df

Fü

A B C chord as a Df chord, since it contains the B. Therefore,

in fi¡nctional terms, the whole section from bar 61-68 would be:
A: IIe (in l't

inv.) II3 Ve i Ve i Ie iv IIe V i

In this context, it would be highly unlikely that, especially given Schumarur's reading of
Gottfried Vy'eber, he would have regarded the Dil F* A C chord as having a fundamental

of D* in the context of

a preceding

B9 chord (D# F* A C B) and the E9 which follows

it

in bar 64. Clearly all of bars 60-63 are supertonic hannonies leading to the dominant
ninth of A minor after the pause. This is a critical issue for a hermeneutic analysis

which is significantly based on the letters/notes of each successive chord in a series,
such as \Me see in the following barc of Kinderscenen, Opus 15: 13:
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In figured-bass terms, from bar 1lb, Schumann might write of this passage (bars 11b-13):
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In functional terms Gottfried

\ùVeber (and perhaps Schumann)

(86 ß'

æ'

fin

9,7

might write:

ß7

which, in the context of G major, would be expressed in this study as:

ilIe

withfundamentals:

B

E

Fü A

D

Since the progression with firndamentals E-B-F$-A-D will be seen to spell out an

important phrase, having autobiographical signifrcance within Schumann's music to
1840 at least,

it is essential that we see his most probable thinking with regard to the

interpretation of diminished 7ft chords, especially when they are within a fifth-related
sequence. But this is not the whole story. Additional points emerge, as follows:

(a)

If a diminished 7ú with potential dominant fr¡nction

precedes a consonant triad

(or a dominarÍ7ú chord), then it is taken to be what is commonly called an
incomplete dominant 9û chord, for example, in C: II&-V-I would be interpreted
as having fundamentals

of D-G-C in accordance with Weber's principle (the

actual notes of the IIB being

(b)

F+

A C EÐ.

If there are two or more diminished 7ft chords in a sequence which can be
interpreted as having a "dominant" frrnction to one another, such as: in C:

il&-VIï-IIB-V-I,

(c)

then the frrndamentals would be deemed to be : E-A-D-G-C.

Sometimes a diminished 7th chord occurs before a chord which is not in a

potential dominant relationship with the chord following: F* A C Eü going to
F{ Aü C* E, thus the first is an Fü'7 going to an F*7, the former being a type

of

chromatic gloss of the latter and both having the same fundamental.

(d)

Sometimes diminished 7û chords have a dominant function in their own right,

for example:

BDFAb goingtoEGB
BtoE
to
NOTG

or EG+BD
E
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(e)

Since each of the three possible diminished 7th chords has four meanings,
sometimes the meaning has to be reinterpreted, for example:

InFminor: VE-IB-bII-V-I

or:

vi"7-

biioT

where VB (E G Bb DÐ equals vi'7 (Db Fb Abb Clb) and

IE

(Gb Btb Dbb Fbb), but to be consistent, the firndamentals

(A C Eb Gb) equals bii'7
in this formula are:

D'GbG'CF
NOT C

F

Gb

because F is not the dominant

of

Gb.

One has to watch Schumarur very carefully on this issue since he often uses the

diminished 7ú chord as a musical pun. Thus at bars 14-16 in "Replique"of Carnaval,
Opus 9, he has this formula, in the context of Bb major/G minor:

In G minor:

IV6 -

ú

-

V7 -

IB

(D F At B?)

IIIT

IE

(D F Ab Cb?)

CDG
or in

Bb

major

116

vif

CDBb
which causes the music which appears to be cadencing in G minor to be wrenched back
to

Bb

major to repeat what has been first stated in

and G minor

will

Bb

major. Since the keys of Bb major

be seen to represent two vehemently opposed characters

in

Schumann's "plot", this type of manipulation must be regarded as a pun.

Schumann's thinking on all of the above matters will be made clearer from a study

of

his actual practice, and in particular his practice in the songs, where his symbolic
system (involving harmonic progressions, as well as special motifs) is revealed through

the combination of music and text. It is to this study that we now turn our attention.

66

if lfelt Jean Paul's genius burningwithin me
Thenwould I, dear one, name you andyou, no*r.t
Yet

Having examined some of the essential ingredients needed to decipher Schumann's

"inner musical workings", we must now turn to the music itself. Since it is almost
impossible to find any specific meaning in purely instrumental works unless there is
some conscious or well-defined programmatic agenda, we must first look to the songs

for any clues regarding extra-musical associations. If the relationship between the text
and the music suggests that Schumann was consistently using various musical devices

according to a symbolic system, then flrrther evidence of this hermeneutic approach may
be uncovered in his earlier compositions for solo piano.

This thesis examines the songs composed between the months of February, when
Schumann began with Opus 127:5, Schlusslied des Narren, and September 1840, the
month when Robert and Clara were married. For reasons which will become evident,
they are studied under headings involving each key represented by the chromatic scale,
rather than by cycle or published collection. This more or less accords with Schumann's

own suggestion:
epochs there could have grown certain stereotyped key
characteristics, then one would have to $oup master-works, which have been set
in the same key ... and compare the predominant mood of each with the other.2

If in the different

Here, however, we are not concerned with mood but with matters of a different kind

rTgb I, 357; the last lines of a poem most probably about Clara.
See full translation of Schumann's essay on key cha¡acteristics in Chapter 4

2
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based on Schuma¡n's provocative suggestion about Myrthen. But before this is done

we must for a moment return to a subject which was touched upon in Chapter 2, that is,
Schumann's aesthetics, especially in relation to the metaphors of nature.

We have noted Margaret Hale's observation that "the fi¡nction of art then is to decipher
and communicate the message of

'hierogþhic' essentially

hierogþhic nature". However, the word

denotes anything that is diffrcult to read, and any

interpretation of nature depends largely on one's point of view. Schuma¡n, on the other
hand, wrote in his diary that "when a person wants to say something which he can't,

then he assumes the language of tones or that of flowers". The language of flowers can
be extended to the language ofother aspects ofnature: birds, the sun and the stars,
clouds, storms, and so on. It might also include dreams as a non-rational, non-scientific
element of experience. Certainly both Jean Paul and Schumann express similar
thoughts on the matter, as demonstrated earlier by the excerpt from Schumann's
polymeter for Agnus Carus which is now presented in full:
On a beautiful July night, a youth went silently and fulI of thought through the
blossoming spring: the blooms slept softly; a forlorn nightingale started up with
its tones as though out of a sweet dream and the slumbering blooms and the
blowing evening wind trembled still silentþ and the rosebuds hung on the
dazzlingmarble statue. In the quiet sleeping small village over there it struck 12
o'clock: there it rang in the air under the stars and the star spoke: today she was
born: so should no cloud trouble her soul and a star should shine glimmering
through the night. Down here the roses woke up and trembled and a rose spoke:
We are the daughters of the stars on earth and the image of her who was bom
today. So may she always smile, like me, and every day bring a rose to her, but
one without thorns. Then flew up the angel of tones in the west and a prolonged,
soft tone spoke trembling like a harmonica-bell: today she came to the light, the
sister of tones. So be her soul forever pure and clear, like mine, and when she
weeps, I witl fly to her and dry up all her tears. The god of love rose trembling
in the east and said: What should I give to her? Because all men love her already
- then the dream came winged like a smiling zephyr and whispered as in a
dream. Let every pain of hers, be a dream and every tear, except the tears ofjoy,
be distant from her. - And when all tones like a woken suckling, smiled and as a
soft unending shaking like a murmur of a waterfall or like a mild delight went
through a May of budding young nature, then the youth looked as if transfigwed
to heaven and to the stars and said melancholically only to himself: If I were a
68

star, I would shine on her, if I were a rose, I would bloom for her etc. and he
wept because he was nothing of all this and because he could not give anything
else but wishes: but he wished her everything because she deserved everything

J

This polymeter was based on and is an expansion of one of Jean Paul's polymeters:

I would shine on her - if I were a rose I would bloom for her - if I
were a tone, I would sound in her heart - if I were love,I would remain the most
happy therein - yes, if I could only be a dream, I would creep into her slumber
and be star, rose and love and everything and fwould] gladly disappear when she

If I were

a star,

wakes.a

On another occasion, while still infatuated with Agnes Carus, Schumann wrote in his

diary
That time when the youth traverses the fields and with mild-melancholy is
looking at the little daisies with their little white-red leaves (the picture of
ir¡rocence transfigured by love), where like a soft sþlightning the fnst thought
of the language of flowers (this Indian veil of veiled joy-tears) germinates and
where he for the first time picks daisies and ponders smilingly and with delight
says: "I am fond of you" and where he thinks: "Ah! Why did no-one give to me
yet such a flower, why does man not love, when yet there are so many flowers,
which man can confide everything to, which no tongue can express, this holy
word-triad, this holy soul-chord, this mild harmonic triad of life, this: I love

you."Finally, in a diary entry Schumann writes:
In relation to Jean Paul: The whole of Jean Paul's poetry rests in "If
were a star etc." Star - Rose (flower) - Tone - Dream - Love.6

I

Remarkably, however, Schumann's titled piano music (from 1831 to 1840) is largely
devoid of references to nature or dreams. The following is a list of such references:

Papillons, Opus 2. The title of the work is butterflies but the individual
pieces within are untitled.
Carnaval, Opus 9. "Papillons", butterflies again.
Phantasiestücke, Opus 12: "Des Abends ", "In der Nacht", "Traumes
Wirren" (whining dreams).
Kinderscenen, Opus 15: "Tratimerei " (dreaming).
Blumenstücke, Optts l9: there are no individual titles within the work.
Nachtstücke, Opus 23; agunthere are no individual titles within the
work.

I, 91.
'Tgb
a
t

Jean Paul. Flegeljahre, 826.

Tgb I, 99f.
uTgb

I, lo5.
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Clearly there is very little "nature music" within the piano works of the period we are
studying and in spite of the titles like "Papillons" and "Traümerei", there is no way one
can say that these pieces evoke either butterflies or dreaming without a speculative and

vivid imagination. That is not really Schumann's point. His is a hidden art. He does
have a specific message but it has nothing to do with the evocation of nature. His music
is not progammatic in that sense. This is why, in the first instance, the only way to
ascertain Schumann's hieroglyphic message is to analyze the songs, because of their

texts.

it

'We

now look at two songs that might provide a clue to Schumann's message, and

seems logical to begin by studying "Räthsel", a song conceming riddles from the very

cycle which Schumann claimed allowed a "deeper insighf into his "inner musical

workings".

Opus

25216

Rìithsel

B major

Before analysing this song it is helpful to note a verse from a long poem which
Schumann sent to Clara in 1838:
We often posed a riddle to one another
yet no-one hit upon it.
When read backwards, the city of the world,
Roma, should be preserved as a declaration.
Meanwhile, the inverted city
has been formed between us,
and we, on soft bridges of lips,
send kissing-messages to and fro.7

This is the only song in B major appearing in Opus 25. The text is listed as having been
written by Byron but in fact the original English poem was written by Catherine
Fanshaw and translated into German by Karl Kannegiesser.

The answer to the riddle, atface value, is the letter H as it occurs in several words

7

Weissweiler I, 315
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throughout the poem. Schumann emphasizes this answer by adding to the poem the
words was ist's? (what is it?) with the last note in the vocal part written as a B (H in
German) but no actual word or syllable is apportioned to it; rather a footnote attached to
this musical note reads: "The composer believes that the omission of the last syllable is
self explanatory."

Though the primary key of the song is B major, there is a temporary modulation to G{

minor (bars 4-5) to the words: "it resounds faintly in an echo's waves". The vocal part
at this point encompasses the scale

of

Gü

minor from dominant to tonic (Dü/C*/B/4il/Gil)

which is identified at the end of this Chapter as Clara's Andantino motif

-

the motivic

basis of Opus 14.
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The fact that this motivic fragment has been mentioned here, in what might otherwise be
an incidental occurrence,

to

Gü

will become clearer in

subsequent discussion. The modulation

minor, set to the words involving "an echo" is another potential indicator

of

7l

hieroglyphic manipulation by Schumann, based as it is on one of the favourite German
Romantic symbols relating to the mystery of nature.

The temporary modulation to

Gü

minor is followed by one to E major (bars 6-7) to the

words: "\ryhen it comes to floods, it becomes mute". This also has a private, ironic
meaning in Schumann's hands, though we will have to wait further for its elucidation!

Finally the music returns to the primary key - B major (bars

l6f.)

Bars 2-18 are repeated

from bars 19-37 with an extra two-bar piano interlude (bars27-28) and then bars 2-9
only are repeated againbefore the song comes to a conclusion with the es ist nur ein,
was ist's (it is only a ... what is it?), mentioned above.

For Schumann (as well as Jean Paul), another hieroglyph of nature is the flower. It is

intriguing that Schumann sets the phrase "It hides in the shadows and also in little
flowers" in such

a way that there is a difference

in the harmonies used, compared with

the two previous settings of the same music:
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F#-B-EAt bar 43 there is an F$ minor chord under the syllable Blüm oî Blürnchen with the
tempo instruction of
had been a

ritard. In the two previous occrrrences

at bar

7 andbar 24 there

V chord in the parallel situations, namely in E major: V-V-I, whereas the

't2

harmonies at bar 43 are ii-V-I, the fundamental notes of which are F{-B-E. By way

of

further emphasis there are crescendo and decrescendo markings in the piano part which
are not found in bars 7 or

24. Perhaps the flowers

are trying to

tell us something. Apart

from this small, but important, change to the repeated music (bars 38-45a equaling bars
2-9a) atbar 45b there is a sudden intemrption by way of a diminished 7û chord.
According to the system of Gottfried Weber, in its harmonic context this is a IIB chord

with a reckoned fundamental of Cil. The chord accompanies the question (was ist's? what is it?) and the answer in the vocal part is the note B (H in German), though without
a syllable attached.
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This diminished 7ú chord (E* Gü B D) is the only one of three possible diminished Tths
to appear in this song (see also bars 8 and 25). Its enharmonic equivalents are:

G$BDF
BDFAb
DFAbCI,
Given the fact that Schumann modulates to G{ minor at the mention of an "echo", it is
possible to see some kind of punning reference based on the identity in sound of all four
permutations of this diminished 7th. Thus, the keys represented by the notes contained
therein may all be an echo of one another, at least in hermeneutic terms. The musical
clue to the "riddle" (as opposed to the plain decipherment of the riddle from the text,
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that is the letter "H") may lie provocatively hidden within the score and therefore project
out to an extra-musical reference or series of references relating to something else.

Nevertheless, whatever may be the case as far as the internal pointers within the song
are concerned, the main emphasis of the riddle is the letter H, the musical note B (H)
and key of

B (H) major.

Jean Paul and the letter

"II"

In Jean Paul's Flegeljahre, Chapter20 (Zeder von Libanon - Klavierstimmen) we find

Walt (one of the two most important characters in the novel) tuning the

Bb

string (B in

German) of a piano, referred to in Chapter 4 in connectionwith the reference to the pun

(BACH) formed from the three accidentally broken notes of the piano (4, C, H), plus
the one Walt was tuning - B (BÐ. Much later in the novel, in Chapter 63 (Titan-Schart

Larven-Tanz), there is an enigmatic scene where a dame of the Order of the Slaves of

Virtue accosts Walt and:

finally

she took hold of his hand and opened

it and drew within it an H.8

Further in the same chapter this act is repeated:

A masked shepherdess came and a simple nun with a half mask and an aromatic
branch of atuicula. The shepherdess took his [V/alt's] hand and wrote an H on
it; he pressed her hand according to his custom and shook his head, because he
believed, that she wanted to sign herself with an H.e
The first example probably has no connection with the second and third in determining
the meaning of the latter pair. Nevertheless the first, as an example of a musical pun,
provides an interesting parallel to Schumann's own use of musical pun

in

Carnaval

(ASCH-SCHA).

8

Jean Paul, Flegeljahre,1048.
eJean

Paul, Flegetjahre, 1050.
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As far as the second and third excerpts are concerned, the letter H could mean merely
recognition of Walt (H equalling Harnisch, Walt's family name) but most probably Jean
Paul's meaning goes beyond that to the figure of Hope (Hoffiung), a theme which
permeates the novel as a whole.

At face value, the letter H symbolizes the hope for

union with V/ina which both Walt and his twin (Vult) seek; indeed "hope" is one of the
constant themes of this chapter: Vult is originally dressed in the mask of Hope (Spes) at
the masked ball, but exchanges this mask with Walt who had been wearing the doublemask of miner and coachman. \I/ith this newly acquired disguise Vult hopes to deceive

V/ina.

She, thinking he is Walt, gives no satisfaction to

Vult in his enquiries concerning

the direction of her affections and he storms out of the ball in anger. The chapter ends

with:
V/ina and Vult were no longer to be found: after long searching and hoping Walt
had to go home still dressed as Hope lHoffuungl. Thus the masked ball ended
fuIl of voluntary disguises, ultimately with involuntary disguises of greater
import.lo
This last sentence, for Jean Paul, refers to a firrther, deeper meaning of hope, of which
human love is a metaphor: that is the hope of the world to come and hope

immortality,

a theme

of

with which Walt is constantþ associated throughout the novel,

especially in the long dream sequence in the last chapter.

Jean Paul's philosophical and metaphysical reference is hardly of central concern to

Schumann. It is intriguing that Papillors, Opus 2, which Schumann claimed was
loosely based on Chapter 63 and 64 of Flegeljahre does not contain a movement in B

major/minor. On the other hand, Carnaval, Opus 9, has "Reconnaissance" which,
although in the key of Al major, has a modulation to, and an extended middle section in,

B major. Schumann explained "Reconnaissance" as "recognition". Was this in some

to

Jean Paul, Flegelj ahre, 1057
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way a musical expression of the two similar scenes in Jean Paul's "Larven-Tanz"

involving the letter H? "Reconnaissance" is conceived

as part

of a masked ball and falls

in close proximity to "Aveu" (avowal of love) and "Promenade" (the walk such as is
taken at German balls, arm in arm with your partner) as Schuma¡n explained the
meaning of these three titles in a letter to Moscheles in 1837.'11

By the time Schumann had come to compose songs in 1840 the letter "H" had acquired
a significance of far gteater import than mere "recognition".

Opus

48212

Am leuchtenden Sommermotgen

Bb

major

This song from Schumann's Dichterliebe concems flowers that whisper or speak as the
man of the poem walks in the garden. A significant feature of the song is the recurrent

harmonic formula G6/II-IÍ-V?-I with which the song opens to the words:
On a bright suÍtmer morning
I walk around in the garden.

Ziomlich lnngsam.
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a letter to Moscheles,22.9.1837, quoted in Wilhelrn von Wasielewski's Life of Robert Schumann

with letters i,833-1852. Trans. A.F. Alger. (London: William Reeves, 1878) 94.
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After the opening cadential formula centered on the tonic, the song moves to IV and
then to

VL

The second line concludes with the cadential pattem ii-V7-I. From bars 4-5,

in imitation at the octave between the "treble" and the "tenor" in the accompaniment,
there is an ascending chromatic motivic fragment, BblBlC. This fact is noted here
because

it is repeated elsewhere in the song.

Schumann retums to the opening material once more (bars 6b-8a) and the second half

of

the first verse is engaged
The flowers whisper and speak

But I wander silently.
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V/ith the first mention of the whispering and speaking flowers there is an implied
modulation to E major/minor. This is begun by the punning qualrty of the German sixth
on II of Bb major which is now interpreted as the II7 of E major/minor (Gb Bb Db E equals
F* A{ Cü

E). E major is not reached,

instead the harmonies move up by semitone to re77

engage the cadential formula II-V7-I in Bb

major. Then the piano accompaniment takes

up the opening music once more and the second verse begins:
The flowers whisper and speak
and look at me with pity.
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Bars 13-16a aÍe arepeat of bars 3-6a; as a result the ascending chromatic motivtc
fragment occurs once more: BbtBlC, as the flowers are about to whisper and speak. The
song now modulates abruptly to G major to the words:

"Do not be angry with our sister
you sad, pale man".
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The flowers have now spoken on behalf of the man's beloved in the context of G

major/minor. The piano accompaniment returns to Bb major (from bar 20) and the
following three bars are harmonized with various chords in arpeggiation over a
dominant pedal. It is the next section (bars 23-28) which demands attention, at least for
the reason that it is repeated a minor third higher at the conclusion of Opus 48:16, the
last song of this cycle.
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so much the harmonic progression as the recuffence of the above mentioned

motivic fragment in bars 24-25 that is significant. In the "treble" and the "tenor" the
motivic fragment, BblBlC, appears in tandem while at the same time there is a
descending chromatic fragment in the bass: GbÆÆ. The B and the F coincide with D
and Ab making a diminished 7th chord: B D F Ab. This conjunction is emphasizedby a
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localized dynamic marking.t' From here the piano accompaniment concludes with
cadential idioms involving re-statements of II-V-I in various formats.

At this point we must pose the question: how may
recognizable melodic

a chromatic gesture become a

motifl In the context of tonal music, chromaticism is always

present; even in the resolution of the dominant 7ú, the tritone within it resolves by halfsteps, but no one would claim that such resolutions are anything more than local voice

leading - certainly not a melodic motif. Herein lies the problem, however, in being able

to isolate an identifìable chromatic motif from the context of local voice leading or an
extended chromatic scale.

If we take the example of Schumann's "Pierrot" ftom Carnaval,

Opus 9, we have the

following opening motif:

This motif is heard eight times throughout the piece, so it is a significant and identifiable

feature. If we had not been told by Schumann that Carnaval is motivically based, for
the most part, on the letters ASCH-SCFIA, representing the letters of the town of Asch

from which Ernestine von Fricken, his then flrancée, came, as well as the letters of his

family name which could also be represented in music, we might conclude that the
opening motif of "Pierrot" involves one descending chromatic step (Bb to A), then an
ascending leap of a diminished fifth (A to Eb), followed by a descending leap of a minor

third

(Eb

to C) concluding with two descending steps of a semitone each to reach the

Bb

of the beginning of the motif. This would be a perfectly accurate description but not one
tt Compare

a similar dynamic marking at the setting of the word "Blümchen" in Opus 25:16bar 43
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to be regarded as normative for Carnavøl itself; the true motif is AlEblClCb (equals
ASCH) which only involves one chromatic step, and the various permutations of these
notes is what is normative, irrespective of what precedes or succeeds

them. This is

made easy for us by Schumann himself, because he has told us about

it. It is more

ilifficult when the analyst encounters a piece of music which is quite heavily
chromatically inflected and yet there is no verbal clue from the composer himself.

Opus 48:12 opens with a cadential idiom G6AI-IÍ-V?-I.

It is important to remind

ourselves that although neither Schumann nor Gottfried Weber called the first chord

of

the piece a German sixth - this is a more recent nomenclature - Weber nevertheless
regarded this chord as having a fundamental bass of C, even though that note is not

present. This is why, throughout the analysis above, the chord is represented as a G6/II,
that is: a German sixth on II.

The German sixth on II of Bb major is a dissonant chord as is the dominant seventh with

which it is enharmonically identical (Fi7) and both require resolution involving
chromatic movement. In the first bar Schumann spells the German sixth as Gb Bb Cil E

for voice leading reasons (the

C$ goes

to the D of

IÍ).

Only once in this piece does he

spell it "correctly" (bar 19, Gt Bb Db E) where the German sixth goes directly to V7 and
where the Db falls to

C. In the resolution of the other notes of the German sixth, the Gb

descends by chromatic step to F, the E ascends by one step to F and the Bb is common to

both the German sixth and the

IÍ.

This procedure is so interwoven within an arpeggiated

texture that we have to wait for the resolutions after other notes are heard in the

meantime. It would be difficult to recognize a chromatic motif within this texture. As
well, the chromatic movement in each case involves only one step, either ascending or

8l

descending, with no further chromatic continuation thus: Cil to D, Gb to F, E to F, Eb to D
and so on. What we do recognize, as the song proceeds, is that the harmonic structure
and sound of bars l-3 is an important feature of the piece since in one way or another

it

is repeated (especially the G6/II or II?) six times, in bars 6b-8a, 10-1la, l9b-2}a,perhaps
24b (though here inegularly resolved) and 26b-27. The same German sixth also
appears, though in the guise of its enharmonic equivalent (F$7) in bar 8b where there is
an implied modulation to E major/minor.

The next two and half bars (bars 4-6a) involve something quite differen! there is an
ascending chromatic movement in the "treble" of the piano accompaniment involving

two steps (Bb/B/C) which are imitated at the octave in the "tenor". The "treble" part of
the piano accompaniment continues with the notes A to Bb, following the vocal line, and
although this is an ascending step of a semitone, there has been a leap of a minor third

from the preceding C. We should note that this "tail" (A to Bb) of the melodic line in
the "treble" is not part of the imitation in the "tenor". The only other chromatic moves

in this section are somewhat isolated: in the "bass", E[ to D at bar 4; in the "alto", Et to

D between bars five and six. This whole section is repeated both melodically and
harmonically at bars l4-l6a; an attempt is made to repeat the melodic component at bar

líb-lTauntil

a new key and a new

textual focus take over. Perhaps the most important

(because of its recurence in the postlude of the last song) is a re-statement, with slightly

different harmonies, at bar 24b-25a. What is also significant here is that the notes
BlblBlC become detached from their

"tall" in the "treble" though we

can see in bars 25b-

26athe A to Bb in the inner texture; meanwhile our attention is concentrated in the
contrary motion counterpoint between the "treble" and the "bass".
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Other chromatic elements as yet undiscussed are:

(a)

bars (9b) 10-1la, (DÐ EÆblD in the "treble" which feature is not repeated

elsewhere;

(b)

several other incidental chromatic moves of one step such as DÆb (bars 20b-

2la), CllD (bars 21b-22a)

(c)

and elsewhere; and

the more extended chromatic line in the bass (barc24b-26a); C:bßlElEblD. Again

not repeated elsewhere, though in retrospect, we

will

see that

this itself is a

highly signifrcant musical statement.

If clarity of hearing

and repetition were the hallmarks of motivic identification then one

could identifr BblBlC as a melodic motif in its own right above all the other chromatic
elements in the piece

*

*

{.

*

*

*

To summarize:
Opus 48:12 presents us with the following

(a)

a repeated cadence pattem:

G6/II

or
or

rg

G6/II
il7

v7
v7
v7

I
I
I

with fundamental notes of C-F-Bb.

(b)

an implied modulation to E major/minor: E: II?-V?-(I) whose fundamental notes
are Fü-B-(E).

(c)

a repeated chromatic

(d)

a

chromatic melodic fiagment (jf,IFIE in contrary motion with Bb/B/C.

(e)

a

diminished 7th 18 D F Ab) emphasised dynamically in an unusual context.

(Ð

a sudden modulation to G major when the flowers actually speak out on behalf

melodic motif Bb/B/C.

ofthe absent beloved.
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What is common to five of these observations are the notes B and F, which are a tritone
apart. Also the notes Bb and C are common both to one of the chordal patterns and one
of the motivic fragments, as is F{ (Gb) and E in one and implied in the other

The flowers have carried out their revelatory work, but their symbols (expressed in
harmonic and melodic terms) need to be interpreted. Combining the factors delineated

in both Opus 25:16 and Opus 48:12, the following hypothesis is put forward:

(a) that not only the note B but also the key of B major and the diminished

7th chord

B D F Ab represents the concept of "union" which would be appropriate for such
German words as: Hoffiung (hope), Hochzeit (wedding) andheiraten (to

marry), all words beginning with the letter H and representing Schuma¡rt's
primary obsession. This would be supported by Opus 25:16, "Räthsel", where
the letter H (note B) is singled out for special consideration throughout; the B
chord in bar 43 is accompanied by a crescendo/diminuendo marl<tng (between
an F$ and an E chord); and the "echo's waves" are accompanied by a temporary

modulation to

Gü

minor (an enharmonic equivalent to the Ab of B D F At).

Further support is seen in Opus 48:l2,bar 24 where the B of the motif Bb/B/C is
harmonised with a diminished 7th chord (B D F A!), which chord is accompanied

with

(b)

a crescendo/diminuendo marking.

that by placing the diminished 7th chord B D F Ab (representing "union") in the

middle of the only two other possible diminished Tths we have the following
schema:

Db

Bb

Fb/E

AWIG

BDFAb
C

Eb

Gb/Fü

B,Iú/A
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whereby the middle set (B D F At) join those of the outer sets (Bb Db E G and C
Eb Fil

A) by semitone and thus we

see, in the

first instance, the motif Bb/B/C of

Opus 48: 1 2 illustrated.

(c) that the notes

Bb

(B in German) and E (a tritone) represent the letters in

Schumann's given name and that the notes Eb and A (also a tritone) represent the
letters of Schumann's family name; further, that C represents the name of Clara
and, consistent with the tritone symbolism of the name Robert Schumann, the

double for Clara would be F*/Gb. This would mean that the notes Bb/B/C (as in
Opus 48:12) spell the phrase "Robert united with Clara" and the notes E/T/F*

would be its double [also illustrated in point (b) above].

(d) that the harmonic equivalent of this procedure, illustrated in Opus 48:12, would
be as follows:

in Bb: II

-V- I

that is C -F

-

Bb (Claraunited withRobert),

and in Opus 25:16, where the dynamically emphasised word Blümcheninvolves

the cadence:

in E: ii
as the

-

V

-

I, that is F$ - B

tritone equivalent of C

-

E (Clara united with Robert)

- F - Bb. So far the notes of the sets of diminished

Tths above to which a meaning has been given are:

BbE
BDFA'
C

E'

GbÆil

Bbb/A

Already we have two complete diminished 7ú', one on B and one C. This leaves
the notes Dblci, G, to complete the schema.

(e) that, in accordance with the tritone-logic of the above, Frederick V/ieck is
represented by G and Db/c*, he being the remaining character in the "love
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triangle" involving also Robert Schumann

(Bb E and Eb and

A), Clara (C and

F*/Gb).

(f)

that the keys represented by these twelve notes above be assigned as follows:
B,D,F,Ab/G* maj orlminor:
Bb and E major/minor:
Eb and A major minor:
C and F{/Gb:
G and DblC+

keys of union or "wedding keys".
Robert's keys.

Schumann's keys.
Clara's keys.
keys of parental authority.

Earlier, tmder the heading of "Schumann and Music Theory", mention was made

of

Gottfried Weber' s comment:
The keys which are thus diametrically opposite each other, namely, C and Gb or
F*, - G and Db or Cil, - A and Eb, - E and Bb, -B and F, etc., may be called
antipodes.

Or for that matter, in Jean Paulian terms, "mirror images", or "doubles". Each "double"
forms a tritone with its partner. The origin of this scheme is most probably derived
from the only two letters of Schumann's given name which can be expressed in musical
notes: Bb (equals B in German) and E

family name:

Eb

-

a tritone relationship and

(equals Es in German) and A

-

two letters of his

also a tritone relationship. Added to

this is Schumann's "doubles-game" with Clara, which has been mentioned in Chapter 3,
"Schumann and Jean Paul".

From all of the above, it is asserted that Schumann devised a symbolic system based on
the notes, chords or keys a tritone apart to accommodate both the flat-side and sharpside, as follows:

Robert

uruon

Clara

uruon

Robert

Bb

F

C/Fü

B

E

\

Cadential formulas beginning on either C or F* and traversing the cycle of 5ths on
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either side, constitute the primary basis of Schumann's harmonic symbolism related to

spiritual and physical union between Clara and himself:
Bb

E

ii

V

I

C

F

Bb

ii

V

I

F{

B

E

and its tritone "double"

The chromatic equivalents, derived from this system (indicated by the crosses above)

would then be:
B;blB,lC (or the reverse) and E/F/Fü (or the reverse).

Each cadential formula thus outlined will be referred to as the "wedding formula" and
the motivic patterns as the "chromatic motifs of union".

These cadential formulas do not occur exclusively in the keys of Bb and E major;

if they

did, it would be difficult to tell whether they pointed to a symbolic interpretation as
opposed to a purely structural one.

It is when they occur outside the keys to which they

belong or in internal modulations within a contrasting primary key that their symbolic
meaning becomes more apparent. This issue is discussed frequently throughout the
thesis but note especially "Robert's Keys", Chapter 8, pages 185-187 and 198-199 and
"Conc1usion", Chapter 17, pages 583-589.

Although these formulas are not exclusively confined to the revelatory role of nature,
the initial deciphering or clue to the riddle begins with such a role. The following
examples

will give some

idea of Schumann's practice, based on some of the categories

outlined in his srmrmary of the essence of Jean Paul's poetry:
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Flowers
Opus

25:16

B major

bar 43

It hides "also in little flowers":
F$-B-E

Opus

48:12

Bb

major

throughout "The flowers whisper and speak"
C-F.Bb, Fü-B-?
Bb/B/F and GbÆ/E

Opus

24:9

D major

bars 18f

"Little flower of

peace that blooms",

F$-B-E

Opus

25:3

G major

throughout
but see
bars 49-5 I

whispering blossoms B-E
who whisper of a bride-groom,
Fil-B-E.

Opus

48:6

E minor

bars 32f

"Flowers and little angels" hover,
Ff-B-E with F#/FÆ.

Opus

25:25

Eb

major

bars 4-6

"the perfume of roses"
C-F-Bb.

Opus

39:6

B major

bars 7-9

"here, behind the myrtle trees"
Fil-B-E

C minor

bars 16ff

"It was as if

Dreams
Opus

42:3

he had spoken" in a

dream
C-F-Bb with C/CblBb.
Tones
Opus

25:15

E

minor/major bars27-29

"the tones charm it forth"
Fil-B-E

This list is only a foretaste of Schumann's procedure. It is not being claimed that the
entire profile of Schumann's music is to be understood in terms of this symbolic
schema; that would be a shrunken and limited view

of Schumann's vision and musical

technique. Nevertheless, it will be shown that while the songs and piano works project
their own distinct harmonic, motivic and rhythmic character, they reveal hidden
relationships of similarity (such as suggested here) based on Schumann's inner message
which is almost always present in either harmonic and/or motivic ways throughout.
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The extended wedding formula
So far the wedding formula has been stated only as either C-F-Bb or F*-B-E. The most

complete wedding formula, however, is to be found in D major and Ab major (both

wedding keys) and within the cycle of fifths as appropriate, as follows:

iii

vi

1l

V

I

F+

B

E

A

D

C

F

Bb

Eb

Ab

Clara

united

with

Robert Schumann in mariage.

The interrupted wedding formula
Since the wedding formula expresses Schumann's hope for union between Clara and

himself, the hindrance to this hope, that is, the opposition of Clara's father, can be
expressed as an intemrpted wedding formula (represented graphically

by

. . . ),

for

example:
Fil

B

Fü

B

as in "Es treibt mich

D

G

B

Eor

C+

B

E

hin", Opus 24:2 and elsewhere - also expressed

as the

tritone-

equivalent formula in flat-side keys, for example:
C

F

C

F

D

G

F

Bb

Db

F

Bb

or

Melodic motifs
There are five frequently occurring melodic motifs which appear in many of the songs
analyzed in the course of this study. These need to be stated at the outset so that some
sense can be made of the analyses.

At a later

stage these motifs

will

be discussed more

tully
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(a)

Clara's Andantino motif. This motif, based on a descending minor scale from
dominant to tonic, gains its highest profile for the first time in the piano work
Concert ohne Orchesfer, Opus 14. There it involves the notes ClBlbly''blGß. Since
descending or ascending minor scales (or portions thereof) are likely to occur in
most composer's music without any specific extra- musical reference intended,

this might seem to be the weakest of Schumann's motifs in terms of regarding it as
a discreet hermeneutic

entity. It is because of this fact that Clara's Andantino

motif is not discussed in the analyses of piano works before 1836, the year in
which Concert ohne Orchesler, Opus 14 was composed. It is in the second
movement of this work that Schumann first identifies Clara's theme, the fust five
notes of which not only provide the main motivic material of the outer
movements, but can also be seen to be a conscious resource for use in other works;
the context is usually the primary guide to its hermeneutic significance.

(b)

The motif of spiritual and physical union. Deriving from Clara's Andantino

motif3, this motif is one of the most important within the songs of 1840 and the
piano music, at least from 1836. It is identified here

as

the motif of spiritual and

physical union, because, while there was more certainty in Schumann's mind of
the spiritual union between himself and Clara, his main obsession throughout the
years 1836 to 1840 was the absence of and hope for ma:riage which would be the

fulfilmeirt of his sexual needs

as

well. The motif is as follows:

As can be seen, if the notes are given an autobiographical interpretation, they
spell

13

For detailed discussion, see Chapter 14.
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Schumann united

with Clara : Robert united with Clara.

The motif is found in transposition and several songs utilize variants of it, some as

incomplete statements.

(c)

The chromatic motif of
BrrlB,lC

union. This is more specifically confined to the notes

or ClCblBb and its double

EÆÆ$

or GbÆÆ, spelling out Robert united with

Clara and the reverse. There are other versions of similar statements which are,
nevertheless, not chromatic in their entirety, for example:

D(EÐ/E*(F)/F(GL) Schumann united with Clara
NBIC

Schumann united with Clara

CIDIEb

Clara united with Schumann

Fnrther alternatives are provided by ClDlE, and its double, Fü/Gü/Ail (Clara united

with Robert), which involve no chromatic moves ataIl.

It would be appropriate, in the light of this delineation of the chromatic motif of
union (and its variants) to return to bars 23-26 of "Am leuchtenden
Sommermorgen", Opus 48: 12
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The melody in the treble clef (bars 23-24a) spells out: C/DÆbß,that is, Clara

united with Schumarur in marriage. It continues: Bb/B/C, - that is, Robert united

with Clara. The bass-line (bars23-26a) gives us the following:

9l

Fj

lD I C+

Gb

/ F lE I Ebl

Schumann united with Clara.

D

Clara united with Roben Schumann in marriage.

Combined with the harmonic "wedding" formula (C-F-Bb or F{-B-E) from which
the chromatic motif of tmion is derived, by way of tritone equivalents, this is the
hidden message of the flowers "which no tongue can express, this holy word

triad, this holy soul-chord, this mild harmonic triad of life, this: I love you".

(d)

The Grandfather Dance. Actual quotations or evocations of the opening bars

of

this dance, first appearingin Papillons, Opus 2:12, ocatr either as the basic
pervading motif of a song or as a particularly revelant quotation within a song.
The "Grandfather Dance" has wedding implications which are discussed in more

detail in Chapter

(e)

ll.

The "bestowal" motif,. This motif is so called because it appears in the context

of Opus 25:1, bars 19-21, to the words: "from heaven bestowed to me . . . ."
¿r9

This motif also occurs in other songs such as Opus 25:15 and Opus 42:5 but it

first emerged in the piano music of 1838. This is discussed more fully in
Chapter 16.

Having examined all the basic ingredients needed to break Schumann's code, and
having thus deciphered the hidden messages in various letter combinations, we now tum

to the music which most clearly illustrates Schumann's consistent use of the musical
schema classified above: the songs. They are arranged in groups under the keys which
represent the issue of union, and each of the three main characters

- twelve keys in all.
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The four "wedding keys" have been labelled as such because chords with these notes as
fundamentals appear to be constantly associated with textual references to issues
concerning marriage, hopes for physical union, the hunt for a suitable partner, "love-

battles", dreams of a wedding, and children. The keys represented are B, D, F and Af,
(that is, in German, H, D,F and As), letters which, with the exception of F{ do not occur

in the names "Robert", "Clard'or "Schumann", and in musical terms, notes which may
be interpreted as either a double pair of tritones (B F and D Ab) or a diminished 7ft
seventh chord (B D F Ab), with all the tension and ambiguity which this entails. While

the songs have been grouped according to their actual key-signatures in tritone
sequence, special mention is also made of the way in which the key-note may occur

in

the actual wedding formula. In examining the keys under separate headings, no

distinction is made initially between the major and minor modes, although the subtleties
between the two are revealed by discussion of the individual settings. The songs are not
studied chronologically, but in the order that best highlights the consistency with which
these keys (or chords) are used to illustrate variations on the theme of marriage, or

union. We begin, quite arbitrarily, with the letter B.

B M¿,¡on/NIrNoR
The tonic of B major/minor is one of the mid-points of the wedding formula, so

normally the only likelihood of it occurring is if there is a modulation to the
subdominant:

VIIV
FilBE
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Since "Räthsel", Opus 25:16, has already been discussed, there are five other songs

in

this key which serve to illustrate the argument, as follows:
Opus 25:13
Opus24:2
Opus 24:3
Opus 48:14
Opus 39:6

Opus

25213

B minor
B minor
B major
B major
B major

Hochldnders Abschied
Es treibt mich
Ichwandelte unter der Baumen
Allnächtlich im Traume
Schöne Fremde

Hochlünders

Abschied

B minor

This is the only song in B minor in this wedding cycle (Myrthen, Opls 25). The text is
by Robert Burnsl, translated by W. Gerhard. Verses one and two are set in B minor,
and the third in B major is followed by a repeat of the first verse (both text and music).

The song is fuIl of Schumann's wedding symbolism in spite of the fact that the text
appears to bear no relation to such a theme. However the purpose of its inclusion here

is additive to that of Opus 25;16, "Räthsel", in that it confirms to some degree his
symbolic system through the revelatory role of nature: highlands, mountains and forest,
deer and roe, flowers and clover, rocks, streams, coloured light.

All

these

metaphors for something far more applicable to Schumann's intimate

will

be used as

life. Arthur

Schopenhauer2 observed:

In the youth all perception in the first place affects feeling and mood, and even
mingles with these, as is very beautifully expressed by Byron:
I live not in myself, but I become
Portion of that around me; and to me
High mountains are a feeling.

For Schumann, nature has a far more important task:
My heart is in the highland, my heart is not here
My heart is in the highland, in the forest reserve.

I

Although in some cases the authors of the poems are mentioned, detailed information on the texts is not
included as a matter of course, since it lies outside the scope of this thesis.
2
Quoted in German Aesthetik and Literary Criticism; Kqnt, Fichte, Schelling, Schopenhauer, Hegel.
David Simpson, ed. (London: Cambridge University Press, 1984) 192.
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The song opens with a tonicization of E minor but the piano introduction concludes with
a cadence on B minor and then the harmonies move to the subdominant to incorporate

"My heart is in the highland". Thus the wedding formula falls where his heart is. The
formula is repeated agatî until we come to the words "in the forest reserve" where there
is a temporary modulation to G major. Since this is one of the keys of parental

authority, we can assume that Schumann is talking of someone in the realm of the

parent. In the next line of the verse we will see who it is:
There it hunts the deer and follows the roe
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This line is harmonizedby an arpeggiated B major chord (suggestive of the chase?)

which incorporates the 9ft (C) to make
with

a

a

diminished triad on C (bar 15) and to conclude

triple octave on C under the word "roe". All three of the dramatis personaehave

now been revealed, as well as the issue: Robert (E) is hunting (B) that almost-everwandering couple on concert tour, Clara (Fil and C) and her father ("in the forest
reserve" of G major). The last line of verse one returns to the wedding formula:
My heart is in the highland, wherever I go.

Verse two is set to the same music and herein lies a problem about strophic settings

if

motif, harmonies or choice of key have anything to do with expressing the meaning of a
text:
Farewell, my highlands, my native place,
the cradle of freedom, of courage is there.
Wherever I wander, wherever I am,
On the mountains, it draws me there.

The second verse is not contradictory to the first in general sentiment, but the words
courage is there" coincide with the modulation to G

"of

major. If this is to refer to the

father then Schumann is being mockingly ironic; on the other hand, maybe he is

referring to Clara, in the realm of the parent. The remaining lines present no real
problem as far as the harmonies are concerned.

The third verse, in B major, follows the basic harmonic structure of the first, except the

modulation is now to G* minor and a C* major chord takes the place of the B major
chord (compare bar 13f. with bar 33f.):
Farewell you mountains covered with snow.
Farewell you valleys full of flowers and clover
Farewell you forests, moss-covered stones,
You plunging streams in coloured sheen!
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First of all, the text has gone from where the person's heart is to a statement of farewell.
This is strongly reiterated in the third verse. We now see what he has to bid farewell to:

(a)

mountains, snow, valleys reveal Fü-B-E, Claraunited with Robert;

(b)

flowers and clover reveal a wedding key - Gü minor;

(c)

the forest and moss-covered rocks remain in the key of the parent as in bars

l0-

11, though now its double: C{; and

(d)

the plunging streams, which reflect coloured light, retum to the focus of the

wedding formula: F#-B-E.
So even though, for the moment, Schumann has to say farewell to immediate solutions to

his heart's longings, they are still in the highlands (Hochland: Hochzeif? - there is a
reason for this song being in B major/minor) where his heart "hunts the deer and follows

the roe", as the repeated verse and music tell us at the end of the song. This song also
reveals a coÍtmon usage by Schumann of the major and minor modes: that is, very often
he switches between the two, merely to attain his symbolic purpose. There is basically no
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difference in mood between the verses of this song but Schumann wants to illustrate the

text with his symbolic system in specific ways. There is no C or C major occurring
naturally in B major, neither is there a G or G major. There is no G* or

G$

minor in B

harmonic minor. The wedding formula, providing there is a move to the subdominant,
is common to both modes. So the text in the first verse requires B minor and, in the

third verse, Schumann has chosen the major mode to further illustrate the wedding
theme with a modulation to the wedding key: Gü minor where the words

"full of flowers

and clover" occur. This is paralleled in Opus 25:16, "Räthsel", in the temporary

modulation to

G$

minor (Opus 25:16 bars 4 and 5) to the words "it resounds faintly in an

echo's waves", where we see the "echo" in question spell out another wedding key in
support of the primary key of the song, B major. Hence the wedding keys: B and Gü/Ab.

It is now clear that the primary pu{pose of this song, apart from declaring his separation
from "the highlands", is to further disclose and confirm Schumann's symbolic system
which, as we have seen, was already revealed in "Räthsel", Opus 25:16.

Opus

24:2

Es treìbt mich

hin

B minor

This song, with a text by Heine, describes the lover's impatience to see his beloved with
the complaint that the hours are "lazy folk", "idle", "with yawning ways", and that

"they mock spitefully the loving one's haste".

The four-bar piano introduction is repeated for the opening words:
It drives me there, it drives me here.
In the process the wedding formula occurs: V-i-iv (Fil-B-E) but the rest of the first verse
(except the last line) involves a modulation to the key of the dominant to the words:
In a few hours I shall see her
She herself, the most beautiful of beautiful young women.
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As a result we have to wait (in the music) for the meeting to take place since there is
now neither B nor

E.

Schumann teases further: even though the tempo marking at the

beginning of the song is Sehr rasch (very brisk, quick), by bar 8 he introduces the
tempo direction Langsamer (slower) which proceeds to ritardando over the words

"beautiful young women". Although the text has said "in a few hours" it is as though,

in spite of his haste, the lover's object of desire will be somewhat delayed because of
the young woman herself (Fil major). Schumann has reorganized Heine's structure

of

the poem so that his first verse ends with the second-last line of Heine's, "the most

beautiful of beautiful young women", and with the dominant cadence.

Schumann's "second" verse begins with the last line of Heine's frrst verse:
You poor heart, why do you beat so heavily?
Since this is set to the music of the opening bars (bars 18-25 equalling bars

l-8

including piano prelude) the question is answered by F+-B-E, that is, the wedding

formula. Then follows Heine's second verse:
But the hours are lazy folk.
They drag themselves with ease, indolently
they creep, yawning on their way.
Hurry up, you lazy folk.

Schumann gives the reason why the hours "drag themselves": the wedding formula is

intemrpted by a tonicization of a G major chord (here, the key of parental interference!)
twice, (bars 30-33).
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The last line of the second verse is harmonized by an arpeggiated dominant 9ú chord,
again with the tempo marking ritardando, at variance with the wish expressed! The

first eight bars of the song are repeated again, with piano interlude (barc 42-49 equals
bars 1-8). This repeated music also includes the first line of the fourth verse:
Raging haste drivingly seizes me.

Once again we know what the "raging haste" is about: F$-B-E. The next line proceeds

with its repeats:
Certainly the hours have never loved,
never, never have the hours loved.

with a conclusion on the dominant triad (with ritardando andfermata). There is no
wedding formula in this section of the text, though perhaps the music is poised. The
words continue:
They form a conspiracy in cruel alliance
They mock spitefully the loving one's haste
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This conspiracy originates from the home of the parent. The harmonies tell us this:
Fil (bars 57-8) - B (bar 59), the wedding formula is beginning to emerge, C# (bar 60), a

severance, an intemrption, B (bar 61, a passing

IÍ) - E (bar 62); and thus the union

has

not yet been achieved. The piano postlude nevertheless reinforces Schumann's hopes
(bars 69-72, Fï-B-E).
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The key of B minor, in this song, is a key of delay and hopes, hence for Schumann,

wedding key. The three cadences on the dominant chord at "beautiful young women",

"lazy folk" and "never loved the hours", with their ritardandos and/or their fermatas,
reinforce the text of the last two lines about conspiracy and cruel alliance whereby the
hours and the young lady are procrastinating conspiratorially. This certainly would be
Schumann's own experience as Clara repeatedly procrastinated with regard to agreeing

to a wedding date, though she knew what the consequences would be if she did not cooperate with her father in such a posþonement. Schumann's pursuit was therefore

thwarted and he ironically illustrates this with his harmonic structures and reorganization of text. lncidentally, it is the intemrptions to the wedding formula which
gives added force to the presence of Schumann's "inner musical workings", particularly
as

they are expressed in their tritone doubles: G (bars 28-35) and

C#

(barc 57-62) in the

one song.

At this point, it is worthwhile to discuss the issue of the term "cadential idioms"
because, although the wedding formula occurs in this song in the first eight bars (twice
because of repeats),

it could also be said that the song opens with cadential idioms for

the first eight bars, meaning that those bars are occupied with chords V, I and

iv. As it

tums out the wedding formula does occttr with those chords in B major but, in another
key, such as C major, the same cadential pattern woúld not produce the formula.

In C: V-I-IV would be G-C-F.

A key has to be established and concluded and this is usually done with cadential
idioms which may not in themselves have any bearing on the hermeneutical ptrpose

of

the composer. In this song it would seem that they do because not only is F*-B-E
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present in the opening piano prelude but this pattern coincides with the following lines

of text:
It drives me there, it drives me here
You poor heart, why do you beat so heavily
Raging haste drivingly seizes me

all of which have a subjective reference relating to the man's emotions or reactions (he
is anxious about the wedding, F*-B-E). All the other lines of the text talk about the
hours, the young lady, the conspiracy and in those lines, if the wedding formula occurs,

it is either incomplete or is intemrpted with chords G and C* and thus not properly

joined. The piano postlude
song begins

also contains the wedding formula and therefore, since the

with it in the prelude, we can

see that the complete

formula, expressing the

impatience of the lover, acts as a type of frame around the rest of the song, which deals

with why this union has not yet been achieved. Elsewhere, the phrase "cadential
idioms" will often connote a segment of music set to certain cadential pattems (such

I-N-V-D which have no particular hermeneutic importance; they

as

of

are merely a way

establishing a key in the same way that a canvass or the background of a painting is not
the main interest of the painting itself.

Opus

24:3

lch wandelte unter den Baumen

B major

The most notable aspect of this song from a harmonic point of view is the absence

of

chord IV (E). Since, according to the text, there is a "little word" that must not be
uttered, this is intriguing. The piano prelude (bars

I to most of 4), after opening

on

I-V

,

traverses the cycle of 5ths from IIIT to V7. In the process the "wedding" issue is
expressed by alternative means with an intemrption preventing union:

DillBb(Schumann) c*/Ab (union). . .

. C$ þarenlWieck) . . . . F+ (Clara).
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It is impossible to know whether Schumann ever intended that

Cü/Db should be

understood, in certain circumstances, simply as Clara's family name or whether he
intended for it to be understood as some form of intemrption making it impossible for
the wedding connection to be made. But while ever Clara remained a "'Wieck" the
marriage and therefore sexual fulfilment lay in the as-yet-undetermined future, hence

it

makes no difference.

It is clear that chord VI or vi (representing
because

a

wedding key) is important in this song,

it accompanies "the dreams" which "stole into my heart" at bars 10-11 and this

with a leap from I to vi. The words of verse one are as follows:
I walked under the trees
alone with my grief.
Then the old dreams came
and stole into my heart.
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This verse ends on a ii chord and the piano continues with an arpeggiated dominant
major ninth, the G{ of that chord being heard last with a fermata.

Verse two repeats the music of bars 5-l2to the words:
Who has taught you this little word
you little birds in airy heights?
Be quiet. When my heart hears it
it aches twice as much.

except that the dominant major 9ú is replaced with the dominant minor 9ú to prepare for
a sudden modulation to G

major. In the repeat, the chord vi, which had harmonized

"old dreams", now coincides with the phrase: when my heart "hears it".

The next verse involves a section in G major (the key of parental location) to the words:
There came a young woman who walked,
who kept singing it lthe little word] on and on
and we birds caught
that pretty golden word.

The young woman is in the key of her father, where the birds heard "that pretty, golden

word". (A similar situation is found in Opus 48:l2,barc 19-22, where the flowers

speak

out on behalf of the young woman who lives in G major). Now the song tums back to
the primary key to the words:
That, you must not tell me
you crafty little birds.
You want to steal my grief
but I trust no-one.
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The first three lines are set to a repeat of the harmonies of bars 5-10; the last line

involves chord II and then the cycle of 5ths occurs (from vii" to I) with the same
hermeneutical considerations as in bars 3-5, that is, the intemrpted wedding formula.

This is paralleled in the piano postlude which is basically a repeat of the prelude. Thus
\¡\¡e

never hear "the little word".

Heine's original title for this poem was "Das Wortlein Liebe" (the little word love). But

for Schumann there is another more appropriate word which illustrates more pertinently
the key of the song (B major, a wedding key). The missing chord is IV (Robert), the
omission of which prevents the wedding formula from being fully expressed because, in
the case of Clara's intentions, there can be no true union with Robert until the word

"wedding" is acted upon, that is, progression to IV.

Opus

48214

Allnìichtlích ìm Trøume

B major

In this poem the na:rator sees his beloved in a dream:
Every night in a dream I see you,
and see your friendly greeting.
and loudly breaking into tears, I throw myself
at your sweet feet.
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Three times in the bass-line, the notes EÆil/F$ are sounded (bars 3f.,7f. and 9f.): Robert
united with Clara, the tritone double of Bb/B/C. The harmonies are suggestive of the

wedding formula at first (V-I, F+-B) but not until bar 9 is there a move to IV which
provides the E necessary to complete

it. He dreams,

she (F*) greets and, breaking into

tears (B-E) over this dreamt connection, he throws himself at her

feet. But

she is not

actually with him; she (ClaralF*) is coming into the dream and meeting (B) him
(E/Robert) from the perspective of the realm of the parent (Cil). That is basically the
harmonic and motivic story for the next two verses apart from the last two lines.
You look at me sadly
and shake your fair little head.
And out ofyour eyes creep
little pearl-drops of tears.
You say to me secretly a soft word
and give me a bunch of cypresses.
Dreams, tears, cypresses, all assist in delineating the issue for which the poet is longing:

union. But,
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I wake up and the bunch is gone
and the word I have forgotten.
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The giving of the bunch of cypresses is the first tangible gesture of connection between
the woman and the man. In Heine's mind this is not quite so positive a gesture because
branches of cypress used to be carried at funerals, hence \À/ere a symbol of death! There

is a bitter taste to Heine's irony which Schumann often ignores; he has his own more
humorous, self-mocking irony. The bunch of cypresses has involved the chromatic

motif of union (EÆ{Æü) which, concluding on the dominant (Fü), provides the beginning
of the wedding formula in more extended format to the words "I wake up and the bunch
is gone": (F{-B-E-D{-G*, that is, Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage). The
vocal part continues, to conclude on the dominant (F*) rather than on the tonic (B). The

vocal part of the other two verse-endings had concluded on

B.

V/e assume therefore

that the absent B represents the "forgotten" word. This parallels the treatment in Opus
25:16 where the note B is written into the vocal part but not set with a syllable (that

missing syllable being,É1ø, our B).

The wedding formula has disappeared as soon as the phrase "the bunch is gone" is
complete and the letter B (wedding or union) is forgotten because Schumann has had to

wait so long for Clara against fierce opposition. The setting has to be understood
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humorously, or at least not too seriously. In the final analysis, however, the "wedding"
is the issue, which is why this song is in B major.

In the context of B major/minor we have now had:

(a)

an alphabetical letter which is not to be sung (Opus 25 16);

(b)

a

liule word which is not to be uttered (Opus 24:3); and

(c)

a

word now forgotten (Opus 48:14).

In

a

letter dated 25 March 1838, sent to his sister-in-law Therese, Schumann wrote:
Clara wished to write to you herself - I told her she might call you sister - to
which she answered: - "I would gladly call her sister; but sister needs one little
word more - that little word which brought us so close together, which made me
so happy".3

It is clear that Clara's caution is based on the fact that she is not yet married to Robert,
therefore she cannot legitimately call Therese "sister". The "little word" cannot be love,
since that has not really been in doubt since that "f,rrst kiss" in November 1835, at least

not since 14 August 1837, their engagement day;that day perhaps "which brought us so
close together, which made me so happy"; that day when Schuma¡n asked her to marry

him! From Schumann's perspective, his intention to ma:ry Clara preceded August

1837

by some years, but as a consequence of their engagement he sought to set a wedding
date, which was continually postponed. His father-in-law-to-be (Friedrich Wieck) was

violently opposed to any marriage between Robert and Clara, and therefore violently
opposed the court action initiated by Robert and Clara to facilitate the marriage. This

court-action began in late 1839 and continued with acrimony until August 1840, by
which time Schumann was 30 years old. Is it any wonder that mockingly he had almost
forgotten the words Hochzeit (wedding day) and heiraten (to marry) - both

as

appropriate to the key of B major/minor as is Hoffnung (hope). Perhaps for Clara that

'

Schumann, Briefe, Neue Folge, 175
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"one little word more" was "Frau" or "Schumann" but it makes little difference - she

felt that she had to be married first. The only question in Schumann's mind, at least
from August 1837, was: when?

Opus

39:6

Schöne

Fremde

B major

According to Eric Samsa the manuscript of this song is headed sprechend, fltisternd
(speaking, whispering) which is what the flowers do in Opus 48:12. In this song there
are no flowers but there are myrtle-trees, dreams and stars.

The accompaniment begins on chord

iii (DÐ and the harmonies continue down the cycle

of 5ths to the tonic (B) at bar 4, thus incorporating an intemrpted wedding formula:
D$-G+ .. C* ..

Fil. Cadential idioms follow, more or less to the end of the first verse, the

words of which are:
The tree-tops rustle and shake

if, at this hour,

as

the old gods walk
around half-sunken walls.

The first line of the second verse, "Here, behind the myrtle-trees"
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involves a move to the subdominant (E) and therefore, for the first time, the words are
harmonized by the wedding formula: F*-B-E. Combined with these harmonies, three
notes of Clara's Andqntino motif appear, set to part of the woñ (Myr)then-btiumen.
That this is to be singled out may be regarded as special pleading

if it were not for the

fact that the full Andantino motif occurs from bars 21 to 22.

Now the complete cycle of 5ths is engaged (with some repeats) from bars 9-15 to the
words:
ln the secret dusk-splendour
what are you saying confusingly
to me, as in a dream, fantastic night?

As a result, the intemrpted wedding formula occurs again. There is an attempt for the
fantastic night to speak through dreams but the message is confused (that is, the
harmonies indicate the intemrpted situation). Maybe the stars have the message in

mind:

All stars twinkle on me,
with glowing love's glance.
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The stars radiate the wedding formula, which appears spread over the first two lines and

into the third line (bars 17-21). What happens next is equally significant. To the words
The distance speaks, intoxicated, of the coming great happiness.

Clara's Andantino motif appears in full (both in the vocal part and the accompaniment)
to the words "trunkgn die Ferne " and the harmonies shift from the last chord of the
wedding formula, that is, IV (to the word "redet") to tonicizations of C* minor (to
"trunken die Ferne "). The message is clear: the elements of nature have hinted at and

finally stated what is in the composer's mind, but the distance (Clara motif - in the location of her father,

Cü

the Andantino

minor) prevents the hope from being realized.

There is no further wedding formula for the remainder of the song because the text
speaks

"of the coming great happiness" with

a cadence on the tonic at that

point. The

"coming great happiness" is illustrated by the choice of primary key: B major - a
wedding key. This is Schumann's as yet unfulfilled goal.

A further reinforcement of the meaning of B major/minor is revealed in
"Jasminenstrauch", opus27:4, in A major, a song which was originally intended for
Myrthen, opus 25, and which had a special place in schumann's heart. (Like opus
25:26, it contains just twenty-one bars.) It concerns a Jasmine bush that falls asleep in
the night. Though green when it fell asleep, in the moming, when woken up,

it

lll

discovers that it is covered in snow. The Jasmine bush asks "What has happened to me

in the night?" as though it could hardly believe

it!

Clearly, this song is an allegory

of

marriage. From the implications of the "flrst kiss" in November 1835 through to the
engagement in 1837, and on to the "snow-white" of the wedding finery, Clara had
remained a Wieck. The next day (her 21't birthday, hence the 21 bars), she would
celebrate her first full day as a maried woman (by marriage, she would be a
Schumann, hence A major).

We know that the setting refers specifrcally to Robert and Clara because over the lines:
(the sunlight) touched it, it woke up snow-white,
uWhat has happened to me in the night?"
the progression, in
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and with the continuation of the last two lines:
See, so it goes with trees
that dream in the spring-time.

the progression is V-I and, in bar 18, even to IV.
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Thus the wedding formula: F+-B-E-A-D, Clara united with Robert Schumann in

marriage. It is the positioning of the B chord that is vital to the original point we wish
to confirm: in the progression from vi though the cycle to I-IV, the II is a IIE chord (that
is, a diminished 7ft-type chord). There is no way that Schumann would regard this II as
a diminished 7th in its own

right (that is, Dü Fü A C) because that would not only be

contrary to the logic of his theoretical learning but also his hermeneutic purpose, which
is to place the B chord where it should be: on the phrase "What has happened to me in
the night?" What "has happened" is marriage - hence the B chord.

"Jasminenstrauch" was number 10 in the original draft of Myrthen but since Schumann
had originally intended to conclude the cycle with the present numbers 24 and26 (the

former with 20 and the latter with

2l

bars), he may have felt that "Jasminenstrauch" was

strategically precipitate. Whatever the reason, Schumann removed "Jasminenstrauch"
from Myrthen and replaced it with what is now number 25, "Aus den östlichen Rosen".

l13

F M¡,¡on
Since this key is a tritone apart from B major/minor, the same considerations apply:

F being the mid-point of the wedding formula, the only likelihood of its normal
occurrence is in a situation where there is a modulation to the subdominant:

V-I.IV
C.F-Bb
There are only four songs composed in F major during February-September 1840 and
none in F minor. Two of these will sufftce to demonstrate that this key also has special

significance as a wedding key:

Lotosblume
Niemand

25:7
Opts25:22

Die

Opus

Opus

25:7

Die

F major
F major

Lotosblume

X'major.

This is clearly a poem of erotic imagery: the lotus-flower lies with sunken head in the
heat of the sun, waiting and dreaming for the

night. The moon, her lover,

wakes her

with his light. To him, she unveils herself, she blooms, she glimmers, she sends forilr
fragrance and weeps and trembles with love and love's pain. Schumann personalizes

this song primarily through the harmonies so that, reading between the lines, we
discover whom the lotus-flower represents, who the lover is, what the issue is between
them and who it is that causes the pain.
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First, the lotus-flower is distressed because of the wedding issue, bars 4-6,
C-F-Bb, which begins to be stated again but is intercepted in the following bars 6-9,

C-F-D.. G.. C. Thislatterinvolves atemporarymodulationto C majorasthe lotusflower "with sunken head awaits, dreaming for the night". As we shall see, C major,
though a symbol for Clara, can only be established by passing through the chord of the
dominant (father), G7. Thus she (Clara) awaits the night for the "moon" to wake "her

with his light".

The moon is her lover (there is a flavour of the

illicit in the German word Buhle) and we

know who he is, because although there is a sudden modulation to Ab major, perhaps
through chord tVI (Db), the harmonies spell out Bb (Robert)
to

Al. (If we take the first two harmonies

Elb

(Schumann) on the way

of bar l0 as chords in their own right, then the

moon shines through the window of the house of the father (Db), where Clara is
entrapped). This is not the whole story, however
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To the phrase "wakes her with his light" (bars 12-13) a reverse wedding formula occurs,
Bb-Eb-Ab-C-F (Robert Schumann united with Clara in marriage). Further wedding

formulas appear in bars 15-16 (C-F-BÐ and bars 16-18 (C-A-F-Bb, Clara Schuma¡n
united with Robert) as the lofus-flower "unveils her innocent face" and "blooms and

glows" and, as she "stares silently into the high-place", there are repeated incomplete
wedding formulas (F-BÐ - she is waiting to be joined to Robert. But this is not yet to
be, because at the point at which she "weeps and trembles" the incomplete wedding

formula is intercepted (at bar 23) by the chord of the father (G7).
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The last four bars of the song reinforce the reason for the weeping and trembling as well
as

for "love's pain".
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Already, the intercepted (by G7) wedding formula has been mentioned at bars 22-24. In
bar 24 (in treble and bass) and in bar 26 (in the bass clef) the IIE (GB) harmonies provide
a

motivic connector for

a

parallel statement of "love" and "love's pain" at the same

time: the chromatic motif of union, C/B/Bb in the bass-line, and above it the opposing

reality, NItblG; that is, Schumann's (A) wedding hopes (Al) are blocked by the father
(G).

Opus

25222

Niemand

X'major.

In this song, the association with mariage is unassailable: "I have my wife alone and

will

share her

with no-one, nor cuckold will I be". But there is more to the text than

simply monogamy. On each occurrence of Niemand (no-one) there is a cadence:
bar 4
bar 6
bar 8
bar l0

F major
C major
G minor
F major

The second cadence, a temporary modulation to C major, is still occupied with the
marriage theme "nor cuckold will I be, nor cuckold make I none". Faithfulness to the
partner and vice-versa will be the nature of this marriage. Then the third cadence, o'A
purse of gold is mine, yet that I owe to none" and at the same place in the second verse

"I am a lusty cove, I'll

hang my head to no-one" there is a modulation to G

minor. One

of Friedrich Wieck's constant objections was that Schumann did not have sufficient

tt7

funds or earning capacity to support Clara in the manner which \uas appropriate to her
stafus as supreme artist; as well there was always the issue that Schumann would not

submit to Wieck on any of his objections.

The fourth cadence, to F major, concludes with further defiant statements of marital
independence and the song concludes with four bars of piano postlude.

There are nevertheless other factors which would indicate that Schumann did not regard

this text as illustrating the marriage to Clara as having yet been achieved. Schumann is
not speaking from the perspective of married bliss but rather issuing a warning to Wieck
(and also Clara) about what must be; as he wrote to Clara on24 October 1838:

It will not be possible for you to belong to him and to me at the same time. You
will have to leave one [of us], either him or me.5
The song begins with an intemrpted wedding formula (bars 1-2) and an odd dissonance
on the first VI (D) chord:
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The wedding formula itself (at bar 3) has a C chord which is also similarly dissonant,

though in the second occuffence (bars 12-13) the C chord is consonant:

s WeissweilerI,2T2.
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These two very marked dissonances, in a textual setting that seems so confident

certainly raise suspicions of an inner meaning. As Schumann wrote in his diary:

life are like dissonances in music; they provide great excitement but one
longs for the resolution.6

Pains in

In context, this quotation refers to "love pains".

D M¡,¡on/IVIINoR
In D major the extended wedding formula is possible, expressed as portion of the cycle
of 5ths from

that

is,

iii:

iiiviiiVl
FüBEAD
Clara united with Robert Schumann in mariage.

The minor mode provides a more limited possibility from

VII, unless we take VI and ii

as one.

VIIMVIiiVI
CFBbEAD
Since the key of D major/minor seems to conjure up associations of a more complex

psychological nature, ten songs have been selected, and these are divided into three
categories.

uTgbI, llB.

lr9

Those from the man's point of view:
Opus 24:l
Opus 24:9
Opus 48:9
Opus 30:3
Opus 51:1

Morgens steh' ich auf
Mit Myrthen und Rosen
Das ist ein Flöten und Geigen
Der Hidalgo
Sehnsucht

D major
D major
D minor
D major
D minor

Those from the woman's point of view:
Opus 42:8

Nun hast du mir den ersten
Schmerz getan

D minor

Those including the idea of children:

25:14
Opls 42:7
Opus 40:2
Opus

Wiegenlied
Brust
Muttertraum

Hochlandisches
An meinem Herzen, am meiner

D major
D major
D minor

We start by examining two songs from the Heine Cycle, Opus 24, a set of nine songs
which begins and concludes in D major. It bears comparison with Dichterliebe Opus
48, in so far as it is concemed with unrequited love, yet unlike Dichterliebe there is
some hope that, in response to the poetry, the enthusiasm of the beloved

will

be

rekindled.

Opus

24:1

Morgens steh'ich

auf

D major.

This would be one of the most autobiographically revealing songs which Schumann
composed. It deals with hope for union with the beloved, which union seems repeatedly
delayed. It is not simply the text which reveals Schumann's specific application of it to
himself, since the poem could be applied to any lover separated from his beloved. The
various musical devices which make this song so specific to Robert and Clara include
the key-structure, the use of the wedding formula, the opening theme based on Clara's

Andantino motif and, in the last three bars, the motif of spiritual and physical union plus
the chord of the l3th.
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The opening melody in the accompaniment, as well that of the flrrst sung phrase, is
based on the notes of Clara's

Andsntino motif, that is: B/A/G/F*Æ. Schumann

sometimes uses manipulations of these five notes (in various transpositions) as the basis

for the main idea underpinning a song or piano work (compare Opus 39:9 and Opus 16)

The song begins in D major, primarily with cadential idioms

(I-N-ii-V), all of which

harmonies cover the introduction and the opening words: "Each morning I get up and
ask:

will my sweet-heart come today?" Then, to the words of disappointment, "each

evening I sink down and lament for she stayed away also today, also today" there is an
unambiguous setting in Fil minor. Then follows "in the night with my sorrow" set in E

minor which leads to "I lie sleepless, I lie awake dreaming as in half-slumber" set in G

major. Finally, to the words "dreaming, I wander by day" the song returns to D major.
It appears schematically

major
Fü minor
E minor
G major
D

D

major

as:

hope for union with sweet-heart
she (that is, Clara) stayed away also today

my (that is, Robert's) sorrow
dreaming in the night (of his sweet-heart who is in a
different location)
dreaming (still in G major) continues as he wanders
(now in D major) by day still hoping for union

The wedding formula does not appear until the section in E minor (barc23-24, with a

continuation into bar 25 providing the ii and V of G major) Fü-B-E-A-D: Clara united

l2t

with Robert Schuma¡n in marriage but there is also G to consider. Even if the issue
contained within the wedding formula is the one Robert is dreaming about, Clara still
resides in her father's house, hence the modulation to G

major. The wedding formula

does not occur again within the setting of the text, but in the piano postlude there is an

intemrpted (bV G) statement of it (bars 38-40), and then frnally the complete extended
formula from bar 42 to the end:
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The last three bars contain a slightly varied example of the motif of spiritual and

physical union. The harmonies involve the chord of the dominant thirteenth. Though
not all occuffences of this motif are harmonized with a thirteenth chord, chords of the
9ú and 13ú parallel the date of Clara's binhday as has been mentioned above. This
occuffence of the 13ú chord, especially within the context of the wedding formula, is

further reinforcement of Schumann' s hermeneutic purpose.

Opus

24:9

Mit Myrthen und Rosen

Here the hope is that the poems which have been enshrined in a book
hands of the beloved and that the love-spirit

will

breathe new

D Major

will

come into the

life into them. Then "the

magic spell of the song will be loosened and the pale letters will look imploringly into
your lovely eyes and whisper to you with melancholy and love's breath". Again the
autobiographical relevance of the text is obvious. Clara and Robert did not see one
another nor coffespond with one another from the time that Friedrich V/ieck learnt

of

their special relationship (early 1836) until the letters exchanged in August 1837, at
122

which time they became engaged; also, contact after that was difficult, and curtailed by
Clara's absences on tour and restrictions at home. Nevertheless, Robert's music during
this time came into Clara's hands with the knowledge of her father. Indeed, one of the

provocative actions on Clara's part, which led to Robert's letter asking her to declare
her current attitude towards him, and which, in tum, led to their engagement, was the

playing of three of his Symphonic Etudes at her concert at Leipzig on l3 August 1837
after her return from a concert tour. There is a sense in which Heine's "pale letters"
become Robert?s "musical notes" - the scores of his music that came to life through

Clara's playing. However, it is not known whether, or to what degree she was aware

of

the "inner musical meaning" of these works.
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The piano prelude tells us almost everything we need to know about Schumann's

handling of the text. The extended wedding formula appears (Fü-B-E-A-D) from bar 2
to 4 with the resolution, at bar 5, on the tonic as the words begin.
With myrtles and roses, sweet and charming,
with fragrant cypresses and gold-leaf,
I would decorate this book like a shrine
and entomb my songs inside it.

These are the letters which Schumann's "book" contains. The whole of verse one is

harmonized by this procedure in one way or another. Verse two introduces a darker
tone to the proceedings:

t23

Oh if I could bury the love fin the shrine] as well.
On the grave of love a little flower of peace would grow,
there it would bloom forth, there it would be picked.
Yet for me it will only blossom when I am in the grave myself.

First of all Schumann separates the first line from the rest of the verse and sets it to

iv-I (bars 13-14). Up till now we have not

heard from the subdominant, either major or

minor. The love which Schumann now wishes to bury is that love which Wieck (G)
has intercepted, thus curtailing the marriage (D) for the time being. Immediately after

this small digression, the original atmosphere of the song continues, with the focus on

III-vi-ii (F$-B-E). Now the idea is that although the love is buried (inside the book

i.e.

music) within the shrine (i.e. the song), there would grow on the grave of love a little

flower of peace (äi"t-Vf) which would bloom forth

(ii).

'We

know what this little

flower might say: Fil-B-E. This ii is the beginning of a series of 5ú-related pairs (ii-vi-

¡vii-IV-v-ii,

each in reverse before settling, in bar 21, on

ii (harmonically

decorated

with passing notes and auxiliary notes) until the final cadence (V-I) introduces the
music of the original prelude leading to verse three:
Here are now the songs, which were once as wild
as a stream

of lava flowing from Etna.

They have erupted from the deepest soul
and sprayed many glowing sparks around them.

Including the repeated prelude, the third verse is basically harmonically and
structurally identical with the first verse.

Verse four begins with a return to the iv-I digression pattern of bars 13-14:
Now they [the songs] lie silent and death-like.
Now they stare coldly, pale as mist.
Yet the old glow quickens them anew,
once the love spirit hovers over them.
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The textual parallel is obvious: bars 13-14 "Oh, if I could bury the love [in the shrine] as

well" and here "Now they [the songs] lie silent and death-like". We do not hear from
the subdominant minor again. The words change to those of hope and there is a series

of 5th-related pairs (twice) which includes another way of stating Schumann's name:
*V - üI (A$-DÐ to the phrase "the old glow quickens them", after the G minor chords had
previously cast a pall of death on them! The verse ends, in the first instance, with
cadential idioms (including chord IV, a G major chord) centered on the tonic of A

major. But Schumann runs through the last two lines of this verse again, this time
harmonizing them with the extended wedding formula. The "love-spirit" itself, which
brings the words (and music) back to life, is not set to any consistent pattern (there

being a repeat): in the first instance, the chordal environment is I-IV-II-V-I (D-G-E-A-D)
and in the second, the extended wedding formula with

ii-Vl-ii over the exact words

themselves, Liebes Geist. The first might indicate the love-struggle between Wieck and

Robert Schumann, such as was currently being fought in the courts (and which certainly
"quickened" the ultimate goal of marriage); the second is "ma:riage" itself (that is,

E-H-E,the word for marriage in German,

a matter

which receives further clarification in

Chapter 8). The third and last occurrence of the words "love-spirit" is in the fifth verse

to II and V (E-A), Robert Schumann, he, the "quickener" in every respect. Whether the
harmonization of these two words is of hermeneutic significance may be a moot point.
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The fifth verse proceeds:
And it becomes known to me by way of much presentiment
that once the love-spirit thaws them,
once this book comes into your hand,
you sweet love in the distant land
The treatment of the accompaniment changes at this point and is characterized by
syncopated movement. Basically, cadential idioms prevail from bars 49-58

(I-N-II-

V-Ð with the IV at the phrase "by way of much presentimenf'(the wordAhnung could
also be translated as "forebodings") until over the words "you sweet love" where, at bar

59, the III-vi (Fü-B) pattern returns briefly for the last time in the song. Until the songs
or letters are activated, however, there will be no continuation of the wedding formula
and there is no such continuation, without intemrption, for the rest of the song.
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The intemrption to the wedding formula is due to the fact that "the sweet love" lives

"in

the distant land", which phrase is harmonized with chords I and IV (or V-I in G major,
the key of parental location). In spite of this intemrption, the remainder of the wedding

formula continues to the conclusion of the song, spread over the words of the last verse
Then the magic spell of the song will be loosened
and the pale letters will look imploringly into your
beautiful eyes and whisper to you with melancholy and
love's breath.

Thus from bars 59 to the end, the main structural factor from a harmonic point of view
has been the wedding formula, in various sonorities, with intemrption as follows:

t26

m

vl

I.

IV

ii

Ffi

B

D

G

E

Clara

not yet united

V
A

with Robert Schumann

I
D
in marriage

That is why the letters (musical notes, chords) "look imploringly" into Clara's

"beautiful eyes and whisper" to her "with melancholy and love's breath".

Three more songs in the key of D, and with texts conceived unequivocally from the
male perspective, should serve to reinforce the idea that this key is reserved for marital
issues of some psychological complexity.

Opus

48:9

Das ßt ein Flöhen und

Geìgen

D minor

In this poem, the narator hears from a distance the music which he takes to be wedding
music for "the most beloved of my heart". Among the ringing and droning, the beating

of drums and playing of shawms, the angels sob and groan. The fear that Schumann
had, from time to time, was that Clara would end up in marriage to someone else. In a
letter to Clara, 11 February 1838, he mentions this fear:
Today two years ago atthis self same hour I said farewell to you in Dresden:
"Remain faithfi:l to me" I said. Sorrowfully, you lowered your head a little and
you have kept your word. Sometimes (but not very often) I am seized by a bad
fear whether because of so many honours which are at hand for you, you might
forget the poor simple artist who can adorn you with no title and with nothing
other than his love. But if I reflect on your deep feelings which reveal the great
sincerity of your nature, finally also on your character, which is always so
determined and reliable, then I become so blissfully convinced that I am
ashamed of my liule fear.7
The real rival in Schumann's life, of course, was Clara's father, both before and after

marriage. The piano begins with cadential idioms

(V-i-[-V) in D minor over a

dominant pedal for the first four bars and these harmonies are repeated for the words:
There is so much playing of flutes and fiddling

7

Weissweiler 1,97.
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Then the cycle of fifths follows, from i to VI (augmented), which includes the wedding

formula C-F-Bb only. Then comes a modulation to F major to the words:
Trumpets resound within
The piano takes up again: this time with a pedal on the tonic with cadential idioms

superimposed above it

(iv-V-f,

and this harmonic procedure continues to harmonize

the words:
Probably dancing, ... the wedding-dance there [is]

Now the cycle is taken up again (bars25-29) from iv to bII (Eb) to the words:
the most beloved of my heatt.

In the process the cycle spells out: vii-III-VI-bII (C-F-Bb-Eb). This has added
Schumann's family name to the formula. The cycle in not complete before it is

intemrpted with another statement of the cycle, this time from vii to i (bars 30-36). The
piano emerges on its own at

III

and the cycle passes more regularly from

VI to II rather

than going from VI to hII. Taking VI and II as one, we have:

C

-

-

F

Bb -

E

-

A

-D

Piano alone

The last two bars (35-36) of this section have brought us back to the beginning of the
song; the music of all that has gone before is now repeated (bars 35-68 equalling bars
1-34) to the words and, where paralleled, the piano alone
That is a ringing and droning
a beating of drums and playing of shawms:
In between, the sweet little angels
sob and groan.

The rest of the song (bars 69 to the end) is a long piano postlude involving:
bars 69-72

Dominant pedal with cadential idioms (mainly

rr-v-D
bars 73-80

Tonic pedal with cadential idioms (iv-V-I and
then V-I, repeated)

bars 81-84

a

chromatic scale embellishment of I.
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Note: here the

Eb

is omitted in an otherwise complete scale.

The choice of two wedding keys, D minor and F major enables Schumann to express the

link between Clara and himself on the one hand, and Clara and her father on the other.
D minor represents the disappointment in mariage as he observes the "malriage" of his
beloved to another, that is Wieck. The modulation to F major utilizes the cadential

formula, in F: ii-V-I (G-C-F), perhaps some kind of liaison between Wieck and his
daughter over the marriage issue.

The shorter wedding formula (C-F-BÐ accompanying the sound of the trumpets and
beating of drums may mean that the link between Clara and Robert is being ignored
because the modulation to F major

with the cadence pattern in F: ii-V-I follows

immediately. (Therefore, not this: C-F-Bb, but this: G-C-F).

The second statement of the wedding formula (C-F-Bb-B) accompanying the two
phrases "the most beloved of my heart" and "the sweet

little angels sob and groan" is a

little more to the point since, in the first instance, Clara and Robert are linked in the text
and in the second instance,
because

it

it is over this connection that the angels sob and groan

seems "the most beloved" is marrying another.
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The fully extended wedding formula is mainly confined to piano alone where the hope

of marriage to Clara is sotmded out without hindrance:
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Having gone from VI(Bb)-III(EÐ in the second statement of the wedding formula, this
move,

VI-[-V,

on the piano alone, is one of the most obvious areas of aural impact

in

the song. It is as though Schumann is insisting that this formula (the fully extended
one) should have priority over all others. Therefore, not marriage to V/ieck

(F:ii-V-f

but marriage to him, Robert Schumann, should be the real story.

The chromatic scale from D to D (bars 81-84) presents some intriguing possibilities;
one could almost hear Friedrich V/ieck, rather arrogantly, declaring

D
Cil

C

B
Bb

A

On the issue of marriage
Wieck is opposed to
Clara's
union with
Robert
Schumann
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and the tritone double of the same idea:
Ab

G
Fil

F

E
Eb

On the issue of marriage
Wieck is opposed to
Clara's
union with
Robert
Schumann (omitted in this song)

Any other beginning point (apart from on Ab) would not give quite the same clarity.
Since, for several years, Clara was in ambiguous agreement with her father on this
matter, one can understand that Schumann saw their relationship as a type of marriage.
Perhaps more importantly, the contrary motion chromatic scale beginning on D would

give us the simultaneously sounding ClBlBb with E/F/Fil and then A[/B/C with Gb/F/E:

Ol

tît'-

'.

tLc +ri)-l-

a va --Ta-

as does the contrary motion chromatic scale on

Al.

These are the only two contrary

motion chromatic scales that provide such a conjunction. The importance of this second
observation is the occurrence of the contrary motion fragment, BlDlB,lC with GbÆÆ in
Opus 48:12 at bars 24-25, which has been commented on above.

Opus

30:3

Der

Hidalgo

D major

This song, part of a collection of three songs to texts by Emanuel Geibel, is extremely
important hermeneutically because of its date of composition. In the margin of the
manuscript Schumann wrote "Am Tage des Consenses", that is

I August 1840, when

a

civil tribunal was to make the final decision to_allow Robert and Clara to ma:ry in spite
of Friedrich Wieck's opposition.
It is so sweet to jest with songs
and with hearts and in serious dispute.
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The song begins with what seems to be an evocation of the theme and style

of

Papillons Opus 2:11.
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Indeed it is more than an evocation; the theme in the piano and the opening four words
can be seen to be constructed from the Papillons themê thus:
velvoStdò,ø

r_--.---_|

The'Jesting" involves the harking back to 1831, the year in which Papillons was
composed, that same year in which the whole issue of Schumar¡l's relationship

with

Clara and her father seriously began, and from which eventually (especially from 1836)
the "dispute" had escalated up to the court- action and to the Day of Consent. The
atmosphere of Papillons, Opus

2:ll,

is distinctly martial, with its rhythms and fanfares;

it is also in D major, the basic key of the work. Schumann, in his copy of Jean Paul's
Flegeljahrs, assigned the following excerpt to the first piece of Papillons, also in D
major:
As he [Walt] walked from the little room . . . he felt like a praise-thirsty hero
who goes forth to his first battle.
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by which Schumann, though probably referring primarily to his "new" music
(Papillons), perhaps first indicates his long term wait for, and impending conflict over,
some link

with Clara that went beyond merely close personal friendship. This is why in

the last movement of Papillons, the theme of the first movement is combined with the
theme of the Grandfather Dance, with its wedding implications. Papillons
Opus 2:1,11 arrd 12, all in D major, are probably about wedding intentions and battles
such as were preoccupying Schumann at that

time. (This is an important topic which

receives fruther elucidation in Chapter 11, "A Hero in Disguise" and Chapter 17,

"Conclusion".) Now the whole issue has come for final decision.

The song opens on a tonic pedal (from bars l-5) over which cadential idioms appear

(I-V-I-N-V7-I) Even though

these progressions may be purely structural, to establish

the key, we should note that in hermeneutical terms, the only two personalities
contained within them are Schumann (V) and Wieck (IV) and the issue is marriage (I).
The "serious dispute" is harmonized with vi and

III (B-FÐ which may give a clue to

what this dispute is about. The words continue:
When the shimmering moon beams forth
Then it drives me from my room far away
Through the streets and squares,
Then I am always ready for love or duelling.

These words begin on the tonic, but then engage in an intemrpted progression down the

cycle of 5ths to cadence on the dominant at the end of the verse (bar 18), perhaps to
illustrate his stepping out of his room and going into the streets and so on. The

following reduction of the harmonies of bars 9-18, analysed in the key of the dominant,
give the picture:
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The basic overall structure of these bars (in A major) is:

IVVIIruilVI
DG{C#BEA
The progression from the GóA/II to the next chord (a diminished,Tú atbar 14) could
continue to "tonicize" chord

III

(Cü) as

VII

has done for several preceding bars, but

Schumann re-interprets what would have been VIIS as the IIE of A major and thus
proceeds fi¡rther down to the cycle to I in

A major (the V of D). The cycle is not

complete, because chord V(FÐ is missing. This would then omit Clara from the
proceedings; the leaving of the room and the going out into the streets, where the

protagonist is "always ready for love or duelling", seems then confined to the struggle
between V/ieck and Schumann over the wedding issue:
Gü

On the issue of marriage

C+

E

V/ieck
is joined in a (wedding) duel against
Robert

A

Schumann

B

Schumann repeats the first line of the poem, which is set to the same harmonies as bars

2-5 (equals barc 19-22) in the first instance and then with further repeats of this text he
harmonizes bars 28-26 with the same cadential idioms

(IV-ii-V-|.

The music is now

poised for the real modulation to A major:
The beauties of Seville, with their fans and mantillas,
They look along the river, they listen with pleasure
When my songs are ringing to the sounds of the mandolin
Dark roses fall to me from the balcony, in gratitude.
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All of this verse is set to cadential idioms in A major, with the exception of one
occurrence of VI(Fil) set to the phrase "they listen with pleaswe", at which point the
progression proceeds to the tonic of A, via

ii

and

V for the words up to "dark roses fall

to me". Therefore:

A:

VI

11

V

Fü

B

E

I
A

This is the first time that the wedding formula has appeared in the song. The last
phrase "from the balcony, in gratitude" concludes on V7 to introduce, at first, a repeat

of the music of bars 27-31(equals bars 43-47) for the beginning of the next verse:
I carry when I sing, the lute and a blade of Toledo steel.
I sing at many lattices and jeer at many knights with impudent song at times
The lute is to charm the ladies. The sword is for the rival.
There are slight changes to the order of the harmonies from bar 48-57, though they are

still occupied with cadential idioms apart from the VIE chord. The reason for these
changes is so that Schumann can position the VI8 (F*) and

ii(B) under the phrase "and

jeer at many knights". The wedding formula has now been engaged for the second time
in the song and continues (with repeats) to the end of this verse. We know from the
harmonies who is jeering about what to whom. Schumann can sometimes be quite

unkind with his harmonies!

The last verse returns to the music (and key) of the first verse (bars 58-74 equalling bars

1-l

l) to the words
Up then to adventure! Already the sun's frre is quenched behind the mountain.
The twilight hours of the moonlit night bring love's tidings,
They bring bloody combat and I will carry home tomorrow, flowers or wounds.

As

a

result of the repeated music, the overall progression of bars 9-18 concerning the

"love duel"

DGüC$BE

A
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now coincides with "bring love's tidings, they bring bloody combat and I will carry
home tomorrow flowers or wounds". It is the same issue as before. Schumann repeats
the first three lines and the last two lines of this verse to further cadential idioms, apart

from bars 85-87, where the decision is awaited:

VI7IIVI
BEAD
That is, both the narrator and Schumãrn are waiting for an outcome, and therefore the

wedding formula is incomplete. The complete wedding formula does not occur in the D
major sections of this song at all, for obvious reasons: the decision of the court is being
awaited.

Opus

Sehnsucht

51:1

D minor.

Schumann's diary indicates that this song was completed on 9 August 1840. On

I August the courts had for¡nd in favour of Robert

and Clara in their application for

permission to marry. Friedrich'Wieck, who had bitterly contested the case, had a further

l0

days to appeal. Schumann's diary

for

11

Augist contains the entry "Happiest day

and end of the struggle". Wieck did not mount any further challenge and thus there was

no further hindrance to the marriage which took place (after the customary readings of
the banns) on 12 September 1840, the day before Clara's 21't birthday. This song was
composed before

1l August, however. "Sehnsucht" is one of the most revealing from

hermeneutic point of view, in terms of reinforcing an autobiographical frame

a

of

reference, and this is done exclusively through the harmonic structures. (For the
pu{pose of analysis here, bar numbers begin where the text begins.)

The song opens with a rather free, syncopated flourish on the piano ending on the
dominant triad. The first verse begins with a four-bar succession of harmonies, the first

two bars of which are a feature of the song (though not at the same pitch in the repeats):
136

i-vii?-il?-Vl, D-C-F-Bb. The second two bars complete
V-i, E-A-D,

and thus the song begins

the wedding formula, G6/II-IÍ-

with a harmonic statement of what the Sehnsucht

(longing) is about. All this to the words:
and I look into the world
until, from swimming eyes, my tears fall.

I look into my heart
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Apart from this four-bar opening, we do not hear from D minor again until the end of
the song. The words of the fust verse continue:
The distance shines with golden light but the north holds me back, I reach it not. Oh, the
limits so nanow and the world so vast and the time so fleeting.
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From bars 5-8 there appears to be an unsuccessful attempt to reach F major with the
words "the distance shines with golden light but the north holds me back, I reach it not"

A chord of F minor is reached (bar 9) but this is the beginning of the chordal pattem
mentioned at bars l-2, now in Ab: vi-v7-I7-IV.

These four chords are set to the words "the limits so naffo\il and the world so vasf'; then

instead of the German sixth, a diminished 7û accompanies the words "fleeting the time"

(We should note at this point the ironic tempo marking of ritardando ataplace where

time is supposed to be "fleeting"!) In the light of the harmonies that precede this
diminished 7ú, as well

as

the presentation of the chord itself (with D in the bass) we

should expect a cadence in Ab major/minor:

a)

+r

1\+ + +,

Ab: \¡i v7 I1 ! EîIiY

r

Schumann avoids this harmonic logic by interpreting the diminished 7th as VB in C

major and thus begins the second verse on a C major chord. It is not really correct to
say that Schumann "resolves" this diminished 7th, since

it is really left hanging in the

air; then there is a huge leap to the dissonant minor 9ú chord on G and through this
dissonant pathway the harmonies are set to introduce the second verse.
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I know a land where out of sunny greer¡ around sunken temples, grapes bloom, where a
purple wave covers the water's edge with foam and [where] the laurel-tree dreams of
the future singers, [where] the distance attracts and beckons the yearning sense. But I
cannot go there.

Apart from the general harmonization in C major, there is a brief focus of F major under
the words "the laurel-tree dreams of the future singers" wherein Schumann can state the

wedding formula in F: V-I-IV, C-F-Bb and where this modulatory gloss represents what
the laurel-tree is dreaming about, that is, F major, the wedding. But there is a return to
C major (or is it now the V of F?) at "the distance attracts and beckons the yearning
sense" and this leads to an F major 7ft chord (bar 23) with the words "cannot go there"

which then marks the beginning of the cycle of 5ths (bars 23-26) heading towards F

major/minor. Though there is considerable cadential activity, (barc26a-30), F major or
minor is not really established. This cycle overlaps into the next verse with the words:
Oh, if I had wings, through the blue sþ
I would bathe in the fragrance of summer, yet in vain.
And hour after hour goes by,
mourn for youth, bury the song.

With the introduction of "yet in vain ..." there is a sequence which ends at bar 32 on a
diminished 7ú chord which could be interpreted as the IIIB of F, the VIIB of Bb or the
VB

of D minor. This introduces for the third time the pattern we saw at the beginning

of the song (though at a different pitch again):
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This pattern is followed by the diminished Z* (B G

Bb

Ct). In the light of the harmonies

which precede this diminished 7ü, as well as the presentation of the chord itself (with E

in the bass) we should expect

-d-

a cadence on

Bl Major.

t
a

3b:

rri vl Ir E ni Ii V7 f-

Once again, Schumann avoids the harmonic logic by interpreting the diminished 7û as
VE

in D minor. Again, it is not really correct to say that Schumann "resolves" this

diminished 7ú; there is again a huge leap to the dominant minor

th

chord in D minor.

The song ends with the syncopated flourish that acted as the prelude to the song, this

time concluding on the tonic of D minor.

How are we to interpret this complex harmonic and tonally arnbiguous treaünent? W'e
have:

the establishment of D minor;
the move towards Al major (not realized);
the modulation to C major at the second verse;
the move towards F major (not realized);
the move towards Bl major (not realized); and
the confirmation of D minor.
The text of "sehnsucht" is occupied with a longing to reach an unattainable goal. This
goal is "the distance which shines with golden

light".

W'e are reminded

of Opus 39:6

"Schöne Fremde" where "the distance speaks intoxicated of the coming great happiness".
The goal which has so far been unattainable for Schumann is marriage. Even on
9 August, after the court's favourable decision of
appeal and perhaps prolong Schumann's agony

I

August, Wieck had

till 1l August to

further. Schumann had been waiting a
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long time for "the coming of great happiness" and it had been many times delayed. The
song is therefore appropriate to more than the situation of 9 August.

Taking Opus 39:6 ("Schöne Fremde") into account, along with the various implied
modulations and the supposed key of "Sehnsucht", we can now see how important this
song is in confirming the hermeneutical direction of the diminished seventh and the

keys it represents: B-D-F-Ab:

B

the distance speaks of the coming great happiness, Opus 39:6.

D

"Sehnsucht", Opus 51:1, longing for spiritual and physical union

F

the distance shines with golden light. . . it attracts and beckons but I can't
go there.

A'

I reach it [the distance] not, the limits

so naffow...

This leaves C major and Bl major:
C

BI

Clara
Robert.

Since the key of Bl major is unrealised and instead the implied modulation is re-interpreted

to return to D minor, then we see that Robert is still alone and unmarried. The return to D

minor (as opposed to D major) speaks of Schumann's hopes which are

In

a letter dated 9

as yet unrealised.

August (the date of this song's completion) Schumann wrote to Clara:

I have written a song in these last few days that I think will make a special
appeal to you; it strikes me as quite exceptionally inventive.s
As Eric Sams comments: "That phrase would certainly describe this song".

'We

now turn to a song which represent the woman's point of view, and which is of vital

significance for our understanding of Schumann's hermeneutic system.

t

Sams, Song+ 159

l4t

Opus

42:8

Nun hast du mir den ersten Schmerz

getan

D minor

This song is the last of the cycle lVoman's Love and Lift, which briefly traces the
history of a woman's relationship with her husband from the first time she set eyes on
him until his death.
Now you have given me the first pain which really struck.
You sleep, you hard, merciless husband, the sleep of death.

Although the first seven bars are set to cadential idioms in D minor (covering these lines
above), once the words tum to the implications of the husband's death, the harmonies
move in more complex fashion to the words:
The abandoned one gazes at herself the world is empty.
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Having begun on the dominant minor 9th and then moved to the Neapolitan (bII), the
cycle of 5ths begins in retrograde fashion from bV to

III

(Ab-Eb-Bb-F) at bars

9-10. Since

this a rare occurrence in Schumann's songs and given the desolate environment in the
text, we may understand it as the wedding formula spelt backwards (minus chord

VII)

representing the brokenness of the connection (no C) and the entire reversal of the
situation which the formula signifies the right way round. If this is so, then combined

with all the evidence so far regarding the wedding formula, this surely is one of the
clearest indications that Schumann was operating on the hermeneutic system outlined

in

this study. The text continues:
I have loved and lived, but I am not alive anymore.
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This phrase is set within the focus of C minor preceded as usual with a G chord, which
should be self explanatory, given the text and key. Then for the rest of the text,
I draw myself into my inner being, the veil drops,
there I have you and my lost happiness, you my world.
cadeirtial idioms prevail (iv-V-i or ii-V) in D minor, with the final word "world"

concluding on the dominant triad. At that point the postlude enters abruptly in

Bb

major,

this being a piano version, not strictly the same, of the first 18 bars of the first song in
this cycle "Since I saw him, I believe I am blind". Clearly, Schumann wants us to
understand that since the woman (Clara) is now a widow and has drawn into her inner

being, she has nothing left but the memories of her husband, (Robert, Bb).

There are only three songs about children in all of the songs composed from FebruarySeptember 1840 and aII arc in either D major or minor. Since children are the result

of

sexual intercourse, it is not surprising that matters concerning them should be set in one

of the wedding keys.

Opus

25J4

Hochlðindßches

Wiegenlied

D major

This is a cradle song, built almost entirely on a dominant pedal, about an infant, the
sweet little Donald, who is encouraged to

follow in his father's footsteps and steal

money, fortune, a foal and a Carlisle cow! The text makes it very diffrcult to place in an

autobiographical framework unless we are to take it as a general reference to the
expectation of children, resulting from Robert and Clara's marriage, which would not be
an unusual one, particularly in a song cycle dedicated by Schumann "to his beloved

bride". Most of the music consists of cadential idioms over the dominant pedal; but
there is a type of modulation to F{ minor at bar 6 with an A diminished chord (rather
than any incomplete dominant minor 9ü, for it does not resolve to any of C*, E, G or Bb)

following straight on to V7 of D major. Therefore, there is no wedding formula.
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Whilst the primary reference is the birth of a child, there may be a quite esoteric and
humorous reference, whereby Schumann had seen himself as having stolen Clara (the

Carlysle cow!) from her father and would ultimately "bring her home". Since one other
of these three songs is about a child who is seen as "thief'there is a slight possibility
that Schumarìn saw things this way. It would be a rather private and small joke between

him and Clara. On the other hand it may be a mere figment of this writer's imagination.

Opus

42:7

An meínem Herzen, am meiner Brust

D major

The autobiographical reference here is unambiguous (due to the variant of the motif

of

spiritual and physical union at the end of the song) but otherwise the song could refer to
any mother and child. This is because the wedding formula is entirely absent, as it is

from Opus 25:14. There are no modulations in the song, indeed the setting is based
primarily on cadential idioms with some tonicizations of II and IV

as the

music

proceeds. The following text involves only V and I:
On my heart, on my breast you my joy, you my delight.

then vi9 (or is it the chord of the added 6ú on i?) and VI-II are added to V and I to the
words:
Happiness is love, love is happiness. I have said it and don't take it back.

Then the next two lines return to V-I:

I considered myselfraptuous but now I am abundantly happy.
Once the feeding of the child is mentioned chord

IV (and a pedal on G) is engaged.

This is the exclusive role of the mother (parent equals G):
Only the one who suckles there, Only the one who loves the child to whom she gives
the nourishment.

The song returns to the opening bars (bars 18-23 equalling bars 1-6) and the rest of the
song is either various segments or repeats of the music heard before (though not the

section with chord IV and the pedal on G) and in general, cadential idioms (mainly ii, in
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various sonorities, then V-I) to conclude with a piano postlude incorporating the motif

of spiritual and physical union (twice). The remaining words

are:

Only a mother knows alone what it means to love and be happy
Oh how I pity the man who cannot feel mother-happiness.
You dear angel, you look at me and smile as well.
On my heart, on my breast. You my joy, you my delight.
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have been in Schumann's mind with the occunence

of this motif here, bars 34-35, 36-37, B/Cü/DÆilÆ/Cfl, unless he means us to understand
that this child is the child of Clara (F*), as mother (C$), and himself (E). The motif in

its paradigm position spells out A/B/CÆIDIC, which, being interpreted from what we
now know about the various letters of the chromatic scale, spells out Schumann united

with Clara: Robert united with Clara. Because of its distinctive character, this motif
can be transposed from key to key without losing identifrcation. Thus the child is

Robert's and Clara's child, though all this was in the future when this song was
composed.
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Mutterlraum

Opus 40:2

D minor

The text of this song involves a mother and child but as it proceeds we discover that
whatever the hopes and dreams of its mother, the child's destiny will be a disastrous

one. The raven, with its companions, croaks outside the window: "Your angel will be
ours, the thief

will

be our meal"; hardly an autobiographical theme for Schumann or his

intentions vis a vis any future children. On the other hand, since this song was
composed in July 1840, the circumstances surrounding Schumann's creative activity at
that time, that is the continuing legal action against Wieck, may have stimulated him to
regard this text as an allegory of his own situation or at least Wieck's intentions.

The general setting of this song is very similar to that of Opus 39:10, "Zwielichf', with

which it bears a similar reference, in so far

as the last

line of "Zwielicht" offers a

waming: "Protect yourself, be awake and alert" and it was this line of text which
Schumann used as the motto (later removed) for Opus 82:7, "Vogel als Prophet". In
other words, Schumann was most probably thinking of Friedrich Wieck's chicaneries,

(in both Opus 39:10 and Opus 82:7 as well as in this song) as we shall

see.

The song opens with a four-bar piano introduction involving cadential idioms and the
cycle of 5ths from vi-Il-v, which, for the most part, is repeated for the opening words
(bars 5-8):
The mother prays sweetly and looks enraptured at her sleeping little one.

Then the cycle of 5ths is engaged (from bars 9-12), incorporating the chords

V[-[I-VI-ii-v-i;

hence, the extended wedding formula C-F-Bb-E-A-D, to the words:

He rests in his cradle so peaceful and snug. He must seem to her to be an angel.

The cycle begins again on VII, but this is the beginning of

a

temporary modulation to F

major, which is preoccupied with cadential idioms in that key. Nevertheless, the
wedding formula (C-F-BÐ occurs again tmder the words:
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She kisses him and cuddles him. She is beside herself. Forgotten are earthly pains.

Considering the ultimate destiny of the little boy (E-A or BtÆ-A), the "C" of these
wedding formulas can hardly refer to Clara-as-mother. This song is about Schumann's
mother who holds the infant Robert in her ¿ìrms. (she was Johanne Christiane Schumann
but known as Christiane - hence the

"C").

The words continue:

Her hope-dreams (Hoffnungstraum ) rove concerning the future. Thus do mothers
dream in their hearts.

Here is a particular piece of Schumannian irony. One would expect that the mother's

"hope-dreams" for the future would be positive but Schumann sets these words with an
incomplete and inconclusive wedding formula, involving the intervention of the father
(G), bars 17-19, in F major:
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Clearly, the "C" is now Clara since it is she who is the object of the mother's "hope-

dreams". In her dream, the mother does not know the outcome - she can't know it,
since the boy in the poem is an

infant! It is only the adult Schumann who knows, by

way of hindsight and present realities.

The third verse is a repeat of the first verse (bars20-27 equalling bars 1-8) involving
cadential idioms, this time over the words:
The raven, in the meantime, with his fellows, croaks, outside the window, the song:

Naturally, the mother in the poem is unaware of the raven's intent, since the baby is still
in her rirms. But Schumann knows more. The words of the ravens' song are:
Your angel will be ours, the thief will be our meal.

At this point, the texture of the accompaniment changes to one of chordal treatment and
the harmonies, involving a partial cycle of 5ths, are most revealing; they are the
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harmonies of the cycle of 5ths from iv-I, omitting chord VII(C):
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Since Robert had "stolen" Wieck's daughter and intended to marry her, Wieck (that is,
the raven) is engaged in a court action to prevent it happening and in his arrogant way
(Weise) believes that "the

thief'will

be his

"meal". Hence the very obvious omission of

chord VII(C) in what might have otherwise been a complete wedding formula.

In all three songs concerning children, there has been no wedding formula involving

"union" except in Opus 40:2, where it refers to Schumann's infantile connection with
his mother. So, even though children are the result of sexual intercourse in mariage (B

D F Ab) their birth and existence is not to be confused with the issue of marriage
between Clara and Robert.
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Since this key is the tritone double of D major, the same considerations apply. The

extended wedding formula is possible, expressed as a portion of the cycle of 5ths from

iii:

iii

vi

11

V

I

F

Bb

Eb

Ab

C

That

is:

Clara

united

with Robert

Schumann in marriage.

There are only three songs in Ab major falling within the period we are investigating
(February-September 1840) and none in Al minor. All three are in Opus 25, Myrthen,
the song-cycle which Schumann had published in a deluxe edition and gave to Clara the

night before they were married. The cycle has as its dedication "For his beloved bride"
and begins and ends in Ab major.

Opus 25:1
Opus25:24
Opus 25:26

Opus

25:1

I|/idmung
Du bist wie eine Blume
Zum Schluss

Widmung

Major
Major
Al Major
Ab

Ab

Ab

major

This is one of the most famous of Schumann's songs but it is not always correctly
understood; it is not about the unmitigated joy of romantic love nor the blissful state of

mariage.
1840)

will

Some lines from a letter that Schuma¡n wrote to G.A. Keferstein (8 February
set the atmosphere:

Clara is my joy, both from what she is, and what she will be to me later; but her
father is my sorrow ... Perhaps you know that Clara and I had to have recourse
to law, all other means having failed to put a stop to the ill-treatment. That is the
state of the case at present, and though there is not the slightest danger that it
should be given against us, still, it may be six months before we obtain the
consent of the court ... That is how matters stand, and sad enough they are for

me....9

n

From The Life of Robert Schumann qs Told in His Letters. Trans. May Herbert. (London: R.Bently and
Son,1890)241.
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The words of the song begin after one bar of piano introduction:
You my soul, you my heart
Innig,lebhaft.
Sec
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V/ith the words
You my joy, O you my sorrow. You my world in which I live
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there is

(a)

Clara's Andantino motif (F/D/DrlClBb) in both vocal and piano parts (bars 4-5,
repeated at bars 9-10 and 32-33); this identifies more specifically the "You" in

the song, and

(b)

a

move to chord IV (bar 4) which is followed by the cycle of 5ths from vi to I.

Then cadential idioms confirm the tonic again atbar 7b.

This is followed by a temporary modulation to the subdominant, to the words:
You my heaven in which I soar.
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Since Db is one of the keys representing parental authority there is an irony in the
setting, for in the process of "soaring" in the heaven of romantic love, Robert has
encountered the father. We now See more clearly the reason for

the'Ioy" andthe

"sorrow" about which Rückert's text is silent. The words continue:
O you my grave, down into which I forever gave my grief.
set to cadential idioms focussing on the

tonic. This song is not about maniage but

rather the unsatisfactory state in which the wedding issue has found itself.

Now Schumann modulates abruptly to E major with the words:
You are the rest, you are the peace,
you are from heaven bestowed upon me.
That you love me, gives me a sense of self-worth.
Your glance has transfigured me, you raise me ...
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The point of modulating to E major is two-fold.

(a)

It is one of Robert's keys (the other is Bb) and by this we now have all the
personalities and the main issue identified in the song:

l5l

Ah major - "hope for wedding" and "wedding
Db

conflict".

major - the reason for the conflict.

Clara's Andantino motif - identiffing Clara.
E major - identifying Robert.

(b)

It is also the means by which Schumann can describe the process of
"transfiguration" from the solitude of his own existence (E major) to fulfilment
in ma:riage (Ab major).

Most of this E major section is harmonized with cadential idioms with the exception of
bars 18-19 where the cycle of 5ths operates from

iii to I. In the process of the cycle of

5ths progression, the words "heaven bestowed upon me" , and "that you love me" are

harmonized with the wedding formula: F+-B-E. Combined with this harmonic setting,
the main notes of the vocal line in bars 19-21 spell out A/G{/F+/G*Æ/G+/F* to the words
"heaven bestowed upon me" which can be read as:

with
AG*FüEG$F*

Schumann

united

Clara

:

Robert united with

This melodic motif called, for the purpose of special identity, "the bestowal

Clara

motif',

had

previously emerged in the piano music of 1838. (A full discussion of this motif is found

in Chapter 16, "The Mad Musician".)

At bar 25 the subdominant major

7th chord

of E major affords a way back to the

dominant 7th of Al major as the words continue:
. . . lovingly above myself my good spirit, my better self [Ich!]

all

set over a dominant

pedal. The chords above the pedal are:

iiiIIIV
Clara

united

with

Robert

Schumann
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With this somewhat more promising picture (the wedding formulas on both the sharp
and flat sides) one might imagine that there

will

be no return to the less hopeful

atmosphere of the previous Al section. The answer is both "yes" and "no".
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Bars 30-45b mark a return to the music and words with which the song began, but at bar
35c the words "you are my heaven in which
Bb

I soaÍ"

are now harmonized

with a move to

minor (as opposed to Db major). From a symbolic point of view, since Bb

major/minor represents the other letter of Schumann's given name (the other is E) the
focus is now on himselt rather than the cause of his sufferings (Db), because this is
where the repeated text from the first half stops and where Schumann repeats instead,
the lines: "my good spirit, my better

"graves and

grief'.

self'. There is, therefore, no repeat of the idea of

Perhaps Schumann's idea is that whereas heaven was wherever

Clara once was, soon she, his "better self', will be with him (Bb) as the wedding (Ab) is

imminent.

The piano postlude, nevertheless, keeps both the positive and negative in mind.

Although Schumann writes "there is not the slightest danger that it [the court-case]
should be given against us", he regards the battle as not wholly over.
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Schumann highlights the continuing battle by presenting both points of view, namely,

for the positive: the variant of the motif of spiritual and physical union in bars 40 and
42, harmonized with the dominant 13th chord; the chromatic motif of union in the

"alto"atbars 39-40 and (in syncopated parallel octaves

-

"alto" and "tenor") in bars

4l-42. And for the negative: the chromatic descent in bars 39-41, in the bass clef,
involving the interception of the father: FslDlD;lC.

Opus

Du bßt wie eine Blume

25224

This short song to

a

Ab

Major

text by Heine is one of Schumann's most famous. Nevertheless

there are those that claim that in the seriousness and eamestness with which he sets it to

music, Schumann has ignored or missed Heine's irony. Jeffrey L. Sammons, writing
about Heine's intention, gives a very bleak picture:
The poet looks upon the beloved with sadness, but, as it turns out, it is not the
misery and self pity of previous poems. Rather, he slips into a reverie in which
he imagines a gesture that both reduces the girl to relative inferiority and
contains a veiled barb. The gesture of laying his hands on the girl's head and
then praying ... that God shall maintain these indefinable qualities is not only
intentionally avuncular and supercilious, but implies also that these sweet
qualities are not likely to be preserved and that_ degeneration and infidelity are
what one is likely to expect from womanhood.l0

This is certainly not Schumann's view in the context of this song-cycle, and probably
never was. The song-setting is full of positive symbolism and we shall turn to

it

immediately.

to

Jeftey L Sammons. Heinrich Heine,

The Elusive Poef. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969) 56.
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The text begins before the first bar is complete:
You are like a flower so beautiful, pure and lovely.
I look at you and melancholy steals into my heart
(Heine has So hold und schön und rein to rhyme with the last line ... Herz hinein)
Langsnur.
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The first two lines of the text move harmonically from tonic to dominant via cadential

idioms. The second two lines involve an apparent modulation to the key of the
dominant but we are immediately brought back to the tonic and then there is basically a
repeat of the harmonies of bars 1-6b at bars 9b-l4a to the words:
To me it is as if I should lay hands on your head
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The last two lines
Praying that God may keep you
so beautiful, so pure and lovely
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are also set primarily to cadential idioms focussed on the tonic.

Now comes the piano postlude which is critical to otr understanding of Schumann's

intention. So far chord III

has not appeared anywhere in the previous bars therefore the

wedding formula (C-F-BÐ has not appeared either which is surprising when the text, the
position of the song in the cycle and the primary key would seem most appropriate for

it.

But Schumann has a more elaborate idea in mind: from bar l8 he has chosen to

move down the cycle of 5ths from vii to I with an insertion of V between III and vi.
This is the one and only time chord

III

appears in this song. The succession

of

fundamental notes of these chords therefore reads (from III):

ilVviiiVI
CEbFB'EþAb
Clara

Schumann

united

with Robert

Schumarur in marriage

This message is reinforced motivically at bars 5 and 13 where the treble in the
accompaniment takes us through BblBlC, which in any other composer's music would
be regarded as merely voice-leading but, as we have seen, this is Schumann's chromatic

motif of union.
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Finally, this song, which was originally intended to be the penultimate song in this
cycle, is 20 bars in length. Schumann brought a specially prepared, deluxe edition

of

Myrthen to Clara the night before their Wedding Day. Clara was married on the day
before she tumed 21, therefore she was still twenty when the marriage ceremony took

place. The last song, "Zum Schluss", Opus 25:26, has 2l bars; Clara's first full day as a

maried woman \ryas on her 21tt birthday. The song which Schumann ultimately
inserted between these two songs in Al major was "Aus den östlichen Rosen", now
Opus 25:25, in

Eb

major. Eric Samslt tells

us that

in the manuscript copy of this song

there is a marginal note reading "awaiting Clara". The song also features the BI/B/C

motif in reverse:

ClCslBv several times from bar

30-37. It is possible that Schumann

deliberately began his chromatic motif of union in the 30ft bar of Opus 25:25,because it
was in his 30th year that this union was to take place. He had written a poem of 30
verses to Clara

in 1838 which began with

the preface:

To a certain fiancée [Braut]
who, however, wants no-one in his twenties as husband.l2

Opus

25226

Zum

Schluss

Al Major

This song is the last of the Myrthen cycle and the connection with the wedding theme is
unambiguous.
Here in the heavy earthbound atmosphere, where melancholy falls like dew, I have
woven an imperfect garland for you, sister bride. When, having been admitted up there
[in heaven], God's sun is looking at us in the face, love will bind the perfect garland for
us, sister bride.

The first four bars are harmonized with cadential idioms concluding on the dominant.
The next four bars are in some degree sequentialized, being a variation of the first four
bars but a tone higher.

tt Sams, Songs,75.
12
Weissweilerl,312.
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The main interest from the point of view of this study is that when the words change
focus to "when, having been admitted up there, God's sun is looking at us in the face"
there is a temporary modulation to Bb minor (bars 9-12).
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Of special interest in this section is the, by now familiar, cadence pattern, in Bl minor:

ii-V-i spelling out the fundamental
us".

'We

notes C-F-Bb to the words "God's strn is looking at

should also note the only ritardando instruction in the whole of the song over

these three chords. Once this phrase is completed the music retums immediately to the

dominant of At major and the rest of the song is harmonized with cadential idioms in
that key.

It would be superficial to conclude the analysis of this song with merely a reference to
cadential idioms and nothing more because those same cadential idioms include chord

IV(D;), the chord of the father. Are we to understand that Wieck will feverishly
continue to pursue the couple beyond this earthly life? Not quite. The words beyond
the "heavenly vision" of bars

ll-12

state that "up there" ... "love

garland". It must have always puzzled Schumann

as

will bind a perfect

to why Wieck's opposition \¡/as so

fierce and hysterical. Perhaps Schumann entertained the hope that when all three had
passed beyond this earthly life the "perfect garland" would include Clara's father as

well. This would fit into Schumann's thinking, as written in his diary in August

1828:
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Tod ist der Schlüssel zu allen Räthseln . . .r3 (Death is the key to atl riddles . . . )

In any case, we must now move on to the keys representing the main protagonists, the
frrst of whom is Clara.

13

Tgb I, I l7
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In Chapter 5 it was argued that Schumann's system relies on doubling at the tritone for
the musical representation of the main characters. Hence, for example, the wedding

formula has equal validity whether it be expressed by the notes C-F-Bb or Fil-B-E (Clara
united with Robert).

'We

therefore pursue our investigation by examining a handful

of

songs written in C and Fil, Clara's keys, where in order to maintain consistency,

Schumann is forced to be more imaginative in his manipulation of the harmonic
progressions.

C M¡.¡ON/]\¡IINOR
It has been commonly assumed that C major and minor are the keys which Schumann
adopted as a symbol for Clara Wieck. One of the most recent claims for this

interpretation is found in Linda Correll Roesner's "Schumann's 'Parallel' Forms" where
she says of the first movement of the Phantasie in C, Opus

l7:

The tonal goal of the movement, achieved simultaneously with the thematic
goal, is a key almost certainly chosen for its symbolic content: C for Clara.l

But this musical metaphor of C major/ minor for Clara traces its way back to
"Chiarina"2 iin C minor) in Carnaval, Opus 9, and forwards to the Davidsbündlertr)nze,
Opus 6, where both number 9 and 18 are in C major, and where the purpose and
occasion of this work is to celebrate Clara's 18th birthday on 13 September 1837. As
mentioned previously, it is also clear that the Phantasie inC, which was composed to
raise money for the proposed monument in memory of Beethoven, was understood,

t
2

Linda Correll Roesner. "schumann's'Parallel'Forms". 19th Century Music. XIV/3 (Springlggl):273f.
Chiarina is a diminuitive for Chiara, the Italian version of Clara.
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amongst Schuma¡n's intimates, as the "Clara Phantasie"

In C major the wedding formula is not so easy to achieve. The presence of the
dominant (G) impedes any complete approach from the other side and, because of the
nature of relationships between IV and vii and then iii, it is unusual to approach in this

way. On the other hand, Schumann could take the sharp-side substitutes,

as he does

Opus 36:3, "Nichts Schöneres", and express the wedding formula through

in

$IV-V[-[I-vi

(F+-B-E-A) to the words "until you became my fiancée and again I didn't think . .". or
he could (and does) modulate to a key such as E major/minor within the framework of C

major to achieve his goal.

The minor mode is a different case

I

IV

VII

ilI

C

F

Bb

E}

Clara

united

even

to VI

include A,

with Robert Schumann

and
and

ii
D

in marriage

Since it is highly likely for a piece of music in C minor to modulate to the relative major
at some stage, the wedding formula is more likely to occtu in this mode. There is,

however, only one song in C minor in the period we are studying. Clara is more
frequently seen in the key of G major/minor where she lives in the house of one or other
of her parents and from which location she speaks, or in which location Schumann can
only observe her from a distance.

It is not surprising to discover, therefore, that there are only four songs in C major
one

in C minor written during the period under investigation (February -

and

September

1840). Nevertheless, three of them can be understood, unequivocally, as symbolic of
Clara:

l6l

Ich grolle nicht
Nichts Schöneres
Ich lrnnn's nicht fassen, nicht glauben

Opus 48:7
Opus 36:3
Opus 42:3

C major
C major
C minor

A fourth song is also included, because it appears in Myrthen:
Opus

Opus

25:8

C major

Talismane

48:7

lch grolle

nìcht

C major

Arguably one of the most famous song-settings by Schumann, the text could be seen as
a statement of sympathy for the misery of the beloved who is alone and

fullof

regrets.

However, the sonorities of many of the chords with their dissonances would indicate a
more violent and angry response by the lover towards his beloved. Perhaps this is the

only way Schumann was able to express adequately his anger towards Clara for her
vacillations and procrastinations. The tonality of the piece is established from the
beginning in the fnst four bars to the words:

Nicht zu schnell.

fch
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I hold no grudge even when the heart breaks.
but the dissonances to come are already foreshadowed by the use of the complete
dominant minor 9th in bar 3. Then follows four and a half bars of 5th related pairs, the
chords of which are almost all with Tths (including major Tths) leading to bars 9-11

which draw on cadential idioms. All of this is set to the words:
forever lost beloved I hold no grudge
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The beloved who was lost and the love which she had previously expressed are

illustrated (at bars 5b-7a) by the fifth-related pairs I-tV-vi-ii (C-F-A-D, Clara united

with Schumann in marriage). At the repeat of the phrase "forever lost beloved" the
harmonies reinforce what has been lost and why, through three wedding chords: IV(F)-

vii(B)-ii(D) preceding the V(G) which initiates

an altemative bond:

V-IV-V-i

(the father

united with Clara)

To the setting of the words:
however you may shine, bejewelled with diamonds, no ray of light falls into the
darkness of your heart. That I have known for a long time.
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there are two statements of Sth-related pairs (bars 12-16) spelling out

iii-vi (E-A)

and

$IV-vii (F$-B), indicating the fragmentation of the wedding formula (F+-B-E-A) before
encountering the dominant 7ú again. "This is why no ray of light falls into the darkness

of your (Fil, Clara's) heart". Schumann had experienced this fact for a long time
because the father (V7) had prevented the consummation.

At bar

19 there is a

recapitulation to the music of bars l-9a to the words:

I hold no grudge even when the heart breaks, because I saw yòu in a dream and saw
the [darkness ofl night within your heart and saw the serpent which...
Because of the repeated music, the wedding formula (first, at bars 5b-7a, C-F-A-D,

under the words "lost beloved for ever") now appears under the words:
dream

..." As we have seen, "love"

"I

saw you in a

and "dream" are two of the five categories in which,

as Schumann has declared, the whole of Jean Paul's poetry rests, though here love has

turned to loss and dream to darkness.

The continuation of the text:
gnaws at my heart, I saw, my beloved, how very miserable you are.

is then set to a portion of the cycle of 5ths, all dissonant chords apart from the tonic,

from vii to I which (from iii, at bar 28) reinforces the loss by way of an intemrpted,
reverse wedding formula:

VI
A

lll
E

ii

V

I

D

G

C

Incidentally, there is what might be regarded as the chromatic motif of union (Ail/B/C)

in bars Il-12 at the words "I grudge not" and in bars l8-19 to introduce the same
phrase. There is a sense in which Schumann "holds a grudge" and there is a sense in
which he does

not.

The real situation for Schumann is more complicated than the

simple meaning of the text, as the setting of the song would indicate. Reading between
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the lines, whatever grudge he did hold, the music tells us why and the key tells us with

whom.

Opus

36:3

Schöneres

Nichts

C major

The words of this song unambiguously indicate a"Clard'reference. The first two
verses talk of realities, the last, for Schumann, only hopes:
When I first set eyes on you,
how lovely you \üere, so beautiful.
I didn't think that in all the days of my life,
there would be anything more beautiful
than, into your beautiful pair of eyes,

to

gaze

for ever.

The song opens on a tonic pedal for the first six bars, over which cadential idioms

prevail. This music includes the first line of text "'When I first set eyes on you". Now
we shall discover what his "inner" eye saw: from bars 6b-9 the wedding formula occurs:

vi
I
VII
m
VI7
ii
CABEAD
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann in marriage
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This is the hope that Schumann placed in Clara probably as early as 1831. The focus
goes on to a pedal on the dominant and finally the first verse concludes on the tonic to

begin a repeat of the first four bars of the opening prelude (bars 17-20 equalling bars

4). The next two bars
Since then

I

(bars

l-

2l-22) involve a particular piece of Schumannian irony:

gazed for so long
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This involves not only a pedal on G but also the most dissonant chord in the song:
over

V.

T
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Schumann's reason for the length of his gaze is obvious - the father may

negatively intervene, on the wedding issue. Over the phrase "until you became my
francée" the wedding formula begins, this time with üIV (Fil) rather than I (C), but the

completion to E and A follows the B chord in bar 25. Engagement (F*-B) is not yet
marriage to Robert (E) Schumann (A)!:
until you became my fiancée
and again I didn't think that there
could be anything more beautiful
than on your red mouth, to kiss
with heart's content, hour after hour.
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Bars29-32 involve a repeat of bars l3-16 which brings the music back to a musical
repeat of the setting of the first verse, at least up to bar 47 (bars 33-47 equalling bars

l-

15) to the words:
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Therefore, I have kissed for so long
that you have become my little wifé
and can be assured that there cannot be

anything more beautiful than [for a man]
to be with his sweet wife,
so wholly one in both soul and body.

As a result of the repeated music for verse 3, the fulIwedding formula (with C-4, Clara
Schumann) occurs but Schumann indicates, by the setting of the repeated phrase, "so

wholly one in both soul and body", that the content of this last phrase is yet to be
achieved, because the wedding formula occurs again but with an intemrption, the basic
structure being:
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Schumann's irony is expressed here, even in the small details: the intemrpted wedding

formula (C-F-D..G..E-A and then again, A-D..G..C) is deliberately placed so
separate

Seel'(soul)

and Leib (body) - the G chord

as

to

falls in both instances on the word

"and" - the point being, that while there was certainly a "soul" connection between
Robert and Clara, it has not yet been physically consummated (due to the opposition

of

the father: G). This is not exactly what the text of the poem means, but Schumann takes
the opportunity to make a wry comment through the music.

Therefore to summarize:

(a)

When Schumann "first set eyes on" Clara (realistically some time between
1831-1833) he thought of future marriage possibilities; hence: C-A-B-E-A-D.
t6'l

(b)

Eventually Clara became his fiancée: Fi-B-E-A.

(c)

Schumann had hoped that Clara might become his wife: C-A-B-E-A-D (bars
3Sb-41) and be "wholly one in soul and body". Alas, this was not yet possible
because of:

(d)

the real situation (as opposed to the poetic situation) involving the interception

of the father (bars 49-52).

The main motivic basis of the song is the incomplete motif of spiritual and physical

tmion (illustrated here in part atbar l7-18) that is NBICIEID but no C. Another aspect
of the fragmentation of this motif can be seen in the repeated descending three notes,
EIDIC at bars 16,32 and 48. These fragmentations perhaps reinforce the harmonic
message of the intemrpted formula of bars 49-52: body and soul are not yet

"wholly

ong".

Opus

42:3

lch kann's nìchtføssen, nicht

gløuben

C minor

The whole of Frauenliebe und Leben,from which this song is taken, is concerned with
a young

woman and her relationship with her husband-to-be, her marriage to him, her

giving birth, her husband's ultimate death and her widowhood in which she is left with
the memories. In this song the preoccupation is with a dream in which she imagines her
husband-to-be speaks to her.

I can't understand it or believe it. A dream has beguiled me, how he among all could
have me, the poor one, exalted and blessed.

All of this is set basically to cadential idioms centering on C minor. But we have not
heard from the dream itself

yet. Now there is a modulation to Eb major which

nevertheless takes some time to become established.

At the performance instruction

Etwas langsamer we have the words:
It was as though he had spoken.
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and these words are set, in Eb, to: vi-F6/II-V with fr¡ndamental notes C-F-Bb; this is

combined, in the bass line, with the notes C/CblBb. These patterns, both chordal and

motivic, spell out both the wedding formula and the chromatic motif of union at the
same time
Etwas lengsauer.
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major has not been reached. The words that the woman imagines she

am for ever yours" (bars20-23):
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continue to be harmonized by the dominant of E¡. As the words continue:
It was as if I were still dreaming
Surely it can never be so, it can never be so.

it looks at first as if

E¡ major has

finally arrived (barzal but not so. There follows

a

portion of the cycle of 5ths (from qlv-iii), then a 5th-related pair, then the cycle from
VI?_V.

The phrase

29) and

a

"it

can nover be so" is expressed at first

with a tonicized G minor chord (bar

melodic profile in the vocal line (bars 28-31) AlBlblDblc. It can never be so
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because of the father (G and Db) but at the repeated statement (bars 32-35) the melodic

profile in the vocal line is CßlBblD and the harmonies spell out the wedding formula:
C-F-(Ab)-Bb. The Ab passing chord provides the opportunity for Schumann to make a
further contribution to the hermeneutical message: the chromatic motif of union
ClCblBb, occurs in both treble and bass

clefs. The dreamer is obviously torn with

divided loyalties
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major is reached but now at the point where the woman would rather remain

in the dream than in her present real state:
O let me die in the dream, cradled on his breast and flet me] sip the blessed death with
tears of infinite joy.

But reality suddenly intrudes via the G6/II of C major ( equals IV7 of E¡ major) and the
text and the harmonies of bars 1-15 are repeated in full from bars 53-67. Then follows
a short piano interlude (bars 68-75) which intrudes upon the words heard in the

first

instance and now repeated for the third time:

r70

I cannot understand it or believe it, a dream has beguiled me
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It is intriguing that at this point the phrase "a dream has beguiled me" is set to a series
of quite dissonant chords (bars 8l onwards, in C: If with an Ab, resolving to Ve, then VI

with

augmented 5tr, then through Iá-N-VÐ finally concluding with the tonic major

chord. Perhaps the union which she has dreamed about, which has beguiled her, has
been a bad dream and nothing more; perhaps a dream that has yet to be interpreted (that

is, resolved).

The last four bars give us a clearer idea. At face value, the resolution to the final C

major chord is through the VB chord. Without the note G, it impossible to make a
perfect cadence. (It is somewhat unusual to conclude a piece with a diminished chord
immediately preceding the final tonic). As a result, in the absence of a perfect cadence,
Schumann concludes with a plagal cadence (at least in the bass) and, unlike most
situations in C major/minor, there is no penultimate G (except in the imagination).
Perhaps with the removal of G, combined with the major tonic chord, the "dream"

her union with Robert

will

of

come true.

But there is another, more secret, more humorous meaning to the last three bars, based
on a diminished

7th

pun. The VE (GE) can also be interpreted

from bars 83-34 the progression may also be interpreted

as VIIE (BbB). Therefore,

as:

t7t

InC:

I

IV

VIIE

I

C

F

Bb

C

Clara's dream, though it had been originally about union with Robert, creates a
dissonant response when she realizes, for the third time,

believe

if'

for it also contains

a

"I cannot understand it or

beguiling ambiguity, stated in bars 83-84:

Clara united with Robert? or
Clara united with her father?

Opus

Tølismane

25:8

C major

The subject of this song is the providence of God: The world (the Orient, Occident,
north and south) rest in his hands in peace. All of this is set to cadential idioms
remaining firmly within the focus of C major. Then to the words:
He the only righteous one, wants for everyman the right thing.
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there is a temporary modulation to Eb major (Schumann's key). In the process the

chromatic motif of union (C-Cb-Bb) at bar

l0,fititti"$?t.
't

Whether this is to be

understood here as mere voice-leading or not has to be weighed up against:

(a)

the non-occurrence of this chromatic move elsewhere in this song;

(b)

the textual context of the motif; and

(c)

the proliferation of this motif elsewhere in other songs, especially Opus 42:2 and
4, both in Eb major.
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The text continues:
Of his hundred names, let this one be highly praised. Amen.
and the harmonies return to cadential idoms, once again centred on the tonic of C

major.
Suddenly there is a change to the key of E minor:
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Although the texture of the music at this point is primarily linear rather than chordal, the
trnderlying harmonies spell out (at bars 2l-22) the wedding formula: F+-B-E. As well,
Clara's Andantino motif appears in the bass clef: B/A/GÆ{Æ.

All of this is repeated

(from bars22-24) to the words "confusion wants to entangle me", but at the words "but
you know how to disentangle me" the song returns to C major, moving to the phrase:
"as I act, as I write poems, guide me in the right direction." The song concludes with a
repeat of the opening words concerning the fact that the world (east, west, north and

south) rests in the peace of God's hands. All this is set to cadential idioms in C major.

The confusion spoken of arises from the issue which Schumann emphasises by way

of

his symbolic formula: F$-B-E, combined with Clara's Andqntino motif, is whether Clara
and he would ever get manied, there being so many obstacles in their way, not the least

of which was Clara's own conflict between her love for Robert on the one hand and her
dependence on her father on the other. Because of this she vacillated, which continually

perplexed Schumann, who could not properly understand Clara's situation.
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Clara continued to vacillate

urtil

she was on tour in Paris without her

father. On

15

June 1839 Clara signed the letter that instigated the court proceedings for permission to

marry. These proceedings did not conclude until I August 1840. Nevertheless, even
after Clara had agreed to the court action there were waverings between Robert and
herself, not only about the date of the wedding but also the role of Clara's father;
Schumann, by now disgusted by Wieck's antagonistic behaviotr, had issued an

"either/or" ultimatum. Clara on the other hand kept hoping for a "both/and" solution.
This was an issue that was to cause considerable friction between the couple. Even as
late as 15 January 1840, Clara wrote in her diary (in response to a letter from Robert):
Today a letter from Robert caused me to suffer one of the most painful hours of
my life. He confirmed the fact that the court case may not be over before
Michaelmas [September] and at the same time wrote that he would not prevent
my retuming to Father if I wished etc. . . . 3
The question of Schumann's religious commitment is hard to determine with accuracy.

Two days after he had made the first presentation to the Court of Appeal he wrote to
Clara:

Now I ask you, mention my name softly sometimes to the Almighty, that he
might protect me; for I can tell you, I am so bent down and hardened by pain, I
can scarcely pray. I have this great burden of guilt that I have separated you
from your father - and this often to ments me.a
Earlier (11 February 1838) he had written to Clara, explaining to her the reasons for his
temporary attachment to Ernestine von Fricken in the mid-1830s:
You must know everything, you my most loved next to God.5
This latter reference might explain the assignment of C major to the Almighty: God is
seen as the centre of the universe, as Clara was the centre

of Schumann's earthly world.

Certainly Schumann regarded C major as the centre of the tonal system, which could
act as a metaphor for both.

3

Nancy B. Reich. Clara Schumann The Artist and Woman (Oxford: O.U.P., 1989)
Cla¡a had been rejected by her father and was living with her mother in Berlin.
a
5

97. At this

stage

Litznann 1,367.
Weissweiler I, 95.
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Perhaps, from the perspective of the internal modulations of this song (Eb major

representing Schumann's family name and E minor representing his given name) God,

in his_providence, will "guide" Schumann "in the right direction", that is, to Clara
(represented by C major, Clara's Andantino motif, the wedding formula and the

chromatic motif of union) in the final event.

Fü

M¡..lon/n¡IrNoR

Fü

major constitutes a similar problem to C major (its tritone double) as far as free

access is concemed (through the dominant -

C*). The cycle of 5ths shows the

possibilities and the restrictions:

I
F+

IV

v11

111

vi

ii

v

I

B

E+

A+

D+

G+

C$

F+

There is Ff-B but no E; there is E* (F)-A{ (Bb) but no

C. To obtain the wedding formula

there would have to be omissions and manipulations unless IV and vii are taken as one.
Once again the minor mode provides a better outlook:

I

IV

VII

ilI

VI

ii

V

i

Fil

B

E

A

D

G{

C$

Fil

and certainly a modulation to the relative major would achieve most of it.

There are only two songs in these keys and both are in the Eichendorff Liederlçeis,
Opus 39. There is also Opus 48:

1,

which although ostensibly in A major, is tonally

ambiguous in so far as the piano introduction, interlude and postlude seem to be heading
towards

F$

minor, whereas the text is set in A major; the song concludes with the

dominant 7th of

Fü

minor though the next song in that cycle is in A major, not Fil minor.

All three are included for discussion
Opus 39: I
Opus 39:12
Opus 48:1

here:

In der Fremde
Frühlingsnacht
Im wunderschönen Monat Mai

minor
F* major
F$ minor/A major.

F$
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Opus

39:1

In der Fremde I

F*

minor

Though the text of this song indicates a quite specific autobiographical reference as far
as Schumann himself is concerned,

it would appear to have nothing to do with his

relationship with either Clara or her father or the issues relating to them that occupied

him at the time of composition of the song:
From the homeland behind the lightning red the clouds come here but father and
mother are long since dead and no-one knows me there any more.

How soon comes the quiet time when I too shall rest and over me will rustle the lovely
woods solitude and no-one here will know me anymore.

It is true that by the time Schumann wrote this song his parents were long since

dead but

that is as far as the poem can point to in autobiographical reference unless we are to
understand the choice of F{ minor as indicating Schumann's feared loss of Clara, and
the text his worst forebodings about the loss. These fears would then be seen to be
overcome in the last song of the cycle, "Frtihlingsnacht" (in

F$

major) with its

concluding words: "She is yours". But even Schumann had trouble placing this song in
Opus 39 and in the first edition he omiued it altogether and replaced it with "Der frohe

Wandersmann" (now Opus 71:l) which is in D major, thus breaking the overall tonal

unity of the cycle. "Der frohe Wandersmann" has a more pertinent reference
concerning his hopes and anxieties in the mid-1840s with its choice of wedding key and

its concluding words:
I only trust in dear God who preserves the little brooks, larks, forest, field, earttr and
sþ, and who has made everything fine for me too.

"Der frohe Wandersmann" makes more autobiographical sense in the cycle, as it points
to the last song, Opus 39:12 with its repeated concluding words; "She is yours".
Patrick McCreless, in his "Song Order in the Song Cycle: Schumann's Liederlveis
Op. 39" has a considerably detailed discussion of the evolution of this song cycle and
suggests, in relation to the omission of 'oln der Fremde" from the first edition of Opus 39:

It is conceivable that Schumann, between 1840 and,1842, after arranging the
songs into what is now their final order, was still unhappy with the gloominess
176

of the cycle as a whole, and perhaps decided to take one ft¡rther step to brighten
its character, even though that step would weaken what tonal unity remained.6

It

is

just as possible that originally Schumann had not thought that this cycle would be

primarily autobiographical in the wedding sense (as is Opus 24,25,42,48) and this may
account for his comment in a letter to Clara (22May 1840): "The Eichendorffcycle is

my most Romantic music ever, and contains much of you in it, dear Clata"T - but not all.
Then subsequently he changed his mind, substituted "In der Fremde" with "Der frohe

Wandersmarn" so as to give the cycle a more autobiographical thrust in connection

with the issues pertaining to his great marital struggle, and thus placed the cycle closer
to the character of the other four cycles written between February and September 1840.

On the other hand, the original compositional order of the songs, as McCreless tells us,
placed "Waldesgespräch" (now number three) as the first song of the cycle with "In der

Fremde" as the second. "'Waldesgespräch" is about a young man who rides into the
woods and who meets a beautiful young woman (as it turns out, the witch Loreley) who

in tum ultimately tells him that he will "never leave this wood". This song is in E major
to begin with, then when the Loreley speaks, she does so in C major. This is clearly a
harmonic practical joke on Schumann's pffi, with E major representing himself and C

major representing clara. In this compositional song-order "In der Fremde", as the
second song, could perpetuate the C major captivation by way of its "double" F* minor,

whereby the "you shall never leave this wood" of "Waldesgespräch" is reiterated by the

"over me will rustle the lovely wood's solitude" of "In der Fremde". 'When the songorder was subsequently reorganized,"lrtder Fremde", being now removed from this
context, gave an unclear signal. Thus Schumann replaced it with "Der frohe

Wandersmann". 'We shall probably never know the answer to this riddle.
t Patrick McCreless.
"Song Order in the Song Cycle:

Schum

æf

s

Liederlçers Op. 39' . Music Analysis 5

( 1986):26.
7

Sams, Songs, 92.
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Opus

Frühlingsnacht

39212

F$

Major

The text of this song gives ample opportunity for Schumann's harmonic wedding

formula to be used in connection with the revelatory function of nature, with its birds,
flowers, the moon and stars:
Over the garden, through the skies I heard the migrating birds move. That means spring
scents.

Ziemlich rosch.
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Instead of utilizing the cycle of 5ths, Schumann tums to another of his favourite
techniques, 5th-related pairs, to establish his wedding formula in a different way. The
basic harmonic structure of bars l-6a is:

I

VI

1l

VII

111

VI

ii

F{

D$

Gil

E$

A{

DI

G{

which being interpreted is
Clara Schumann (F$-DÐ united (Gil-EÐ with Robert Schumann (A{-D*) in
maniage (G*)

From bars 6b-9 the cycle is taken up from III and the last line of the first verse
concludes:
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Here below, it already begins to bloom.
Schumann now abandons his exclusively chordal texture to include in the

accompaniment two different statements of Clara's Andantino motif:

Jnurh

btihh.
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This is repeated in bars 12-13. All of this to the words:
I would like to shout with joy and weep
It seems to me as though it could not be

In spite of the presence of Clara's Andantino motif, the harmonies under these words
consist of dominant (C*) and tonic (Fil) chords. Herein lies an expression of Schumann's

own agitated psychology, disturbed, as it was, because of his love for Clara and the
tension caused by the fact that Clara still remained with her father. The tension rises to
the words:
Old miracles appear again
with the moon's splendour
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The "old miracles" that "appear again with the moon's splendour" ate expressed with
three wedding chords in succession: IV(B)-vii(Eü)JI(G*) but this whole section (from
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bars l0-17) expresses the tension which Schumann experienced in dealing with Wieck's

own ambiguity on the subject of Clara's marriage (sometimes conciliatory, sometimes
adamantly opposed, always manipulative). So, in spite of the fact that Schumann would

like to "shout with joy and weep": in spite of the fact that Clara's Andantino motif
appears and in spite of the fact that "old miracles appear agairf'(accompanied with the

three wedding chords) the overall harmonic structure of bars 10-18 is a twice-

intemrpted wedding formula:

IVviiIIIIVviiIIVI

F*

C

E+ A{

B

Eil

Gü...C$

Fü

Schumann himself had vacillated between "hope" and "hope-against-hope" but it was

åot yet a situation of "hope abandoned" because the first two lines of the last verse:
And the moon and the stars say it
and the wood rustles it in a dream

involve

a

retum to, and repeat of, the music of bars l-6a. The revelatory role of nature

is seen again, expressing:
Clara Schumann (Fü-DÐ united with (Gf-E*) Roberr (A$) Schumann (D{) in
marriage (G*)

After this, the song (text and postlude) concludes with cadential idioms:
and the nightingales sing it:
She is yours, she is yours.

In the process, by the natural order of cadential idioms in F* major (as in C major), the
cadential conclusion involves passing through the dominant (C* - a key of the father.)
Therefore even though, in the text, the nightingales sing "She is yours", the harmonies

involve a II(Gü)-V(CÐ-I(FÐ cadential environment which would indicate

a reverse

message. In order to understand this apparent contradiction, it is worth comparing

"Frühlingsnacht" with "'Wehmuth", Opus 39:9 (in E major) where the nightingales
"sound song of longing from their prison's tomb" and where the last phrase "from their
prison's tomb" is set to the chords (in E): IV-vi-II, the fundamentals of which are A-C{180

F$. The hieroglyphs of nature do not always bring good tidings! What Clara needs to
do is get out of her own and her father's keys and pass through the wedding keys into
the keys ofher husband.

Opus

48:1

Imwunderschönen Monat

Mai

F* minor/A major

This song begins with a piano prelude in such a way as to indicate that it might be in

Fil

minor with its iv6-V7-iv6-V7 harmonization in that key.
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However, the move is intercepted by taking the V7 of

ll
F$ as

T7

the IIIT of A major and the

harmonies of the opening phrase of the text are firmly within A major to the words:
In the wondrously beautiful month of May
when all buds were bursting
then is love risen in my heart.

At face value, no one would imagine that there could possibly be any negative
sentiments contained within these lines of text but Schumann's overall purpose involves

his doing so.

18r

We know the person who is being sung about because, to the words "then is love risen
in my heart", the melodic line involves an ascending version of Clara's Andantino

motif: BICIIDIEIF*, within the parameter of A and G. (One only has to look at
Carnaval, Opus 9 to see the ASCH motif preceded and succeeded by notes that are not
part of the motif - in this sense the motif is "embedded" within unrelated material.)

But as soon as the love is risen in the heart, in spite of the favourable Andantino motit
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the harmonies indicate (from bars 9bl2) an intemrpted wedding formula:

In A:

VI

11

hvii

Fil

B

G

I
A

IV
D

Apart from the piano postlude, the rest of the song simply repeats what we have already
heard, the words being:
In the wondrously beautiful month of May
when all birds were singing, I have confessed
to her my longing and desire.

The piano postlude (with one exception at bar 23) is identical to the prelude and
therefore finishes on the dominant 7th of Fil minor.
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There are no wedding formulas in Opus 48:1 other than intemrpted (by G) ones. The

dominant of

F$

minor (Cü) is the tritone equivalent of G - therefore, right from the

beginning of Dichterliebe,the father appears to be in control, much to Robert's distress.
But to summarize: since Fil is the double of C (equals Clara) and A is the double of

Eb

(equals Schumann), then the inner musical workings of this juxtaposition are clear:
Schumann (A major) confesses his "longing and desire" to Clara (F# minor) but this did

not result in a satisfactory conclusion, since Clara's father (G and Cil7) had stood in the

way.

Because of the juxtaposition of keys in this song

it is appropriate at this

stage to

turn to the subject of doubles once more.

The issue of, or fascination with, the concept of "doubles" began quite early in
Schumann's thinking and is derived from his reading and observations of Jean Paul's

novels. As has been quoted elsewhere, Schumann says of Jean Paul:
In all his novels Jean Paul mirrors himself each time in two persons...
Schumann, writing to Clara as early as 1832, and in talking of things he has been doing

while

she has been absent from Leipzig, mentions

"six new'doubles' stories".s At

a

later date (13 July 1833) he writes to her:
Since there is now no sparkling chain which draws us to or reminds us of one
another, I have conceived a sympathetic proposal - this: I will play in the
mornings punctually at I I the Adagio from Chopin's Variations and would at

the same time think very hard about you, indeed exclusively about you. Now the
request, that you might do the same thing so we see and meet up spiritually. The
8

Weissweiler I,

3
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point where our doubles are likely to meet would be above the little Thomas
porch.e

On 8 June 1834 Clara wrote to Robert and signed offthe letter with the words:

Yoru friend
Clara Wieck
Clara Wieck
Doppelgängerro

This concept was therefore something shared by them both at an early stage of their
friendship,rr and it seems logical that the idea would eventually transfer itself to the realm
of musical composition, where it gradually emerged as a decisive factor in Schumann's
symbolic system. Having looked at Clara's keys, we now turn to the keys which
represent Robert

himself both of which are contained in his given name, that is, Bb (B)

and E (E).

e

Weissweiler I, 7.
Weissweiler I, 13.
II For
fi¡rther discussion ofthe "doubles" concept involving thejuxtaposition ofthe keys ofC and F$, see
Chapter 12, "Doubles and Trouble ".
ro
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Before looking at the songs in Robert's keys, it is essential to explore the hermeneutic
status of the cadential pattern

II-V-I which, with fundamental notes C-F-Bb, or its tritone

equivalent, F{-B-E, represents the wedding formula, As has been stated before, in these
keys it is difficult to tell whether this pattern is purely structural, or has a symbolic

significance, so the often-used phrase "cadential idioms" is both satisfactory and yet

problematic. Let us return for

a moment

to Opus 48:12, "Am leuchtenden

Sommermorgen", already discussed in Chapter 5, since it is in the key of Bb major, and
provides a good example of Schumann's ability to heighten the significance of what

might otherwise be considered a purely structural formality.

The song opens with the cadence pattern in Bl major: G6/II-IÍ-V7-I and concludes with
the cadence pattern IIá-Ú-VJ-I, both of which have as their fundamental notes C-F-Bb

which, in the context of other keys, has been identihed as one of the wedding formulas

If this was the sum total of the occurrence of this cadential formula in Opus 48:12 we
might very well regard it as a purely structural phenomenon to establish and conclude
the song in the chosen key. It would therefore be described within the framework

of

cadential idioms and nothing more would need to be said. However, this cadential
pattern, especially the opening one, is a feature of this song.

Opus 48:12 opens with

G6/II-IftVt-I and, with its characteristic sonority (the G6), it is

repeated at bars 6 and 11 as well as (partially) at bar 19 and at bar 26, where it is part

of

l8s

the concluding cadential pattern. There are also two occurtences of the pattem

ii-V?-I @ars 5 and 15) and one further occuffence of U7-V7-I

at

bar 10.

The symbolic significance of this cadential pattern is heightened by the implied
modulation to E major/minor at bar 8f, where the G6 is interpreted as the II7 of E
major/minor and an incomplete move is made towards that contrasting but tritoneparallel key. Further, attention has been drawn to the symbolic significance of the

motivic fragment

BlblB,lC

which occurs in several places, and especially at bar 24 wtth

its juxtaposition with Gb/FÆ and the dynamic marking accompanying the diminished 7ü

(B D F Ab) and so on. In the context of the accompaniment of a song involving
"whispering flowers", the revelatory role of nature (according to Schuma¡n's system)
provides a symbolic significance to the cadential formula i(C)-V(F)-I(Bb) which goes

well beyond the purely structural.

This is also evident in the piano music, and as an example we cite Kreislerianø Opus
16:2 (inBb major) which ends

a

with the following cadence pattern:
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-Bb

How are we to know whether this concluding segment is purely structural or has a
symbolic significance? There are several reasons why we can interpret it as symbolic:

(a)

the cadential pattem spells out the flmdamental notes C-F-Bb which, as we have
seen

in songs in other keys, is associated with the revelatory role of
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nature; this has been interpreted as the hidden message of Clara united with
Robert, and called the wedding formula;

(b)

the cadence pattern is combined with the motif of spiritual and physical union

which has been referred to several times in the course of this study;

(c)

the chord of the dominant 13ü occurs in this context, with its symbolic
connotations (see Opus 24:l); and

(d)

it occurs with the tempo marking of Adagio

as though

it were

a post-script

of

special significance.
The combination of these factors clearly demonstrates that these last few bars are vital

to our understanding of the "iffìer musical workings" of Schumann's music. They also

tie in with Jean Paul's "Rules and Hints for Novelists", for example:
The writer should anticipate as much of the past to be exposed in the future as
possible without betraying it, so that he need only say in the last chapter, "Didn't
I tell you so, friends?"I
and:

The reader accepts both the historical digression and the lesser witty or
philosophical one at the beginning and in the middle rather than towards the end,
where all light converges increasingly on the focus of a single interest.2

Bl M¡,¡on/IVIINoR
There are no songs in Bb minor written dwing the period February-September 1840 and
there are no songs in Bb major in Myrthen, Opus 25. Altogether there are six songs in

this key eligible for consideration, and as "Am leuchtenden Sommermorgen" has
already been discussed, two further songs will be examined:
Seit ich ihn gesehen
Helft mir, ihr Schwestern

Opus 42:1
Opus 42:5

t
2

major
Bb major
Bb

Jean Paul./Hale, Aesthetics, 190
Jean Paul/Hale, Aesthetics,

l9l.
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Opus

42:1

Seit ich íhn

gesehen

Bb

Major

This song, being the first in the cycle Frauenliebe und Leben, needs to be placed in
overall context. Opus 42 is a cycle of eight songs based on eight of the nine poems
written by Chamisso to celebrate his own relationship with a much younger woman.
No-one today doubts that this cycle is one of the most directly autobiographical which
Schumann composed. The keys chosen for each of the songs will therefore be of great
importance to our study. Three of the songs have already been discussed: Opus
and
Eb

8. The remainder (apart from number six in G major)

42:3,7

are either in Bb major or

major and we can now obtain an overview of the symbolic key-scheme of the work:

Initial thoughts about Robert.

major

Opus 42:1

Bb

Opns 42:2

Et major

Hope of union with Schumann.

Opus 42:3

C minor

Clara's doubts.

Opus 42:4

Eb

major

Engagement to Schumann.

Opus 42:5

Bb

major

Preparation for marriage to Robert.

Opus 42:6

G major

Pre

Opus 42:7

D major

Childbirth/child.

Opus 42:8

D minor/
Bb major

Death of husband, severing of
physical connection. The widow is
left with only the memories:
postlude in Bb major.

gnancy/motherho o d.

Opus 42:1 itself opens with a short piano prelude of chordal

textue spelling out the

cadential idiom I-IV-V?-I. The other basic structural device is the cycle of fifths from

VI.

This constitutes the sum total of harmonies in the song (though there is a variety

of

sonorities encompassing some of the chords used). The overall strucfure of the song

couldn't be simpler: l6 bars, repeated and

a postlude

of four bars incorporating most

of

bars 1-4 (a total of 36 bars). The words begin as follows:
Since I saw him, I believe I am blind.
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The first line of the song identifies the two people concemed: (BÐ-IV(E,), that is,
Robert Schumann; then follows a temporary modulation to Clara's key, C minor. In
the course of the latter, the music has to pass through the chord of the father (G7).
There is an ironic harmonization at bar 4 to the word "blind", since Schumann
indicates that Clara's "blindness" is due either to her father's (VE, GÐ dominance over
her (I, C) or that Clara is "blind" to the wedding chord, B D F Ab, indicating naivety
towards the conflict that wedding thoughts might cause. At the repeat of this music for
the second verse, the same chord falls over the word "around" in the phrase

"Everything else around me is without light or colour". This is Schumann's view of
the parental environment, of course. In real life, Cla¡a may have had a different view!
The words continue:
Wherever I look, I see him only.
As in a day-dream his image hovers before me,
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From the cadence on C (at bar 6), the music returns to the focus of Robert (Bb major). In
the process, the wedding formula (ii-V-L C-F-BÐ appears at bars 6-7 and 8-10. This

"day-dream" about Robert and the possibility of union with him is going to raise
problems, because, although

[it] emerges out of the deepest darkness
brighter and brighter.
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there is chord VI (G) to be reckoned with. Nevertheless, it is from the location of G that
the wedding thoughts emerge and become "brighter and brighter", bars 12-13 (C-F-BbEb), bars 13-15 (C-F-B!) and bars 15-17 (C-F-BÐ.

This section (bars 12-16) contains most of the highest dissonance in the song with its VI
(G) chord plus Eb, its V (F) chord plus D, its major 7th on IV (E,), its diminished seventh
(reckoned as on

II , C) and the augmented tonic

chord at bar 15. Clearly the wedding

thoughts, expressed in the location of the parental home, will bring discord. From a

motivic perspective, the most prominent hermeneutic motif involves an incomplete or
somewhat alarming message; the most predominant chromatic move is EbÆÆ (bars 8-9,
13 and 15 all in the bass clef) constituting an incomplete chromatic

motif of union as an

emerging idea. At bars 13-15 the chromatic motif of union is complete (because of the
augmented tonic chord) but the augmentation causes resolution to the father thus:

190

FStnßß{'lG, meaning "any idea that Schumann (Eb) that is, Robert (E) Schumann might
be united

with (F) Claru (F$) has to take into account the reaction of the father (G)

The chromatic motif of union expressed as Bb/B/C can be seen at bars 3-4, perhaps

reinforcing the second option of the meaning of the setting of the word "blind" - blind to
the potentiality of her initial meeting with her husband-to-be. This would be reinforced

by the second verse: "Everything else around me (apart from the wedding thought,
expressed in the chromatic motif of union) is without light or colour".

The second verse is set to the same music as the first. Therefore
Everything else (other than I-IV, Robert Schumann) around me (the modulation
to C minor, signifuing: "in my own parent-dominated environment" or,
otherwise, the chromatic motif of union signifying "apaÍt from wedding

thoughts") is without light or colour.

For sister's games I have no interest (the continuation and cadence in C minor they are Clara's step-sisters, all girls being under the surveillance of their father,
G7).

I would rather like to weep quieþ (over the wedding

issue, expressed in the

wedding formula) in my little room (chord VI (G) emerges again)
Since

I saw him (wedding formula,

"blind" now

set to the middle chord

C-F-Bb-Eb)

I believe I am blind

(the word

within another wedding formula, C-F-Bb,

indicating that she is blind to everything else; there has been a transformation
from the initial setting at bars 2-4 though this realization brings with it thoughts
of discord, once she has identified the issue).

l9l

There is a frirther discord (in the piano postlude) until all is resolved by the extended

wedding formula at bars 3l-33: IIB-IÍ-V?-I-IV, that is, Clara turited with Robert Schumann.

It is with thoughts of marriage (F) to Robert (Bb) Schumann

(Eb) and then to Robert (Bb)

that the song fades to its pianissirøo conclusion.

The postlude in Bb major in the last song of the cycle (Opus 42:8) has already been
noted under the heading of "The Wedding Keys" above. But to reiterate: the widow is

left without the physical presence of her deceased husband, though she still has the
memories, and even if the memories involve discord, in the f,rnal analysis she rcflects on
the bond (C-F-Bb) which they had previously enjoyed. Her final thoughts are of the

union (F) she once had with Robert (Bb) Schumann (Eb) as the music of the last song in
the cycle fades to its pianissino conclusion.

Opus

42:5

HelÍt mìr, ihr Schwestern

This song's basic formal structure is that of

Bars l-2

3-10
11-18
19-26
27-34
35-40
4l-44
45-46
47-52

BbMajor

a rondo:

Prelude

main idea
Episode I

main idea
Episode

II

Prelude and main idea intemrpted by

adigression
retum to variant of main idea
piano postlude based on main idea.

The most important symbolic element, apart from the primary key and perhaps the
cadence pattern establishing

it and maintaining it, is the digression at bars 41-44 to

which we will turn in due course. But there are other symbolic elements hidden within
the setting.
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The song itself opens with a two-bar prelude of an arpeggiated texture structured on a
tonic pedal with the harmonies of I and vi7 superimposed. This inclusion of the G in
what has been analysed as a vi7 chord may, in the normal course of events, be regarded
as a passing note and therefore the opening harmonies may be regarded as

I exclusively.

But the inclusion of the G is part of Schumann's hermeneutic strategy right from the

beginning. Although the young woman is preparing for her wedding and will
eventually leave her family and marry her husband (Robert - Bb), she is, in the
meantime, speaking from the perspective of her parental home (G and also subsequently
DÐ.

This opening harmonic gesture continues for a further two and a half bars until a change

of harmony at (bar 5b) leads to the establishment of the key of

Bb

major with the

cadential formula I-II-V7, this to the words:
Help me, you sisters, to drape myself gracefully
Serve me, the happy one, today.
Ziomlioh aohnell.

I
fmøænltPedut.

Bb:
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The last lines of the first verse (bars 7-10) involve a return to the tonic and then a

modulation to the dominant with the words:

\ilind busily around my forehead

also

the blossoming myrtle adornment.
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In the process, the wedding formula occurs (at bars 6-7) after the woman has identified
herself as "the happy one, today" and at bars 9-10, in conjunction with the chromatic

motif of union, in the bass and then in the "alto", to a phrase which we might expect to
be thus set: "the blossoming myrtle adomment" (a garland of myrtles was usually worn

by a woman

as part

of her wedding adornment).

The first episode (bars I I - 1 8) involves a pedal on the dominant harmonized in F with

I-IVÍ

(bars l1-14) and then on the tonic with the same pattem, in Bb:

I-IVf -I (bars

15-

16) finally to conclude with cadential idioms to V in preparation for a return to the
second statement of the main idea (bars l9-26) to the words:
As I formerly lay satisfied and happy in heart
in the arms of the beloved
he always cried longingly in his heart
impatient for this day.

With the line "he always cried longingly in his heart" Schumarur gives (bars l5-16) the
identity of the "he" through the harmonies: 17(Bb)-IV(EÐ, that is, himself. He "who
waited impatiently for this day", that is the day when he would be able to ma:ry Clara,

identified (at bars 17-18) by her Andantino motif in the vocal and piano part,
GßlEhlDlC and the melodic profile in the bass clef at the same place, EblBlClDlEblElF.
The harmonies begin to outline the wedding formula, though it is only completed by
passing into the repeated music at bar 19:
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This segment, at least from bar l7c-18, is almost identical to that of bars 29c-30, which

will

be discussed in due course.

The next verse is musically arcpeat of bars 3-10:
Help me you sisters, help me banish a foolish fear
so that I, with clear eyes, may receive him
the source of all joyfulness.

The fourth verse coincides with the second episode:
Have you, my beloved, appeared to me
Do you give me, sun, your brilliancy?
Allow me in devotion
Allow me in humility

Allow

me to bow low before my lord
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The repeated tonicization of

ii (C) bV VI (G) indicates that the "beloved" has appeared

to the bride-to-be in the form of the sun which shines in upon the preparations (in the
home of the father (VI) where the young woman, Clara (ii) dwells. Clearly it is not

actually the husband-to-be himself (there is neither Bb nor Eb).

Bars 29-30, tell us what message is conveyed by the sun's "brilliancy" because they

involve a tritone transposition of the idea encountered in "Widmung", Opus 25:1 (bars
19-21), that is, the bestowal motif, but with some differences in the initial harmonies:

V
Opus 42:5 ii

I
VI

Harmonies: Opus25:l

i
ii

II
II

If

V
V

and some slight rearrangement of the notes at the end of the vocal part in Opus 42:5:

Motif: (vocal

line)

25:l
Opus 42:5
Opus

A/G$/FüÆ/Gü/F$

E}.lDlClDlBblC

the first, spelling out Schumann united with Clara : Robert united with Clara, and the
second: Schumann united with Clara: Clara united with Robert. As well the bass-line in
each excerpt contains the same profile, a tritone apart:

25:1
Opus 42:5
Opus

F$/G{/A/Ail/B

C lDlBblBlF

both declaring: Clara united with Schumann, that is, Robert (Schumann), in marriage.
The sun has brought a very important message.

There is no wedding formula at this point, since the wedding has not yet begun, hence
there is an interrupted wedding formula from bars 30-32:

II-V

. . VI . . il-VII which

might have read: Clara (C) might have become (F) Clara (C) Schumann (A) if it were
not for the lack of permission from the father (G).
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The frfth verse begins with the third statement of the main idea (bars 35-40 equalling

bars 1-6) to the words:
Scatter for him, sisters, scatter for him flowers.
Offer him budding roses.

Then comes the digression at bars 41-45 to the words:
But you sisters, I salute with melancholy
joyfully parting from your company.
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"But you sisters, I salute with melancholy" is set to a sudden and very noticeable move
towards the flattened submediant involving also its dominant:

;III.

Both chords occur

over a flattened mediant pedal. The pedal is Du, the double of G, the key of parental
authority and location. Clara (Gl) has resided, along with her (step) sisters in the home

of her parents (Du). But at bar 43 there is a sudden return to the focus of Bl major which
incorporates, as the woman parts from her sister's company, the cadence pattern

ii-IÍ-V?-I.

'We

know precisely whom she is joining because we have in bars 43f:

(a)

the chords I (BÐ-IV (Eb): Robert Schumann.

(b)

the wedding formula, ii-I Í-V?-I-IV6 with fundamental notes C-F-BI-E (Clara

united with Robert Schumann).

(c)

the motif of spiritual and physical union set in the vocal part to the first
statement of "parting from your company", indicating the reason for the

departure. The motif occurs nowhere else in this song.
Schumann could hardly have been more specific.
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Just before the piano Postlude, the arpeggiated material from the opening prelude

retums (bar 44-45), though it is not exactly the same: the vi7 (G) has been replaced with
IV6 (Eb). The significance of singling out the original vi7 in the prelude now becomes
clear: once the woman has departed from the family home the G chord is irrelevant,

îb: r

I
JI i ¡;Ð
t-r
c-

f

F -Bb

indeed banished, for there is no flirther occurrence of chord vi for the rest of the song.

The G returns as the primary key of the next song in the cycle, Opus 42:6, "Süsser

Freund", which is concerned with the newly married woman who is now to become a
parent herself, as she awaits the outcome of her pregnancy.

E M¡.¡on/l\¡IINoR
Since E major/minor is a tritone away from Bb major, the same issues apply: is the
cadential formula ii-V-I to be regarded as pwely structural, or symbolic? And there is a

further problem: Robert wrote to Clara (13.4.1838):

I

see that marriage fEhe] is a very musical word and at the same time a fifth.3

r¡

3

Weissweiler

I,

145.
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How can EHE (that is, EBE in English) represent a word and yet E and FVB be part of a
phrase (Fü-B-E) representing "Clara united with Robert"?

A similar situation arises in

Carnaval, Opus 9 with the letters ASCH and in the "Nordisches Lied"(in the Albumþr
the Young) with GADE. Further discussion on this issue is engaged in Chapter 13,

"Detours through the Alphabet" under the subheading "Pierrot". It is sufficient here to
say that the

first (EHE) spells out a self-contained word and the second (F$-B-E) a

complete autobiographical schema. The whole will become clear by the sum of the
parts.

There are nineteen songs in the key of E composed during the months of FebruarySeptember 1840:

1l in E major, six in E minor

fall into three main categories, but since

and two in E major/minor.

a complete coverage

All of these

simply leads to repetitive

argument, nine songs have been chosen to represent the consistency of Schumann's
approach:
Those referring to subjects that can be applied directly to Robert's life:

Opus 25:5
Opus 25:15
Opus 39:9
Opus 48:6
Opus 48:15

sitz'ich allein
Aus den hebrtiischen Gesangen
Wehmuth
Im Rhine, im heilgen Strome
Aus alten Mrirchenwinkt es

E
E
E
E
E

major
minor
major
minor
major

Those referring to, or speaking from the perspective of, the wife-to-be.

Opus

25:19

Hauptmanns

Weib

E minor

Those representing allegories of Robert and Clara:

Opus 36:5
Opus 53:2
Opus 39:9

Dichters Genesung
Loreley
Waldesgesprdch

E min/major
E major
E major

We begin with the songs which appear to have a direct autobiographical reference.
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Opus

25:5

Sitz ich

øllein

E major

This short song has several direct autobiographical references for Schumann. One of
the charges Friedrich Wieck had made against him in the court-case was that Schumann
had been drinking "since his youth and, notably, almost every night ... in public beer
and wine houses ... either all by himself or with only one other person".4 There was
some truth in

this. On

an earlier occasion when V/ieck and Clara had left Leipzig on

one of their concert tours, Schumann noted in his diary:

Now Master Raro [Wieck] is away I feel an emptiness, which for a few days the
beer-glass should frll up. Yet I have always been careful with myself and know
my limit.)
Other diary entries indicate that this last sentence was not always true.

The first nine bars of this song are accompanied with cadential idioms in E major to the
words:
I sit alone, where better can I be?
I drink my wine alone.

Then there is a sudden modulation to C major with the words:
No-one set limits on me
I have my own thoughts
lo
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these thoughts are being directed; the modulation

to C major reinforces our intuition. The rest of the song repeats the first line of the text
and is set to cadential idioms in E

major. The often repeated cadence pattem, II-V-I,

spells out the wedding formula and this encapsulates Schumarur's hopes as he sits

drinking alone.

Opus

25:15

Aus

d,en

hebräischen

Gesønge

E minor

The poem by Lord Byron is about grief and solrow, though the cause of the sorrow and

grief is not stated. In Schumann's hands, the cause of the poet's misery is clear. The

first important hermeneutic focus is in the E major section between bars 21 and 36.
Therefore, until then, the words of the poem

will suffrce:

My heart is heavy
Up! from the wall the lute.
Only it alone I wish to hear
draw from its tones with skilled hand
that which infatuates the heart.
The last two lines indicate that a song is to be sung with an accompaniment of "tones"
that

will "infatuate the heart". At this announcement,

Schumann changes from E minor

to E major (so as to achieve his hermeneutic purpose). The first two lines of the E
major section are:
My heart can still nourish a hope.
These tones charm it forth
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From bars 22-25, the wedding formula (F+-B-E-A) undergirds the words "heart a hope

nourish". We know what the hope is. Now the tones charm it forth in another way:
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Barc26-28 are a slightly reduced equivalent (and different treatment) of bars 19-21

of

Il'idmung, Opus 25:1; that is, the bestowal motif:
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Both have the same basic harmonies and both vocal lines have, with one exception, the
same basic notes:

V
Opus25:l V

Harmonies: Opus 25:15

I
I

ii
ii

il
il

V

IÍ

V
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Motif:

25:15
Opus 25:1
Opus

A/c$Æ#/c#/F+
A/cü/F$Æ/c#/Fü

As well, the bass-line in both excerpts contains a similar profile:
Fü/G$/A/A$/B: Clara united

with Schumann, Robert in marriage

All of this music (that is, bars 2l-28) is repeated (barc29-36 equalling bars 21-28) to
the words:
and conceal in my dry eye, tears.
They flow, but burn no more.

To have changed to the major mode to express "tears" might seem unusual but we have
already seen Schumann's purpose in making the change.

Although the repeated section provides a tonic chord at its beginning
creates an opporhrnity for the wedding formula
statement,

(II-V-I,

F+-B-E) when joined to the

first

it is probably better to regard both bars 26-28 and34-36 as independent

segments containing an incomplete statement of the wedding

will

(bil 29) and thus

formula. This approach

be borne out by what happens in bars 67-69.

Meanwhile there is a return to the minor mode (at bar 37). There is a piano interlude
and then the words are taken up again:

Only let the flow of the tones be deep and wild
and turned away from joy.
Yes, singer, I must weep
or else the heavy heart will be consumed.

It is the harmonies (and treatment) of the next two lines that are critical to the ultimate
meaning of the setting:
Then see, from sorrow it was nourished
with silent watchfulness it was borne for a long time.
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From bars 62-66 there is an intemrpted, reverse wedding formula:

iivVIImVI
EADGC
and from bars 67-69 there is a repeat of the harmonic module connected

with "tones" at

bars26'28, though now in the minor mode. Although the harmonies spell out the same
message:

V-I-ii-[-V (with a continuation to the tonic

at bar 70, thus now giving

unambiguously the wedding formula: II-V-i), the counterpoint of melodic profile and
the bassJine give something new and disturbing:

vocal-line:
bass-line:

A/G/F{
Fü/G/A/Ail/B

rather than A/G#/F*
rather than F*/G*/A/Aü/B

This is the reason why "from soffow it (the wedding hope, F*-B-E) was nourished,'and

"with silent watchfulness it was borne for

a long

time". The continuation of the text

And now informed of [this] extremity
there it breaks or heals in song.

reveals a setting of the utmost hermeneutic precision:
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From bar 70-73 the harmonies are

I
E

vii III
D...G

VI
C

(The word Aeussersten (extremity) is set to the

(b)

r.A

III (G) chord!)

From bars 74-77 the harmonies are:

G6/IIúViiv
F{BEA
thus combining (a) and (b), illustrating the "breaking" or "healing". From bar 79 to the
end of the song, Schumann repeats the wedding formula with a concluding E major

tonic chord so that, in the end, the harmonies and mode illustrate the ultimate "healing".
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Opus

Wehmuth

39:9

E major

The theme of this song is repressed sadness: the true feelings of the song of longing,

which the nightingales sing, cannot really be expressed, though other less sensitive souls
may f,rnd enjoyment in it. Schumann by his own musical means can do both: produce a

beautiful song and express the inner meaning at the same time.

The vocal part (and therefore the text) follows the piano part almost continuously,
indeed the accompaniment can stand on its own as an independent piano piece and,

in

that format, ffiây be compared with "Träumerei", Opus l5:7, with which it shares a
strong resemblance to a Bach Chorale.

The song is fulI of Schumann's symbolism: to begin with, it may be seen to be based on
Clara's Andantino

motif in the sense that it is built, motivically, from the notes of the

ascending and descending minor scale from the dominant to tonic of F{ minor (C*-B-AGil-FÐ even though the resting place is often on the mediant of E major

(G{). As is

common in the piano music, which chronologically precedes the song, Clara's

Andantino motif is also expressed in the form of Schumann's variant of it, that is, the

motif of spiritual and physical union:

The wedding formula appears at bars 4-6, 8-10, 17-18, 20-22 and26-28,though in
every case but the last, across separate phrases oftext, each successive former phrase
ending on the dominant and each successive latter, beginning on the tonic.

The first verse opens with an upbeat in bar one to the words:
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True, I can sometimes sing
as though I were huppy
but secretly tears well up
so that my heart becomes free
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The harmonies here are occupied with cadential idioms and bars 2-5 arc paralleled at
bars 6-9, with the second statement in some cases utilizing chordal substitutes to create

harmonic variety. This most often derives from the different contrapuntal treatment
between the parallel bars. The vocal part in these parallel bars is almost completely

identical.

The first two lines of verse two (bars l0-13) present the Andantino motif inthe format

of the motif of spiritual and physical union, though somewhat hidden because of its
ultimate resting point on G*.
The spring-breeze plays outside
causing nightingales
to sound a song of longing
from their prison's tomb.
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The "song of longing" involves a harmonic tussle (bars l3c-17) between a complete
cycle of 5ths and an implied modulation to D major. The harmonic prominence in these
bars is the repeated dominant 7th of D major; there is even a potential cadential

situation (In D: v?-IÍ-N) but the cycle of 5ths wins over this cadential move to
conclude on the tonic of E major, thus leaving behind it an intemrpted wedding formula

inE: I-IV-!VIÚ-IV?.. hIII ..IVó.. vio7..il7,E-A-D-A.. G..

A..

Cü.. Fl. Notonly

does Robert not reach his wedding goal, but also the reason for this is given in the

intemrption.

Now the text returns (bars l8-22) to the music of the opening bars:
Then all hearts listen
and everything is gladdened.
Yet no-one feels the pain,
the deep grief in the song.
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is musically expressed by Schumann with accelerated dissonance, the

harmonies encompassing both cadential idioms and the cycle of 5ths from VII to

L

In

the process, the wedding formula is incorporated into this dissonant environment - but
that is the point of the whole song and the cause of Robert's sadness: he (E Major), the

nightingale par excellence, sings his song of longing (Clara's Andantino motif and
variant, the implied modulation to D major and the wedding hopes, Fil-B-E) from his
prison's tomb (E-A-D-A, . G . . A . . Cil . . FÐ. Finally, his isolation can onlybe
resolved,

Opus

if at aII, through

48:6

dissonance.

Im Rhein, ím heílìgen Strome

E minor

This song speaks of the cathedral at Cologne in which hangs a portrait of the Virgin

Mary reminding the poet of his own beloved whom, he claims, the portrait resembles
exactly.

Eric Sams claims (wrongly) that Schumann has inverted Heine's meaning and quotes
Robert Franz (1815-92) in support: Schumann
depicts gothic arches and columns; however, it is not these but the picture that
is the main point of the poem.6

u

Sams, Songs, I 13 n.3
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But it ls the picture with which Schumann is preoccupied since it involves the first
modulation in the song (to G major - the key of parental authority and location).
Schumann knows exactly what Heine's meaning is, even if he bends it, through the
harmonies and motifs, to his own autobiographical pu{poses. The words of the first
verse are:
In the Rhine, in the sacred river
there reflects itself in the waves,
with its great cathedral,
the great sacred Cologne.
Zicmlich lalgum.
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17 bars confine themselves to cadential

idioms in E minor. If that is the case, then the wedding formula occurs, though
somewhat ambiguously (as a reflection in the water), from bars 5-9:

A). The ambiguity

ii-V-I-iv (Fil-B-E-

or indistinctness of the reflection comes from the interpretation

of

the chord in bar 6: if it is to be taken as an E chord, then the wedding formula remains

intact

it

on the other hand, it is to be taken as a G chord, then the harmonies from bar 5-

7 are:

if

(FÐ.. III (G)..V (B)-I(E). Thiswouldrepresentanintemrptedwedding
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formula. The humour is in the ambiguity: "Is the reflection this or that"?

asks

Schumann, somewhat ironically. Over this indistinct harmonic reflection, to the words
"relects itself in the waves" ("waves" as a hieroglyph of nature), Clara's Andantino

motif occurs in triple octaves in both vocal and piano parts: BINGIF|'IE This gives
added weight to the fact that the refection has something to do with Clara. At the end

of

the verse, the tonic arrives as a first inversion 7th chord and this leads to the modulation

to G major.

The second verse involves the portrait of the Virgin Mary in the realm of G major, to
the words:
In the cathedral there stands a porhait,
painted on golden leather
lnto the wilderness of my life,

it has shone with

a

friendly radiance.
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The picture (Bildniss, in G: I (G)- IV (C) is of Clara (the Virgin Mary) locked within the

frame of her father's dominance (G and the modulation to G major). It shines into
Robert's wilderness (E minor, the key of the song) because of that which it represents.

Though still in the realm of G major, the initial chords of each bar, from barc22-26,
(appearing over the G pedal) spell: II(A)-III(B)-IV(C)-VII(Fï)-ii(A), Schumann united

with Clara, that is, Clara Schumann. This is combined with

a

variant of Clara's

Andantino motif (E/D lClB,lA) expressed as: A/B/C/d/E lDlC, in both vocal and piano
parts, which is (if the little d is removed) the motif of spiritual andphysical union. This
spells out Schumann united with Clara: Robert united with Clara - a motivic

reinforcement of the same harmonic message; in spite of the porhait's location and

immobility, it is able to shine "a friendly radiance" into the wilderness of Robert's life.

At bar 27 it shines into Schumann's life

(Eb) as

well but then a series of dissonant chords

gives the consequences of this radiant message:
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There is a piano interlude (bars 28-30) and then the text of the next verse begins:
Flowers and little angels hover
around our dear Virgin,
the eyes, the lips, the little cheeks
resemble the beloved exactly.

The piano interlude (analyzed in A minor because the music is heading that way)

involves an intemrpted wedding formula in the midst of continuous dissonance: {VI

(FÐ-ii (B)-IV(D) . . bIV (DÐ..VII (G) . . i (A). The words "flo\üers and little angels",
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however, bring a more positive message: the complete wedding formula appears (bars
32-33): Fil-B-E-A and this is supported by the chromatic motif of union at the same
place: FVF/E as well as the bass-line: ElDlC.
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"Our dear Virgin (Frau)" becomes "my dear wife (Frau)" by the combination of further
motivic and harmonic elements: motivically (from bar 33, octaves in the bass) C/BÆ/A)
and in the harmonies: ii-V-i following on from ilvi-ii-V-i therefore, in total, by way

of

reinforcing what has already been said: Fü-B-E-A, B-E-A. This is the reason for the
modulation to A minor (Schumann).
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The portrait, though originally sunounded by G major, is itself actually a C chord,
therefore the music continues to describe its situation: even though "the eyes" are

trained on Schumann; i? (A), the lips are the exclusive preserve of the father as he,VII
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(G) kisses "the cheeks" of Clara;

III (C). Everything in the portrait, including Clara's

(ru, C) divided loyalties, resembles (gleiche)the beloved (Líebsten): F6/+VI (Fl). This is
proof positive that the double of C (the portrait) is the F* (of the beloved in real life)
exactly!

The music has come back to E minor: (the {VI (Fil) of A minor is the

II (FÐ of E) and

with the last two words of text having been set to the F* chord the piano continues to
spell out the remainder of the wedding formula (F+-B-E), as the music recapitulates the
opening bars (bars 44-49 more or less equalling bars

retums (bars 48-50) in the form

l-6).

The reflection in the water

of

t,

Clara's Andantino motif: B/A/G/F*Æ; there is the same ambiguity of harmonic

progressions - "is it this or that?" There is a further statement of Clara's Andantino

motif, though this time from E-A: ElDlClBlA, the most favourable one, Robert (E)
united with (D) Clara (C) united with (B) Schumann (A) and this ushers in a final
statement of the wedding formula: Fü-B-E-A (bars 55 - 57), aIl of which (bars 48 to the
end) has seemed to have slowly sunk to the bottom of the

river!

(See Opus 48:16 for a

similar idea in the text).
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E major

This song is concerned with an idealized dream which the subject of the poem has

finally to realise is only

a dream when the morning sun rises and melts

it like mere

froth.

The form of the song is a type of rondo with the main material (at different pitches)

occurring seven times. The song opens with this material in the first four bars and it can
be seen to be an evocation of Schumann's quotation of Beethoven's "Distant Beloved"
theme occurring in the Phantasie Opus 17, first movement:

Are we to understand that the magic land in which happiness and freedom are to be
found is distant and unattainable - merely part of Robert's ephemeral dream? Most
probably.

Since the piano introduction is repeated under the words of the first verse (bars l-8

equalling bars 9-16) the musical example will begin at bar 8 to the words:
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From old tales it beckons forth with white hand.
There is singing and sounding from a magic land,
where coloured flowers bloom in golden evening-light
and sweetly scented, glow with bridal face.
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The wedding formula occws in the piano introduction (bars 3-4) and in the repeat (bars

ll-12) under the words "wittr white hand" - it is to this concept that the "white hand"
beckons. There is a modulation to the dominant as the singing and sounds emanate
from the "magic land" V (B) and the music continues in B major until bar 24 as"the
flowers bloom ... with bridal face" (hence the wedding key at this point). Apart from
the pedal on B from bars 16-23, the bass-line spells out, twice: D$Æ*Æ$/DilÆ/Ail/B and
the harmonies involve the wedding formula again at bars l8-19 and22-23. Everything
appears wonderfully hopeful apart from one jarring chord, at least from a hermeneutic

perspective: the word "flowers" and the word "scented" have a C# chord immediately

prior to the wedding formula in these latter instances. This might have no great
significance if it were not for the fact that the dream is about wedding activities in
another place, and the "other pIace" is to be seen in the sudden modulation to G major

immediately after the cadence on B major at bar

24.

After the four-bar piano interlude

(bars25-28) the words continue:
And green trees sing ancient melodies
and breezes sound secretly and birds wa¡ble forth.
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be no wedding formula in G major, only an intemrpted one at bar
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26-27;n

G: IV(c) . . I(G) . . ii(A). The "green trees sing ancient melodies" which are
incomplete motifs of spiritual and physical tmion: NBlClElD, twice (at bars 29-30 and

3I-32). This is an ironic

statement by Schumann, as the melodies are not that ancient!

Then a sequence of the same material occurs in B major; the incomplete motif

of

spiritual and physical union appears twice (at bars 33-34 as "the breeze secretly
sounds" and 35 and 36 as "the birds warble forth"), but there is still no wedding

formula, though it is coming. The song returns to the opening bars (bars 37-40
equalling bars 1-4) and therefore to E major, in which key the wedding formula appears
quite naturally in the cadential idiom

If

(Fü)-v (B)-I (E)-IV (A) ar bars 37-38.

After repeating the opening music for four bars, Schumann transfers everything from
tonic (E)

-

dominant (B) æris to a dominant (B)

-

a

supertonic (F{) axis, to the words:
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And misty forms rise out of the earth
and dance airy dances in strange chorus
And blue sparks burn on every leaf and twig
And red lights run incrazy, confused circles

As the "misty figures" rise the wedding formula occrüs (at bars 4l-42, in B major, over
a

tonic pedal: V (FÐ-I (B)-IV (E) but in the modulation to F* major (as the environment

becomes more and more disoriented) there is no wedding formula and the bass-line,

apart from the F* pedal, becomes: A+/Bf/C+/A+/BÆ*/Fil, which is a reversal of what had
happened from bars

9-24. Inthese earlier bars there were two wedding formulas and,

apart from the pedal on B, the bass-line spelt out D{/Eil/F*/D*lBlAllB,thus, there was no
presence of C$. Perhaps after

major the music might return to E major and thus the

Fü

wedding formula may appear again. But this is not to be, since everything in the dream
is still disoriented:
And loud springs burst forth from rough marble rocks
and in the streams, reflections beam back and forth strangely
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These lines involve, from a harmonic point of view, two and a half sets of 5th-related

pairs (remember, we have come from a cadence on F*);
the "springs" and "marble rock"

G{-Cil

bars 57-60

the "streams" and "reflections"

Aü-Dil

bars 61-64

"Ach!"

B7

bars 65-68

Therefore: F{-G+..Cü..Aü-D{, an intemrpted wedding formula. Is it any wonder that
Schumann brings forward the

"Ach!" from the first line of Heine's next

verse and states

it twice in the vocal part: once on F* and once on B (not illustrated here) though there is
none on E for obvious reasons, both occurring over four bars of 87 harmony?

This situation is not redressed until bars 73-74 where the wedding formula (Fil-B-E)
appears once more in the context of the following words:

Ah, if I could go there and there gladden my heart
and get rid ofall anguish and be free and happy.
The wedding formulas occur at "gladden my heart" and "be free and happy". It would
be unwise, however, for Robert to venture back to the disoriented environment of Fil

major or the 5th-related pairs Gü-C*! Indeed, that "land of delight" which he reflects
upon has now no wedding formula:
Ah, that land of delight that I often see in dreams
because the

ii

(Fil) chord now goes straight to the tonic (bars 86-87 and 90-91, this latter,

over a dominant pedal for three beats) and although there is a recurrence of the
incomplete motif of spiritual and union (bars 85-87 and 93-95) it still involves the
presence of the father: FVGil/A/C*/B.

The last line of text:
But the morning sun comes and melts it like mere froth.
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(A) for three bars and there is a further incomplete

and physical union: B/CüD/F$/E (bars

93-94). It is now the composer's

turn to make a statement: from bars 96-99 there are three diminished Tths in a row.
They can be interpreted as follows:

FüE
AB
CE
EbB

BB
DB
FB
AbE

EE
GE
BbB
DbE

which reveals not simply the unstable nature of the diminished Tths themselves, without
their fundamentals, but also the froth-like quality of the dream in which the wedding
hopes Fü-B-E or C-F-Bb could just as easily tum out to be A-D-G or Eb-Ab-Db or even C-

D-G and Gb-Ab-Db. Schumann can almost never leave things hanging in the air like that,
thus the piano postlude reveals his ultimate confidence at bars 107-109:

ii (FÐ-V(B)-

I(E).

We turn now to one of the songs which clearly indicates Schumann's ability to view the

situation from another perspective, that is, from the point of view of the wife-to-be.
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Hauptmønns Weib

Opus 25219

E minor

This is a poem (and setting) about "love battles" and we are given both the identity

of

the potential husband and that of the potential wife as well as the cause of the battle almost all in the harmonies.

The song opens in E minor, though there is no full cadence in that key for quite some

time. The opening lines

are:

High to horse! with steel on tender body, helmet and sword,
assume the role of the Captain's wife.
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The words are an injunction indicating a challenge to battle, made by one person to
another, rather than a description by the wife of her actual experience. This injunction

is coming from Robert (E minor) and is made to Clara - her (ascending) Andantino

motif appears, in bars 4-5, in the vocal part: E/F*/G/A/B. The battle is about "assuming
the role of the Captain's wife" illustrated by the first full cadence on v minor (B) at bar
221

7-8 (a "wedding" key). This leads, across the two phrases, to the first wedding formula:
Fil-B-E.

The music then continues in E minor to the words:
The drum-beat sounds in the midst of powder-smoke
You see the bloody day and your love in battle

This is accompanied with march-like rhyhm and a repeated descending motif in the
bass clef.

All of this (bars 9-14) will

come back at the end of the song but with a

significant insertion. Meanwhile, the object of her "love" is engaged in battle with her
father over herself, as the half-cadence indicates, at bars 16-18: in G: vi(E)-IV(C)-I(G)-

N(C)-V(D). This is reinforced by what

happens next:

Rout we the enemy, kiss you the husband.
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The half cadence in G leads to a section in G major which modulates to C (bar 24). In
the meantime, the lover and beloved have joined forces against the enemy (G major).
The death-dealing blow comes through a kiss (Clara's kiss - a C-chord, barc22-23).
The vital "frrst kiss" in November 1835 was given to Robert in the "enemy's" o\iln
home!

The injunction issued to she-who-would-be Robert's wife is to
Live with him united in the shadow of peace.

with a sudden modulation back to the original key of E minor (Robert the husband-tobe's key). But there has been only a "kiss", and that in the domain of her father;
therefore she must leave her father's key and her own key and move into the key of her
husband. That is the injunction. Eventually the Captain's wife is encouraged to do
precisely that. Robert's opening injunction returns but this time in G major. The
Captain's wife must jump into the saddle in the location of her father's key (G major)
and ride out into the location of her husband-to-be's key (E minor):
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So far there has been only one wedding formula (across the two phrases at bars 8-10)

but if the Captain's wife would leave her father's key and ride out towards her husband-

to-be's key, she might be surprised with what could happen: the piano postlude brings
both Robert (E) and Clara (F*) together in matrimony:
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What occurs in bars 37-42 is similar to what happened in bars 9-14 except that there is
now an insertion (in bar 38). This insertion is the ii chord, therefore, for the second and

third time in the song the wedding formula, Fü-B-E, appears at bars 38-40 and42-44.
The melodic profile (with accents), from bar 36-39, reinforces the harmonic message

ElBIC.

The song does not, however, indicate that the Captain's wife has actually done this;
rather, she is enjoined to do it.

We now come to three songs which can be seen to have a connection with Robert and

Claraby way of allegory: Opus 36:5, "Dichters Genesung", Opus 53:2,"Lorcley" and
Opus 39:3, "Waldesgespräch". Schumann's setting of these songs can only be properly
understood if we know the extent of the conflict between Robert and Clara over the

latter's vacillations and postponements of the wedding date. It seemed Clara could go
on waiting, more or less indefinitely, whereas Schumann was almost driven to despair

by this procrastination. The following, from a letter from Clara to Robert (November
1837), provides an insight into this situation.

Thus I have meditated on the future very seriously. There is one thing I must
say to you, that I cannot become yours until the circumstances take an entirely
different tum. I do not want horses nor diamonds, I am indeed happy with what
you have. Yet I want to lead a trouble-free life and yet do I see one in which I
224

might become unhappy if I could not constantly pwsue art and from the struggle
for existence? That's not for me. I require much and see that much is necessary
for a comfortable life. So Robert, test yourself whether you are in the position to
pledge me a worry-free situation in life. Consider that, although I was brought
up simply, I have never had a care and now, if I had to bury my art! Love is
7
very beautiful, but, but. . . .
On I August, 1838 Schumann wrote to her:
You attach yourself to your father with great love and this is to me the more
estimable. But Clara, if you should give me up for his sake! A shudder runs
over me. Forgive me, I am still so sick.8
And again, in a letter to Clara

(21 .8. I 83 8):

Your father embitters my whole life, our whole love. He tramples everything
underfoot. He worships only M Lmon.e
The problem that Schumann had to deal with was not so much rejection by Clara, but
her constant indecision. Though this was largely due to her father's influence, it has to
be said, it was also motivated by her own concern for her professional future.

These, then, are the facts. From here, only a small leap of the imagination is required to

conclude that Schumann might have seen rêflections of his own situation in certain

myths or legends; Clara might be represented, perhaps with some element of biting
humour, as the Loreley or the Elf-Queen, and he himself would become the victim

of

their machinations. In order to find real support for this argument, we tum again to the
music itself, and to the songs which best illustrate the concept of allegorical reference,
the first two of which are concerned with the legend of the Loreley.

7

WeissweilerI,46.

8

Weissweilerl,2l5.
WeissweilerI,223.

e
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Opus

53:2

Loreley

E major

This song is, at first, aptzzle in terms of how Schumann might have interpreted the

text. 'Who, for example, is "the voice"

and what are the waves actually whispering

about? The title of the song is "Loreley", who in this poem appeafs to dwell at the
bottom of the sea or a river; perhaps, in accordance with Clemens Brentano's witch-like
figure, a woman who has hurled herself from the cliffs into the Rhine below. Certainly,
the Loreley is a witch-like figure in the poems of Heine and Eichendorff contact with

whom spells destruction (Heine) or captivity (EichendorÐ for the man who is lured by

her. It appears that her malevolent activities

are motivated by revenge, due to rejection

in love.

Here, in Opus 53'.2,there is very little information. The words are as follows:
The waves whisper and murmur
over her quiet house.
A voice cries: "Remember me,

In the still night, filled with moonlight,
Remember me".
The waves, whispering, move over the quiet house
"Remember me, remember me, femember me".

The musical setting involves one modulation to G* minor (bars 6-8) encompassing the
words:

A voice cries: "Remember me. In the still night, filled with moonlight,
Remember me".

The rest of the poem is set to repeated statements of the wedding formula (bars l-5 and

l1-15) except for the three-fold "remember me"

at the conclusion of the song. This

three-fold "remember me" at the end is primarily harmonized with the chords I and IV.
Schumann's inner meaning of the text is as follows:

(a)

the primary key is E major, representing Robert;
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(b)

the waves are whispering the wedding formula as they move over the Loreley's

"quiet house": II-V7- I with fimdamental notes, Fü-B-E, Clara udted with
Robert;

(c)

the voice is the voice of Robert who pleads for union with the Loreley (Clara)
hence the key of Gil minor, one of the wedding keys; and

(d)

the three-fold "Remember me" at the conclusion of the song is Robert again but

this time speaking his full name: I-IV, E-4, Robert Schumann.
The Loreley is then Clara who has no key of her own. She remains hidden, inaccessible
and perhaps intractable.

All Robert

can do is to ask her to remember him (E major,

I

and IV) and his hopes (Gü minor and II-V-I).

"Waldesgespräch" is another song devoted to the Loreley myth, but this time she is to
be fotrnd wandering in the woods above the Rhine.

Opus

39:3

Wøldesgespräch

E major

The opening piano prelude of this song, combining hunting hom motifs, is an
unambiguous statement of I-V-I in E major. The text begins at bar 5 and continues until

bar 9 with the same harmonies to the words:

It is already late, it is already cold
Why do you ride...
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At the next phrase and the continuing text of the first verse, the cycle of 5ths takes over
until the very last word turns the resolution irregularly to the key of the flattened submediant, to the words:
... alone through the forest.
The forest is long and you are alone.

You beautiful bride, I will take you home!
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As can be seen, the cycle of 5ths involves an intemrpted wedding formula: +fV(AÐ-

vii(D#)JII(cÐ . . V(CÐ

. . II(Ffi), though with the move to II(Ff) there is a possibility

that acomplete wedding formula might occur (F$-B-E), but this is intercepted by the
sudden shift to C major, in which key the Loreley emerges and speaks:
Great is man's fraud and guile.
For sorrow my heart is broken.
The horn roves, now here, now there.
O flee, O flee, you don't know who I am.
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The Loreley myth involves the idea of a woman who has been deeply disappointed by

love and who, as a result, entices men to their destruction. Schumann has a slightly
different idea.

The key of C major clearly represents Clara herself. The wavelike accompaniment
(bars l5-24) evokes the waves of the river Rhine, above which the Loreley is supposed

to have dwelt. The phrase "Great is man's fraud and guile" is set to cadential idioms
over a tonic pedal and thereby the word "fraud" attracts an ironic dominant chord (G)
over that pedal. The "sorrow" which has broken Clara's heart is due to the fact that she

is locked into a cadential idiom (at bars 20-24) representing bondage to her father (C-DG-C) which the key of C major usually involves. Nevertheless, from that perspective
she (both the Loreley and Clara) hears, at the same time, the enticing sound of the homs

in the wood which, particularly for Clara, sound out the wedding formula: the cycle

of

5ths in C major (bars 25-28), at least from fIV to VI: üIV(F$)-V[(B)-III(E)-VI(A).
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The Loreley, knowing that the man in question has not yet realized her identity, nor her
doom-laden intent, wams him "O flee, O flee, you don't know who I am." More

specifically, the danger that Clara represents is given at bars 4l-43.

The third verse returns to the music of the first verse (bars 30-40 equalling bars 1-8).

This involves the same cadential idiom (I-V-Ð but not the cycle of 5ths. Instead, at the
man's recognition of the "beautiful bride", there is a brief turn to the minor mode, all
this to the words:
The woman and horse are so finely 4nayed
So wonderful, wonderful is her beautiful body
Now I know you, God stand by me!
You are the witch Loreley.
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This recognition, though in the minor mode, indicates a possible modulation to G major.
In other words, it is that witch who lives in the domain of her father. But the Loreley
intemrpts and speaks to him, who is in E major:
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You know me well, you know me well.
From high rock my quiet castle
overlooks the depth of the Rhine.
It is already late, it is already cold.
You will neveÍnore come out of this forest.

The wave-like accompaniment (from the previous section in C major) continues to
represent the Loreley; the cycle of 5ths is re-engaged (bars 53-60) involving the

intemrpted wedding formula agaiî, from {IV(Aü) to V(B), but this time it is intercepted

by chord VI(CÐ, thus preventing the joining of II(F#) and V(B) with I(E). Schumann
repeats the word "nevermore" and then the phrase "nevermore out of this wood" which

involves the harmonies: VI(C$)-V(B)-(E) then ii(Fü)-V(B)-(E).
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Thus Robert (E major) is enclosed in a rather dense, labyrinthine "wood" in which
there are two possibilities:

(a)

union with Clara or

(b)

the prevention of that union by Clara's submission to her father's wishes.

This juxtaposition of "opposites" or "antitheses" is characteristic of both Jean Paul and
Schumann.

The second story which appea.rs to mirror these critical aspects of Schumann's personal
situation relates to the seductive charms of the Elf-Queen, who may also be perceived as
an allegory of Clara. This is nowhere more clearly illustrated than in his setting

of

"Dichters Genesung", as we shall see.
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Opus

36:5

Dichters

Genesung

E minor/major

The text of this song is quite uncomplicated. It tells of a man who thinks of his beloved,

whom he claims he has only seen in a dream. He goes out into the valley during the
night and suddenly sees an Elf-ring dancing. The Queen of the Elves tries to entice him
to

join their ranks but the morning comes and reality retums

and he hopes he

will find

a

true beloved, free of pretence and deceit and with a pure heart.

The setting of the song is more complex, for Schumann has his inner meaning to
consider. The main theme of the poem is deceit; the man is enticed to believe that in the
dream it was his beloved he kept seeing but in reality it was the Elf-Queen, who now
seeks to seduce

(a)

him. In the process there is:

the alluring theme (heard six times):
l-

-l

which is an incomplete variant of the motif of spiritual and physical union

or for that matter, a variant of Clara's Andantìno theme (EÆVG/A/B, ascending);

(b)

the constant menacing intrusion of the key of the relative major (G) which
accompanies this theme in each six cases.

Such a distortion of the motif of spiritual and physical union (or the Andantino motif) is

what one might expect from the Elf-Queen as she attempts to seduce Robert (E minor)
into the realm of her father (G major).

For the first six lines of the poem the music is set to a repeated juxtaposition of modules

in G major and E minor. The establishment of E minor is only really achieved at bar

13.
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And again I thought on the most beautiful one
whom I had seen only in dreams up till now.
It drove me outside, into the illuminated night
Through the quiet dales I must go.
Then suddenly the valley was sparkling weirdly
as though it were a ghost-hall.
There are several occurrences of the wedding formula which can be seen, in symbolic
terms, as expressing the man's preoccupation for union with his beloved, though he

will

be deceived! Now the full content of what the man saw is revealed:
There rushed together to a dance melody
the storm and wind with noisiness and hissing

It blew this way in a floating column
from rock and valley, from wave and bush,
and in the moon-shine, a white circle of Elves
who danced the round-dance.
The circle of Elves appears in the context of C major (barc22-25). A piano interlude
continues in that key for a while (barc26-27) and then the music goes back to E minor

Eventually, at bar 29,the text is taken up again with the first word "Atld" harmonized

with

a

tonic seventh chord:
And in the middle of the circle, an ethereal woman
who was Queen, I heard her sing.
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This gives Schumann the opporhrnity to do some humorous word-painting as well as

punning. The "middle of the circle" of 5ths in E minor is III-VI, that is, if the cycle
goes from i to i, but

if it is taken from iv to i, then the middle of the cycle is VI (C), as

can be seen:
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The cycle not only coincides with the descriptive phrase but also chord VI (the middle

of the circle) coincides with the word "Weib", that is, "woman" but also "wife". We
now see the point of the recent modulation to C major with the emergence of the Elfband from which the ethereal woman had come. It is Clara! She even has the audacity

to begin singing the wedding formula (F$-8..) but in fact chord I (E) does not occur until
we reach the next lines

:

Depart from the heavy, earthly body

Abandon foolish, earthly things.

It

sounds uncannily like Clara's "Love is very beautiful, but, but .

.

The text continues:
Only in the moonlight alone is life.
Only to hover in dreams is eternal existence.
I am the one you often saw in dreams,
I am the beloved ofwhom you often sang.
I am the Elf-Queen you wanted to see.
It has been accomplished for you.
Now you shall be mine for ever,
Come with me, into the ranks of the Elves.
The words "Now you shall be mine for ever, Come with me" are set in E major/minor
(bars 53-55, concluding with a V-i cadence). But when the Elf-Queen indicates the

location to which Robert (E) should go, that is, "into the ranks of the Elves", there is a
sudden modulation to G major (the key of parental authority and location).

The words of the song continue in G major:
They were already flying around me and pulling me finto their realm]
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Fortunately, "the morning blew in, thus I am restored", says Robert, with a return to his
own key (E minor).

Thus we have seen how, in the key of Bb major, Schumann manages to manipulate his
harmonic progressions in a way which gives ordinary cadential idioms credible
hermeneutic status, and how, in the keys of E major/minor, he continues his subtle and

descriptive use of the same symbolic system. Since subtle is, indeed, the operative
word,

\rye no\ry

turn to the keys which represent the name Schumann itself, and which

can therefore be used in a broader sense to illustrate other variations of the same theme.
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There are four.letters in Schumarur's family nÍìme that can be represented as musical
notes: S, C, H and A (EsÆb, C,

[yB and A). By the time Schumann

turned to the

composition of songs in 1840, C major/minor had been assigned to Clara and FIIB
major/minor to the wedding keys, or keys of union as they might otherwise be called.
This leaves the letters/notes EsÆb and A, notes that are a tritone apart. As with Bb and
E, the only letters in Schumann's given name that can be represented by musical notes,

it is the tritone relationship that gives consistency to Schumann's appropriation of these
two keys to represent his own family name rather than C and H/8.

E¡ M¡.¡on/MINOR
Within the context of
(a)

In

Eb

Eb

major/minor the wedding formula occurs:

major, where the cycle produces:

IV
I
EbAbDG
Therefore

vii'

iii

vl

l1

I

V

CFBbEb

vt

11

VI

C

F

Bb

Clara tmited with Robert
Eb

Schumann.

If there is a move to the subdominant:

viiiVIIV
CFBbEbAb
(b)

In

Eb

Clanunited with Robert
Schumann in marriage.

minor, the wedding formula can only be found if VI and ii'are taken as

one:

VIIMVIii'V
EbAbDbGbCbFBb
i

1V

I
Eb
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If the Neapolitan is used as a substitute for ii", then the following

can be

achieved:

ilVIbII
Gt
Cb

Fb

Altogether there are seven songs in

Eb

Clara united with Robert

major and one in

E$

minor written during this

period, four of which have been chosen for detailed discussion. They are most easily
classified under two headings:
Those representing the man's point of view:
Opus 25:25
Opus 48:13

Aus den östlÌchen Rosen
Ich im Traum geweinet

Eb
Eb

major
minor

Those representing the woman's point of view:
Opus 42:2
Opus 42:4

Opus

25225

Er, der Herrlichste von sllen
Du Ring an meinem Finger

Aus den östlíchen

Rosen

Et major
Eü major

Eb

Major

This song's inclusion in Opus 25 was an afterthought on Schumann's part. Originally
he had planned the two songs in Al major (numbers 24 and26)to be the last two songs

of the cycle. According to Eric Sams, in the margin of the manuscript of this song,
Schumann wrote 'In Erwartung Claras', (awaiting Clara).l

The wedding formula, VI-ii-V-I, abounds throughout the song as we might imagine.

Also there is the chromatic motif C/CVþv,stated several times towards the conclusion
of the song, which opens with the words:

I send a greeting like the perfume of roses
I send it to a rose-like face

t Sams, Songs,75.
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As can be seen, the first line begins over a cadential formula and then the formula, as
part of the cycle of fifths, runs under the second line. The cycle begins again in
anticipation of the third line's commencement on the tonic. The third line is set to the
music of the opening bars (bars l0-14a equalling bars 2-6a) to the words:
I send

a greeting

like a caress ofspring

Including the repeated music, we have now had three statements of the wedding

formula. V/ith the setting of the fourth line there is a modulation to C minor
I

send it to an eye

full of the light of spring
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Schumann (Er) is sending the greeting to Clara (C). Apan from the initial establishment

(C:II?-V-i) of the new key, the whole of the C minor section is based on chords i and V

with a pedal on the dominant in the "tenor" throughout, to the words:
From grief-storms which rage through my heart
send a breath, may it not touch you harshly
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know that Schumann's "grief-storms" were caused by Clara's father and perhaps

that is the reason for the pedal on G passing through all the bars set to these two lines.

Now there is a retum to the primary key, once again with

a repeat

of the opening (bars

26-28 equalling barc2-4) to the words:
When you think on the one without joy

Since there is a repeat of the opening harmonies, the extended wedding formula (C-FBb-Eb-AÐ appears again. The final words of the poem are:
Then the

sþ

of my nights becomes bright.
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The setting of this text and the piano postlude continue to reinforce the wedding hopes:

(a)

the harmonies again extend the wedding formula to VI-ii-V-I?-IV (in various

sonoritites) reading: Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage.

(b)

The occurrence of the chromatic motif of union, C/ChlBb, (Clara united with

Robert) three times (the first with accents on C and Cb) at bars 30-31, 34-35 and
37.

This occurrence of the chromatic motif of union begins (with the accents) at the thirtieth

bar. Once again, we are reminded of the preamble to Schumann's poem of thirty verses
sent

to Clarain 1838, (previously quoted above):
To a certain fiancée
who, however, wants no one in his twenties as husband.

Schumann turned 30 on 8 June 1840, three months before his Wedding Day, so his

words in 1838 were accurately prophetic; he therefore decides to encapsulate his
prophecy (and its fulfilment) from the thirtieth bar.
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Opus

48:13

lch høb'im Traum

geweinet

Eb

Minor

The only song in Eb minor in all the songs of February-September 1840, the theme

of

the text is that, irrespective of whether dreaming of the beloved is good or bad, the man
cannot prevent his "flow of teals". The overall theme is unrequited love.

The singer begins on his own without accompaniment; the piano follows with cadential

idioms in

minor. Then the singer continues towards Cb major and the piano echoes

Eb

the direction with cadential idioms in that key. At the words "I woke up" there is an
augmented chord on

VI.

This is followed by iv6 (bar 9) and then VI-V at bar 11 and the

first verse is concluded:
I wept in the dream
I dreamt you were lying in the grave
I woke up and the tears
Still flowed down my cheeks.
Leise.
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It is the "weeping" and "tears" represented by the falling second (CtBÐ in the vocal
part at bars 2, 13 and in the bass at bars 11 and22, as well as the FblBb atbar 3l-32,that
is a notable characteristic of the song - all "tears" being an incomplete chromatic motif

of union: CblBb but no C,

FhÆb

but no preceding GbÆ.

The circumstances of the dream, though disflrbing, involve also the process of waking
up and therefore Schumann's (EÐ hope that reality might prove more inviting. It takes a
protracted six bars for the fragmented wedding formula to appear (from bars 6-11):

II(ch)-VI(Cb)-iv(Ab)-U(CÐ-V(Bb), if that is what Schumann intends. But in
recollecting the wedding formula (his underlying hope), the falling tear (CbÆb) at the
end of the first verse (bar l

l) tells us that that hope

is not achievable in real life.

The second verse is a repeat of the first verse, therefore the words will suffice
I wept in the dream
I dreamt you had forsaken me
I woke up and I wept,
still for a long time bitterly.

After the end of the second verse (which has involved the protracted wedding formula,
Gb-Cb-Ah-Cb-Bb, there is a continuation to Eb and Ab (bars

22-24). The hope is getting

stronger because in the next verse we are told that "you were still good to me", at least

in the dream though not in reality.
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For the third (last) verse the treatment is different:
I wept in the dream
I dreamt that you were still good to me
I woke up and yet
my flood of tears continues to stream.
The first two lines are harmonizedby iv-i (marriage to Schumann) until the words "you
were still good to me" at which point reality intrudes as the focus tums to Db major:
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The reality is expressed in three ways:

(a)

There is a Db pedal throughout barc28-32 (in both treble and bass clefs) and
even the vocal part has this pedal for almost four bars.

(b)

From a motivic perspective, the ascending chromatic lines, on either side of the
Db pedal give both the

chromatic motif of union: EblElFlClt in octaves between

the treble and bass clef (bars 29b-3la);BrblCblC, in the treble clef (bars 29-30)
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and an intemrpted chromatic motif of union: Gb/G/AblA/Bb in the bass clef (bars

29-31).
The harmonies give the precise reason why Schumann's "flood of tears

(c)

continues to stream"; his beloved, the potential Clara (Gl) Schumann (El) is

blocked by her father (Dr) from any union with Schumann (EÐ in marriage (Æ)
as can be seen in the

highly dissonant environment above.

The song concludes with a short piano postlude involving cadential idioms only. The
wedding formula is absent and, in fact, has not been stridently stated in the song at all,
except as a fractured reflection.

Opus

42:2

Er, der Henlíchste von

allen

Eb

Major

We know from the beginning that from an autobiographical perspective the primary key

of the song represents Schumann. The sentiments expressed in the text are such as one
may observe in a person who is infatuated by the object of her love and who is unsure
whether her feelings are reciprocated. In such an uncertain and idealistic atmosphere,
the woman in question can even contemplate her beloved choosing another and even

it breaks her heart "what does it mattet?"

if

She is dedicated to her beloved's best

interests, or so she claims.

This is not Schumann's view entirely since, through the harmonies, he looks forward to
the culmination of the woman's hopes in the successful achievement of her (or his)
deepest wishes.

The song, like so much of Schumann's music, is constructed from cadential idioms,
51h-

related pairs, and the cycle of 5ths (or portions thereof). The wedding formula

appears nine times in the following formats:
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(a) C-F-Bb-Eb:
(b) C-F-Bb-Eb-Ab:
(c) C-F-Bb:

at bars

16'8,21-23,24-25,57-60 and67-70

at bars 8-11, 35-37 and 63-65
at bars 50-51

There is also an altemative wedding formula at bars 51-54 (C-F-D-E-A) which has its

own hermeneutic purpose, as we shall see. The other item of importance is the sevetal
brushes

with G minor (temporary modulations ?) in certain sections of the text.

Since the wedding formula is almost endemic, we only need the words (apart from a

few exceptions):
He the most magnificent of all
how gentle, how good.
Charming lips, clear eyes,
fine mind and firm courage.
Just as there in the blue depth
that bright and exquisite star
So is my heaven, bright exquisite
exalted and distant.

V/ith the third verse, some element of sorrow is introduced and, as a result, the
harmonies are not so positive
I travel on your paths
only to observe your brightness
only in humility to look upon it
to be only blissful and sorrowful.
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Two statements of the wedding formula harmonize the first three lines but the last line

"to be only blissful and sorro\,\fitl" (introducing for the first time a statement of a
negative emotion), involves a temporary modulation to G minor. This results in an

intemrpted wedding formula for the first time in the song but the diminished 7ft chord
(at bar 28,

IE

in G equals

VB

in El) rescues the situation. The words continue:

Pay no attention to my silent prayers

dedicated to your happiness
You may not know me, a lowly maid,

You high star of magnificence.

With the fourth and fifth verse there is again more harmonic turbulence with the
introduction of the idea that the man in question may choose an alternative partner:
Only the worthiest of all
may be made happy by your choice
and I will bless that sublime one
many thousand times.

I will rejoice and weep
I will be blissful then
and if my heart should also break,
then break, 0 heart, what does it matter?
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As we can see,

(a)

the "weeping" involves an incomplete, potentially intemrpted wedding formula
(as the music brushes

(b)

with G minor again - bars 47-49)

the "bliss" is a constrained "bliss" harmonized with a shortened wedding

formula: C-F-B;, "Claraunited with Robert" only, there is no Schumann @l), no
marriage (Æ). This is the only time in the song in which this version of the

wedding formula occurs.

(c)

the alternative wedding formula occurs (from bars 5l-54): C-F-D-E-A as the
woman muses on her "broken heart", if her beloved should chose an altemative
partner.

Herein lie some very important observations: since Schumann's hermeneutic system

normally involves only three people: Robert (Bb and E) Schumann (Eb and A), Clara (C
and FÐ and her father (G and Db) and four wedding keys/chords/notes (B,D,F,A!) he has

to make do with these in expressing the subtleties and ramiflrcations of his personal

situation. For example, G minor in this song is used to illustrate "weeping", and
"sadness", and the G chord, potentially unsatisfactory outcomes of the woman's hopes.

It is not to be interpreted

here as interference by the father (it can't be, since it relates to

the possibility that her beloved might prefer someone else and that is certainly not the

father, ever) but rather a symbol for all suffering for which the father (G) is the topos.

Then there is the alternative wedding formula of bars 5l-54 (C-F-D-E-A). It is almost
certain that Schumann is referring here to another Clara who came into his life: Clara

Novello,

a

British singer, who visited Leipzig

,.n.r"

times. Schumann's diary

indicates the following:
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26 October 1837 [after Clara and her father had left for Vienna] Clara Novello
seen for the first time - there is only one Clara who never wants to write! In the
evening I was sad.2
2 November 1837 [after attending a concert in which ClaraNovello sang)]^
Clara Novello - magnificent - my wavering, what is this? what is happening?'

And then, after receiving a letter from Clara (Wieck), he replies, mentioning:

Mr. Vieuxtemps, Ms. Novello, Kummer and Kotte will be at David's tonight;
I'll go. Her name is also Clara, and she really sings marvellously and also looks
quite interesting.a
His diary entry at the same time reveals:
Afternoon, bad thoughts - did not know what was happening to me.s
Clara Novello posed no serious threat to Clara Wieck but nevertheless there was some
correspondence between Robert and Clara about her. At a later stage Schumann had to

diplomatically explain to Clara that if she thought

t}re

Novelletten, Opu;s

2l

had been

named after Clara Novello (which they hadn't), then she must consider that "Vy'iecketten

doesn't sound good enough."6

The most important observation, apart from the note C representing another Clara, is
that, whereas all wedding formulas involving Clara (Wieck) in this song are: C-F-Bb-Eb,

this one (C-F-D-E-A) involves the tritone substitute (E-A for Bb-Eb) as a means

of

indicating the potential and alternative relationship of a rival (C) with Robert
Schumann.

Clara (Wieck) on the other hand, would never have embraced the sentiments of the

woman in the song who states "I will bless that faltemative] sublime one, many

'

Robert Schumann. Tagebücher Band

II, I836-1854,

fllr Musik, 1987),41. Hereafter referred to

as

ed. Gerd Nauhaus. (Leipzig:VEB Deutsche Verlag

Tgb II.

3

Tgb II,44.
Hildegard Fritsch and Ronald L.Crawford, Trans. The Complete Correspondence of Robert and Clara
Schumann. ed. Eva Weissweiler. (N.Y.Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 1994) Vol. l, 39.
t Tgb II,45.
6
Quoted from Litanann in Ostwald's Musical Genius, 138.
a
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thousand times." This passage can be seen, then, to illustrate a memory of former times

when Schumann himself, even if fleetingly, contemplated the possibilþ of another
Clara.

The text of the first verse retums, to reassure us that it is Clara that Schumann loves,

with its trncomplicated wedding formulas, from the beginning of the repeated text and
throughout.

It is the last statement (in the piano postlude) of the formula, with its motivic
embellishments, that gives us the crystal-clear confidence of Robert's and Clara's preeminent relationship:
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(a)

I
E!

the harmonies at bars 67-68, over a tonic/dominanVtonic pedal, are

vi(c)-GólII-IIg(Ð-V?(BÐ-I(EÐ, and

(b)

the German sixth chord in bar 68 gives Schumann the opportunity to express a

variant of the chromatic motif of union (EblF/Gb or Fü) three times in imitation.
Then in bar 69-70, within the context of II-V-I, BlbtBlC, again three times in

imitation.
Although these last elements do not (yet) involve chord IV(Ab), Schumann could hardly
have made the message of his hopes more clear
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Opus

42:4

Du Ring an meinen

Finger

Eb

Major

The ring in question is an engagement ring, not a wedding ring. The wedding itself is
prepared for and the woman says farewell to her sisters in order to join her husband in
the next song in the cycle, Opus 42:5, "Helft mir, ihr Schwestern".

This song is futl of wedding formulas and motifs of union as the engagement ring might

signify. There is some disturbance, and the harmonies chaructenze this where
appropriate.

The voice begins on an upbeat and the first chord is the tonic. Then the harmonies spell
out what the ring signifies to the words:
O ring on my finger
My little golden ring.
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There are three important observations to be made here. First, the harmonies over a

tonic pedal after the opening tonic chord are

vi-I-IV-V-I
c -E' -Ab - Bb-Eb
Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann.

On 15 October 1837, only two months after the couple were engaged, Schumann wrote
in the pages of his diary (as Clarawas leaving on yet another concert tour):

"You are mine, mine, mine. Farewell, Clara 57.....
though technically she was to remain Clara Wieck for three more years.

Secondly, Clara and Robert were engaged on 14 August 1837 but there were still
obstacles to be overcome before they were to be maried, the main one being the

opposition of her father. Schumann humorously turns the music towards G minor but
rescues it

just in time by interpreting IIIB

(GB

) as the ii% of

Eb

major and the song

continues with a repeat of the music of the first two bars. By July 1840, when this song
was written, Schumann had experienced that engagement to Clara did not mean that she

would immediately abandon her father. There were to be two years of delay and one
further year of court proceedings.

The third point is that

in

the process of "the rescue", the bass-line (in bar 4) states the

chromatic motif of union (C/CblB). This might be taken as mere voice leading if it were
not for the repetition of this motif elsewhere in the song (see also Opus 42:2).

The last two lines of the first verse are first harmonized by the music of the first two
bars (bars 5 and 6 equalling

I and2) and then conclude on a cadence

on the dominant, to

the words:

t Tgb II,39.
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I press you [the ring] devoutly on the lips
and to my heart.

We should notice that, to the words "devoutly on the lips and to my heart" (bar 7), the
chromatic motif of union occurs, now ascending in the "alto" part (B/Bb/C); Schumann
uses a tonic chord with an augmented frfth to achieve the corect progress of the motif.

This is combined with an occuffence of the motif of spiritual and physical union in both
the vocal line and the "treble" of the accompaniment. As well, there are the chords vi-

[-V-I,

Clara united with Robert Schumann. Next, the woman regrets that:
I had ceased dreaming childhood's peaceful, beautiful dream'
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The subtlety with which Schumann applies his symbolic schema is further underlined
by the fact that chord vi is absent throughout this section (bars 9-16), and therefore the

wedding formula is incomplete.

Schumann tells us what she had ceased dreaming about: there is (at bar 12) a brief

modulation to Ab major, a "wedding" key. Schumann's irony knows no bounds. She
ceased dreaming about the wedding and therefore:

I found myself alone and lost in a solitary, unending

space.
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The solution to her loneliness is under her very nose, if we take into account

(a)

the cadence to the dominant (bar 15-16), that is Robert;

(b)

the bass-line in bars 15f. AblA/Bb, marriage to Schumann, that is, Robert
Schumann; and

(c)

the contrary motion and imitative courterpoint

(i)

in bar 15: C:l.ßlEi in contrary motion with EblF/Gb between "treble"
and "tenor" (Clara united

(ii)

with Schumann and the reverse);

in bar 16:BlblBlC (Robert united with Clara) in imitation between

"treble" and "tenor", and finally, E/F/F{ in the "treble", the tritone
double of Bb/B/C.

At least the ring reminds her of the value of her newly engaged circumstances,

and the

music returns to that of the opening eight bars (bars 17-24 equalling bars l-8) to the
words:
You, ring on my finger
You have taught me for the first time
You have unlocked to my view
Life's unending deep worth.

But since the woman is only engaged and not yet ma:ried there is still something to be
resolved:

I want to serve him, to live for him.
To belong completely to him.
There I want to give myself to him and find
myself transfigured by his radiance.
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There is both truth and irony in the setting of these words The phrase

him, to live for him" attracts
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"I want to serye

harmonization (bars25-26) that is in contradiction to the

sentiments expressed, in Eb: VI(C)-ii(F)-V[(D) . . iii(G), though it is a more realistic
statement of affairs. Schumann asks: "rJVhy do you stay with him (G) then?"

2s4

Nevertheless, her intention is to "belong completely to him. There I want to give

myself to him." and as a result, her intentions aÍe supported by the wedding formula,

bars27-29: C-F-Bb-Eb.

What she has to do, however, in order for her intentions to be made real, is to leave her
father's homelkey and move into her husband's home/key, at least that is Schumann's

thinking: the phrase: "and find myself transfigured by his radiance" begins with a
modulatory parenthesis in G minor up to G3: bars 30-31, in G: ii-V-iv$II-If -vd-IB but
the

GB

(B D F Al) is identical to BbB (D F Ab Cb) and thus throughthe multþle meaning

of the diminished 7ú chord the "transfiguration" takes place. This causes a sudden
wrenching from the focus of G minor to
pattem in

Eb

EÞ

major (bar 32) with a reinforcing cadential

(bars 32-33) to reintroduce the music of the opening bars. The "his" of the

phrase'"by his radiance" (bar 32) is made quite clear; in Eb: VB - I, Robert Schumann.

It is important to emphasise this demonstration of Schumann's thinking, because it will
help us to understand what happens in the non-texted piano music: since Clara's keys (C
and F{) involve a defining dominant (G and Cþ that is antithetical to Robert's hopes,

it

is essential that she pass out of her keys (or the keys of her father) and move into the
keys of her husband (or those of marriage, in particulffi, Æ and D), where a more
satisfactory situation prevails.

The song now retums to the words of the first verse and the opening music of the first
verse which, as we have seen, spells out: Clara Schumann united

with Robert Schumann

in marriage.
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Once again the tritone factor accounts for the fact that the same harmonic progressions

A major/minor will realise the same results in terms of

and motifs used in the keys of

Schumann's symbolic schema.

(a)

In A major, the cycle produces:

IIVvü'iiiviiiVl
ADGüCilFfBEA
Therefore

v1

ll

V

I

Fil

B

E

A

Clara united with
Robert Schumann

If there is a move to the subdominant:

(b)

vi

ii

V

I

IV

F$

B

E

A

D

Clara united with Robert
Schumann in marriage.

in A minor, the wedding formula can only be found if VI and ii'are taken as one:
I

lv

VII

ilI

VI

if

V

I

A

D

G

C

F

B

E

A

Nevertheless, if the Neapolitan is used as a substitute for

m
C

-VI

bII

F

B'

ii"
Clara united with Robert

There are ten songs in A major and six in A minor written during the period under
consideration, and once again they can be divided into two categories. Six songs have
been chosen to illustrate Schumann's consistency of approach:

Those representing the man's point of view:
Opus
Opus
Opus
Opus

25:6
25:21

48:l
48:2

Setze

mir nicht

llas will die einsame Thrrine
Im wunderschönen Monat Mai
Aus meinen Thrdnen spriessen

A minor/major
A major
A major
A major

2s6

Those representing the woman's point of view:
Opus 25:9
Opus 25:20

A major
A minor

Lied der Suleika
Weit, weit

\ù/e begin with those from the male perspective which, in various \ryays, appear to reflect

Schumann's personal habits, moods and concerns for the future.

Opus

25:6

Setze

mir nicht, du

Grobian

A minor/major

A companion to Opus 25:5 (in E major), this is another drinking song divided into ¡wo
sections; the first in A minor, the second in A major.
You rude fellow, don't set the jug so roughly under my nose
Whoever brings me wine should look in a friendly way at me.
Otherwise the wine becomes clouded in the glass.

Most of these words are set to chords V and i; the exception is the phrase "whoever
brings me wine should look in a friendly way at me" which involves a temporary

modulation to C major. Perhaps a warning to Clara!

The second half of the song is in the major mode:
You come here, you charming lad.
Why do you stand then, there at the door-way?
You shall be my drink-waiter from now on,
Every wine is appetising and clear.

All of these lines are set to cadential idioms in A major.

The text applies to Schumann's drinking habits, evidence of which can be found

throughout his diaries. It seems Clara wamed him about this in a letter, the relevant
section of which Schumann quotes in his diary:
Thus once more, Robert, I implore you; that one thing, do it no more.8
Schumann's response (in his diary):

You have said it and I nevertheless do it.

t Tgb II,42
25',1

This comment is in the context of entries such as:

þroprietor of the Kaffeebaum, and the name by which
Schumann often referred to this eating and drinking house] - which I get truly
weary of . . . .e

old story

at Poppe

In the evening, Lorct:zand Stegmayer with me until late and drank considerably
-sad
r0
life - what should-I think of myself ...
and played...
The point seems to be not only the drinking but the wasting of time in the process.
There are many other references to Schumann's getting drunk and being considerably
indisposed the next day, all recorded in diary entries with the usual frankness, from
1837 through 1838 and beyond. Schumann was not, however, an alcoholic - rather a

situational or crisis drinker (as well as a recreational drinker).

opus

25221

was will die eínsame

Thrünen

A major

The song opens with the wedding formula (bars l-3) but then moves in a temporary

modulation to

C#

minor, to the words:

What is the significance of this lonely tear?
It blurs my vision.
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The tear's significance in Schumann's hands is the wedding issue, indicated not only by
the harmonies but also by the augmented tonic chord which provides an E* for the
ascending chromatic motif, E/E#/Fü (Robert united with Clara) albar

3. This will

be

complimented by the same motif (but descending) at the conclusion of the setting of the

text. Here the

tear is welling up - there the tear rolls down for the last

wedding or union is hampered by

time. The

minor þarental) interference and the issue has

Cü

been going on for some time:

It remains from old times,
Lingering in my eye.
It had many shining sisters
which have all melted away,
with my trials and joys,
melted in the night and wind.
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minor the chords of the opening of the song

return (bars lb-3a equalling 5b-7a) which encapsulate the wedding formula for the
second time in the song. The harmonies then move in modulation to the dominant (bar

9) and the setting of the remaining four lines consists of a tonic pedal over which the

dominant 7ú moves (bars l0-13) then I7-IV in similar treatment to cadence on the
dominant again at bar 17. Once again (bars 15b-17)the wedding formula is heard,
though there is yet no resolution to the tonic.

The third verse is harmonically a repeat of the second (bars 18-24 equalling bars 10-16)

to the words:
Like mist, also melted
are the little blue stars
which smiled these joys and trials
into my heart.
The fourth verse begins to repeat the music of the opening bars (bars 25-28 equalling
bars l-4) with the same wedding formula preceding the modulation to Cil minor. The

formula begins again (bar 29-30) but is intemrpted by IIIE -

vi.

Then as the last lonely

tear rolls down, the formula is heard for the last time:
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Ah, my love itself
melted away like empty breath.
You old lonely tear
you flow down now as well.
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The phrase "Ah, my love itself'represented by the wedding formula with its cadencing

now as well on the tonic (Clara united with Robert Schumann) is succeeded by the next
phrase "melted away like empty breath" incorporating the modulation to

C$

minor. This

is the main tonal juxtaposition of the song: A major (Schumann) and C* minor (the
parent); this is also revealed by the insertion of IIIB - vi between VIE -

ii

and

YItat

bars 29-31. The lonely tear, due to conflicts over the proposed marriage, now falls

for

the last time as the wedding formula is heard incorporating the chromatic motif of union

(paralleled at an octave, bars 3l-32) in descending motion: Fil/FÆ.

The piano postlude is harmonized with cadential idioms spelling out only B-E-A;the

wedding formula is now incomplete, the last tear drop of that hope having fallen.
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Intriguingly, there is also an alternative descending chromatic motif in the lower stave at
bars 34f., and 36-38 which spells out D*/DiC[ combined with a descending

C/B/4. This

may mean nothing more than an echo of the previous F+ÆÆ of bars 31f., except for the
fact that D{iDlCil would indicate a potential union with the parent! This combined with
a variant

of Clara united with Schumann (C/B/A) may represent Schumann's last word

on the subject: there is a conflict as yet unresolved.

Opus

48:L

lmwunderschönen Monat

Mat

A major/T'* minor

This song has been discussed under the heading of Fil minor. As a reminder, however,
the significance of the song, from an harmonic point of view, is that there is an
ambiguity of tonal direction between Fil minor and A major. The song ends on a Cf7
chord.

The point of the C$ chord appears to be that only through the parent can access be had to
the daughter (F*) and, as far as the texts of Dichterliebe, Opus 48, are concerned, they
are the story of the poet's love,

which love, in the last song of the cycle, must be buried

in a large coffrn deep within the sea. Not surprisingly the last song of the cycle is in
Cilminor/Db major, the key of parental authority. It is the father who has killed offthe

love and who (Cü7), in this song (the first in the cycle), stands between Schumann (A
major) and Clara (F* minor).

Opus

48:2

Aus meinen Thrünen

spríessen

A major

The beloved in this song, separated from her lover, resides in the location of C{ major the house of the parent. Otherwise the song is harmonized primarily with cadential

idioms in A major. The most prominent feature of the song is the resting of the vocal
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part on the supertonic (with/ermata) and the subsequent resolution in the piano part
to
the tonic; this occurs three times in the song.

Out of my tears spring forth many blossoms
And my sighs become a choir of nightingales.
The wedding formula begins to appear with the next set of words:
And if you have love for me little child
I will present to you flowers, all of them.
but it is not complete because VIE thus taking the music to

C#

ii is followed by vii"7-III, another

Sft-related pair,

major, to the words "before your window,', where the .,little

child" lives.
And before your window
shall sound the song of the nightingale
Then there is an immediate return to the tonic area with a repeat of the vocal
ending on
the supertonic (B).

The most important factor of the song, as far as the vocal part is concerned,
is the B at

the end of the phrases in bars 4, 8 and 16; it is this which the tears/flowers
and the
sighs/nightingales present to the one, who remains under the authority of
her father (C{):

B, B, B!

In setting text written from the female perspective, Schumann proves to be no less
adept
at choosing appropriate chords and motifs to express those
resonate

naratival elements which

in sympathy with his own circumstances.
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Opus

25:9

Lied der Suleikø

A major

Schumann sets the two verses of this poem to the same music and then repeats the first

four lines of verse l, again to the same music, with some tonal adjustments.

According to Eric Sams "this poem is Marianne von'Willemer's reply to Goethe's
Abglanz, which is the 'song' of the first

from

a

line".lt

Whatever the case, the text is written

woman's point of view, the object being a male admirer (in Schumann's case,

himself, A major).

The setting of the first two lines gives us an immediate clue to Schumann's "inner
musical workings":
How with innermost contentment song,
I sense your meaning.
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The last line is a loaded phrase for Schumann; having opened with I-V7-I, he moves in a

temporary modulation to B minor, one of the wedding keys. The meaning is obvious.
There is also a variant of the motif of spiritual and physical union (bar

3)

and the

wedding formula begins to be spelt out: Fü- B - and E and A as we move towards the
next two lines:
Lovingly you seem to say
that I am with him, by his side.
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Although these lines have been set to an appropriate modulation to the dominant, we
can see the wedding formula set to the words

"I

am with him, by his side". Just before

the song modulates to D major (a wedding key) the music ascends, on a dominant pedal,
up by semitone to the words: "that he thinks of me unceasingly,':
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Now the song moves to D major to the words:
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His blessed love, he bestows on the distant one,
whose life is consecrated to him.
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The overall structure of the song, from bar 3 to 15, therefore can be seen to be the

wedding formula:
Fil (the

V of B minor) - B minor (first modulation) _

E major (second modulation) -

A ( as the V of D major) _

D (third modulation).
clara united with Robert schumann in marriage, which is what the text intends, without
mentioning names!

The whole process starts all over again:
Yes, my heart is the mirror
friend, in which you see yourself.
This breast, where your seal
has imprinted, kiss upon kiss.
Sweet poems, perfect truth,
Captivate me in sympathy!
Pure incorporation of love's clarity
in the garment of poeûry.
_-¡:

The song ends with a repeat of the first four lines of the poem to the same music except

for the last phrase "that I am with him by his side,,.
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Needless to say, the overall structure of the song is now encapsulated in the wedding

formula (bars 38-40) to these words and once again in the piano postlude.

Opus 25220

Weít, weít

A minor

This song is one of separation, but from the woman's point of view. The wedding
formula (F$-B-E-A) does not occur, for the key is A minor but there is a variant

UI-ii-V-I (C-B-E-A), occtring within the first three bars of the accompaniment

and

within the song itself. The words of the first verse begin:
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How can I be joyful and lively
and briskly turn round my suffering
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The text is mostly set to a repeat of the opening music, now cadencing on the dominant
(bar 8). The piano then continues with a frirther bar-and-a-half of cadential material
(bars 8b-9). The words continue:
The handsome young man who loves me
is over the mountain, far away.
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The piano accompaniment preceding these two lines begins on the dominant and then
continues with cadential idioms centered on the tonic. This is followed by various

fgrms of III but instead of moving to ii, as before, there is a diminished 7ú chord on C{
resolving within itself to a (diminished)

C#

chord in second inversion; thus the wedding

formula has been intemrpted. Her lover is "over the mountain, far away". That is,
separated by C#!

The remaining two verses are set to the same music and contain the same sentiments.
Whatever afflicts me of the winter's frost
and whether outside it storms or snows
it is my eye that gleams with tears,
when I think of him who is far away.
He has sent me gloves,

coloured material, silk clothes,
yet he, in whose honour I wear them,
is over the mountain, far away.

The piano postlude involves, to some extent, a return to the opening bars (bars 16-18a

equalling bars 1-3). The rest of the postlude (bars l9-end) is engaged with cadential
idioms.
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This time the wedding formula occurs in a more conclusive form:

CABEA
Clara Schumann

united

with Robert

Schumann

The first and second formulas (bars 2-4 and 6-10) had onty involved C-B-E-A; the third
(bars I l-13) was an intemrpted wedding formula: C ... Cü ... E-A-D, due to the fact that
her "young man" is "over the mountain and far away", she being separated from
contact, no so much by the mountain but by her father (C$)! The piano postlude
indicates the ultimate (hoped for) outcome: one day she will be Clara Schumann united

with Robert Schumann.

By examining schumann's use of the keys representing his family name, we have
observed how his extended symbolic schema allows him to express in music not only
the poetry itself, but also a complex autobiographical sub-text conceming his

relationship with Clara, and his hopes and dreams for the future. In reality, however,
there were

still some obstacles to be overcome. There is now only one character yet to

be brought under closer scrutiny, and that is Friedrich Wieck, whose dominance over

clara is denoted by the two remaining keys of the chromatic scale, G and

Db.
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If the relationship between

Schumann and Friedrich Wieck was awkward from the

beginning, it became increasingly strained as his involvement with the family deepened.
As Clara moved through adolescence, her father became not only more protective, but
more aggressive in his promotion of her pianistic achievements, and this came to be

very frustrating for Schumann, especially when she was whisked away on concert tours,
sometimes for many months. This personal antagonism eventually came to a head in
June 1839, when Clara signed the document seeking legal permission to marry Robert
despite her father's opposition to the idea. tn the end, the legal battle was unduly

protracted, and as a result all the songs examined in this thesis (with the exception

of

Opus 36:4 and 6) came to be written during the on-going court proceedings and the
subsequent days in which

wieck had leave to appeal. Fortunately, Schumann's

negative reactions towards Clara's father were, for the most part, able to be released
through his musical response to those texts which appeared to reflect his own anxieties,
and thus

finally we come to examine the keys of parental authority, G and

Db.

G M¡,¡on/IVIINoR
In G major the cycle produces:

IIVvii'iiiviiiVl
GCFilBEADG
Therefore an approach towards a cadence on the dominant of G would achieve it:

vii'-iii-vi-ii-V

: F*-B

-E-A-D.

A final cadence would not achieve it and a move to the subdominant would produce an
intemrptedwedding formula: vi-ii-V.

.

I. . IV:

E-A-D. . G.

.C
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Although Clara Wieck is not represented by many songs in C major/minor, certainly she
appears in many of the songs in G major/minor, of which there are 13 in the major and

six in the minor mode. These keys do not so much portray Clara herself but rather the
location in which she is found until late 1839, that is, the house of her dominating and
domineering father, so it is obvious that the key most appropriate to this concept is
G major, represented by its fundamental as the dominant of

C. There are also three

songs in G minor which can be interpreted as direct allegories of Friedrich V/ieck.l

The nine songs which have been chosen for discussion here are all in G major, and fall

into two main categories:
Those with a direct parental reference:
Opus 25:11
Opus 25:12
Opus 42:6

Mutter, Mutter, glaube nicht
Lass mich ihm am Busen hangen
Süsser Freund

G major
G major
G major

Those concerning the realm or location of the parent:
Opus 25:3
Opus 39:4
Opus 48:4
Opus 25:17
Opus 25:18
Opus 40:1

Der Nussbaum
Die Stille
Wenn ich in deine Augen seh
Leis ruden hier, mein Gondolier
lV'enn durch die Piazetta
Mdrzveilchen

G
G
G
G
G
G

major
major
major
major
major
major

I

For example, "Die Löwenbrauf ', Opus 3 I : l, tells of a young woman (C) who has had a pet lion (G)
throughout her childhood, but since she has met a young man (Bb - Et) whom she intends to marry, she
goes into the lion's cage (in her wedding dress) to bid a fural farewell. The lion blocks her way out of the
cage and tears the young womafi apatt. "Der Spielmann", Opus 40:4, tells of a young woman at her
wedding reception, married to an unidentified (in the text, but in the music G) bridegroom. The bride's
countenance is "like the colour ofdeath" because "she is dead for the one she cannot forget", that is, the
Spielmann (Bt - Eb) who plays the violin at the reception so fi¡riously that it disintegrates and he himself
dies of apoplexy. "Es leuchtet meine Liebe", Opus 127:3, speaks of two lovers who wander at night in a
magic garden, and upon whom the moonlight shines the wedding formula (C-F-Bb). This idyllic setting is
intemrpted by the "giant of the wilderness" (G), who causes the young woman to flee and the yowrg man
to sink, bleeding, to the ground. With his interception successfully achieved, "the giant lurches home', to
a cadence in G major.
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Nevertheless not all of these songs are about the father. At least three are about the

mother, and it is here that we begin our discussion, since these songs have as their
subject matter explicit reference to motherhood. Opus

25:lI

and25:12 are exclusively

concemed with the relationship between mother and daughter over the daughter's
proposed marriage plans so that, in order to demonstrate the meaning of G major as a

key of parental authority and location, we need only quote the texts.
Opus 25:l

I "Mutter, Mutter,

glaube nicht":

Mother, mother do not believe
that because I love him so much,
that now love is diminished in me,
to love you as before.

Mother, mother, since I love him,
I love you so much more.
Let me draw you to my heart
and kiss you, as he [kisses] me.
Mother, mother, since I love him,
love you so much more
because you gave me the existence
that came to such resplendence.

I

Opus 25:12 "Lass mich ihm am Busen hangen":
Let me cling to him on his bosom.
Mother, relinquish your fears.
Don't ask me how it shall turn out.
Don't ask me how it shall end.

From late 1839 until just before the weddin g on 12 September 1840, Clara had lived

with her mother in Berlin. Her father had thrown her out because she had signed the
document seeking court permission to marry Robert.

Opus 42:

6

Srüsser Freund, du blíchest

mích

G Major

There are two central issues in this song: the pregnancy of the wife and her fear that

will

it

cause her husband to draw away from her because of the potential redirection of her

affections towards the child.
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Harmonically, the song constantly reinforces the tonic of G major with almost excessive
repeats of the idea found in bars 1-4a:
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This is repeated (sometimes an octave below) at bars 4b-7U llb-14a, l4b-lTaand so on.

A variant of this idea is stated first at bars 7b-1la and repeated

at bars l7b-21a, and

all

this accompanies the words:
Sweet friend [ie. the husband] you look at me astonished
Can you not understand how I can weep?
Let the moist pearl's unfamiliar adornment
tremble joyously bright in my eye.

How anxious is my bosom, how so full of delight
say it with words.
Come and bury your face here on my bosom
I want to whisper into your ear all my joy.

If only I knew how I might

At the third verse there is a modulation to C major.
Now you know the tears which I can weep
Should you not see them beloved husband
Remain near my heart, feel its beat that I may
press you ever more firmly [to me].
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No sooner has C major been established (bars22-25) than a succession of augmented
chords (no doubt descriptive of the welling up of tears) follows, through bars 25-27 , to
V7; then the familiar VII6-

iii (B-E)

begins the phrase "should you not see them". The

formula is not complete (it should be Fü-B-E) but Schumann has another way of
indicating this potential feeling of incompleteness or distance that the husband might
have had, for he now quotes, at bars 32b-34a, a modified form of the "distant beloved"

theme used in the Phantasie in C, Opus 17, (there at bar 294f

):
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This is repeated in the song at bars 34b-36 a, 36fb-37

. It is as though the wife's anxiety

of the distancing of her husband requires her to reassure him with, what certainly was

for Schumann, not so much
separated lovers

in 1836

a

motif of distance but of union between two actually

and beyond, that is Clara and himself.

The harmonies now move, mainly via 5ú-related pairs or the cycle of fifths towards the
re-establishment of G major. The last verse returns to the music of the first verse to the

words:
Here beside my bed is the place for the cradle
where it quietly conceals my lovely dream
The morning will come when the dream awakens
and from it your image laughs towards me
Your image.

G major, then, represents not only the father but also mothers "old" and "mothers-to-be".

In the next three songs, the text indicates either the woman separated from her beloved, or

thinking of him, or the man's contemplation of his beloved who is inaccessible to him, or
other related themes. Therefore, in this section, the key of G major is to be seen as a key

ofparental "location" rather than

a

key ofparental "status".
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Opus

25:3

Der

Nussbaum

G Major

This song is vital for our understanding of Schumann's "inner musical workings" for
three reasons:

(Ð

It identifies G major

as the

key of location of the young woman in the

poem.

(iÐ

It emphasises the revelatory role of nature through the whispering of
the blossoms.

(iiÐ

It contains, with many repititions,

a

variant of one of Schumann's

most pervading motifs of spiritual and physical union.
The first four bars of the song, broken up into two modules of bars

l-2 and3-4, are

repeated several times throughout.
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Bars 1-2 contain the motif mentioned above which is a variant of:

Bars 3-4 present another important insight into Schumann's inner musical workings,
one we have seen in our discussion of previous songs, for we have the chords

contained within two statements of the tonic - the frrndamental notes of

III

III-vi

and vi in G

major are B and E. They appear under the words "A nut-tree grows green in front of the
house" (bars 3-4), "Many lovely blossoms appear on

it" (bars 13-14) and "Two by two

they whisper to one another" (bars23-24).
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As we move towards what they are whispering about, these two chords are accompanied
by the first intemal tempo marking to occur in the song so far ritenuto.
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Then the text moves to what they are whispering about
They whisper of a young woman who thought the nights and
days so long but, ah, did not herself know why.
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The flowers whisper of a young woman whose thoughts centre round the length of the
nights and days but clearly these are not simply astronomical or temporal
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considerations. Schumann gives us the content of the thoughts from bars 34b-37a:

C-F-B-E-A-D. This portion of the cycle is intriguing because Schumann avoids, for the
moment, the

VII which would normally occur in G major, with fundamental F*. Here,

the portion of the cycle is concerned with thoughts; what is needed is clarification!

I-III-vi-I

The blossoms continue to whisper (bars 43-44) with the same repetitive
harmonies, and it

will

soon become clear what and whom they are whispering about.
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After the words at bars 46-48: "who can understand such soft sound", the harmonies
from bar 49-52 are as follows:

I

VII

iii

v1

G

Fü

B

E

ii
A

over I
over G
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The blossoms "whisper of a bridegroom": Robert (vi) Schumann

(ii).

This time the

portion of the cycle of 5ths involves the real VII(F*) of G major and the third internal
tempo marking occurs over this chord. The C-F-B-E-A-D of bars 34b-37a,
representing "thoughts" has been replaced with the more normal progression in G

major: F$-B-E-A, because we now know precisely what those whispers and thoughts
are about. The picture has been made clear through the evolution of the wedding

formula. The fourth and last tempo marking (ritardando) occurs over the phrase "of
next year" (bar 55) and with it, the variant motif of spiritual and physical union occurs.

It is clear that the union to which the motif points will not be this yeart

The remainder of the song is harmonized by cadential idioms over a tonic pedal (bars
57-end) to the words:
The young woman listens to the rustling in the tree.
Yearning, fantasizing, she sinks smilingly into sleep and dream.
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At least three observations can be made:

(a)

in bars 59f and 63f there is a residue of the motif that has permeated the song
throughout, though it has dropped its E;

(b)

bars 58,

60,62,64

and 65

all share the same harmonization. This repeated

chord, in arpeggiation, could be interpreted simply as a tonic chord with the A$
and the E deemed as non-harmonic tones. However,

if we regard the Af

as a

non-harmonic tone but the E as part of the harmony, then we have the chord
the added 6ú, thus providing the fundamental note

of

E. In other words, what is

dropped in the fragmented motif is regained in the harmony; and finally

(c)

is not the A*/B an incomplete statement of the chromatic motif of union:

A{/B(c)?
In several ways then, the thoughts of marriage to Robert, though fragmented, slip into
her dream as "she sinks smilingly into sleep". She sleeps and dreams, however, within
the confines of her father's home, in which Schumann saw her as an entrapped person;
as he

wrote to Clara in May 1838:

How you distress me, you poor Clara - as you stand alone in your father's house
- but you must one time get out of that loveless life and think earnestly about
how you may release youself from your father, when he won't concede
anything to you and does nothing for you in the way of love.2
2

Weissweilerl, 169.
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Opus

39:4

Die

Stille

G major

The poem, written from the perspective of a young woman, begins with the words:
No-one knows or indeed guesses how happy I am!

which are accompanied with cadential idioms to establish the key of G major by bar 4.
The words continue:

Ah! If only one person knew it, no other person should know it.
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dominant. This allows Schumann to

indicate the only person who should know it, Robert Schumann:

V(E)-II(A) atbar 7.

The real message of Schumann's seffing, however, is revealed with the words:

It is not

so quiet outside in the snow, nor are the stars in the heights as silent and
discreet as my thoughts are.
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The symbols of nature (snow and stars) are doing their work through the
accompanimenq the woman on the other hand must keep her thoughts to herself. From
bars 7b-10, the progression is:
seen the

VI(E)-II(A)-V(D) . . I(G) . . N(C).

'We

have already

original purpose of the VI and II chords but now they become part of an

intemrpted wedding formula. The text has proceeded to where "it is not so quiet in the
snow" for obvious reasons; there is a battle going on: E-A-D . . G . . C. The stats, also,
are not "silent and discreet" since they continue to reveal, by way of modulatory
parenthesis, the continuation of what began earlier as an intemrpted wedding formula:

in

Eb

major: III(G) . . II(F)-V(BÐ-(F,b). Of this, however, the young woman must

contain her thoughts within the confines of G major, to which key the music returns.
She

will have another way of stating them:
I wish I were a little bird and were able to fly over the sea, indeed over the sea and far
away, maybe to heaven.
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Schumann's accompaniment interprets this wish for flight as a wish for marriage
because at bars 20-22 he quotes the opening of the Grandfather Dance which, as we

have seen, has wedding implications.

The f,rrst verse is then repeated with more or less the same harmonies (bars 25-34)
except that the phrase now concludes on the tonic of G major.
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There is an intriguing chromatic gloss immediately preceding the V7 in bars 35 and 37.
The chord B E$ G$ over a bass note D, is a diminished 7ü chord: D F At Cbb. This is a

wedding chord used as a gloss to V, a wedding chord in itself. "Just a reminder", says
Schumann, "of the continuing issue".

Opus

48:4

Ílenn ìch ìn deine Augen seh

G major

This is a song about which commentators complain that Schumann has missed the
inherent irony of the poetry3. This, as we shall see, is not so. There are two temporary

modulations: one to C major and another to E minor. G major is not really established

until bar 16, by which time the text has been fully set.
The song begins:
When I look into your eyes so all my suffering and pain disappears.

3

For example, Sams in Songs, I 11.
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can see who it is that "looks into your eyes"; bars 2-3 indicate vi(E) and ii(A), that

is, Robert Schumann.

Now the song, having arrived at the dominant at bar 4, turns towards C major with the
words:
But when I kiss your mouth, I become wholly and completely restored.
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Here we see that the woman in question is Clara: C major. Nevertheless, she remains
under the control of her father (G7), in spite of the kiss. The next temporary modulation
is to E minor with the wordsl
When I myself lean on your breast it is like heaven's delight, engulfing me.
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Here Clara responds more intimately to Robert, so much so, that the wedding formula
emerges: C-A-B-E-A, Clara Schumann united with Robert Schumann. This was the

implication of the "first kiss" (originally in the home of the father) in the first place.
But

as the music modulates back

to and continues in G major the disappointment

comes

But when you say "I love you" so must I weep bitterly
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The "you" of the phrase "I love you" is Robert Schumann (VI and II) but he "weeps

bitterly" because what has been spoken is counteracted by the intemrpted wedding
formula from bars 13-17: VI(E)-II(A)-V(D) . . (G) . . N(C).
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The song concludes with a reinforcement of this sad fact, in the sense that Clara (IV)
remains within the parameter of her father (G). In his own way, Schumann has captured

Heine's ironic meaning perfectly: the woman says she loves but does nothing about it.

The last three songs in this group illustrate even more clearly the fact that the key of G

major has strong associations with the idea of location, which in Schumann's case is
interpreted as parental protection. This can be summarised as follows:
Opus 25:17, the clandestine approach to, and the climbing onto the balcony of,
the house where the beloved lives.
Opus 25:18, a possible elopement of the beloved (with the lover) from the house
where the beloved lives.
Opus 40:1, the lover, who can only stand outside the house of the beloved and
observe.

Even after their engagement, it was extremely difficult for Robert and Clara to meet,
except by subterfuge. Sometimes secret meetings \Mere alranged, by smuggled letter or

via friends; Schumann sometimes stood outside Clara's house, perhaps to hear her play
or get a glimpse of her.
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Opus

25217

Leis rudern híer, meìn

Gondolüer

G Major

The subject of this song is a secret meeting which the lover makes to his beloved, whom
we presume resides in her paren/s home, otherwise why the secrecy? There are three
keys to deal with: G major, representing the location of the beloved; E minor,
representing the lover (that is, Robert) and C major, representing the beloved (that is,
Clara). The text is as follows:

Verse I
G major

Gently row here my Gondolier, softly, softly

E minor

Let the waves from the oars scatter so softly that only she to
whom \¡re go, hears us.

C major

Oh, if heaven could speak, as it is able to see, it would try to say
much of what the night stars see [that is, Clara]

G major

softly, softly, softly, softly.

Verse 2
G major

Now rest here my Gondolier, gently, gently.

E minor

Into the boat with the oars, gently. I'll swing myself onto the
balcony, while you keep watch below.

C major

Oh, if we would dedicate ourselves half so eagerþ to heaven as
we do to the service of beautiful women [that is, Clara], we
could be angels.

G

major

gently, gently, gently, gently.

Schumann repeats /ers (softly) and sacht (gently) three times at the end of each
respective verse and in that way can include his secret message of spiritual and physical

union, though this time expressed in G major as IV-[I-vi with fundamental notes of
C-B-E instead of Fü-B-E.
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Opus

25:18

Wenn durch die

Piazetfa

G

Major

As in Opus 25:17, both verses are set to the same music. This time the lover, disguised
as a sailor, is

waiting in the smallpiazza for his beloved. He hopes that they will be

able to elope through the lagoons in the cover of darkness.

There is only one modulation, to B minor; the rest of the song is taken up with cadential

idioms in G major. The text is apportioned thus:
Verse I
G major

When through thepiazettathe evening breeze blows then you
know, Nanetta, who stands waiting here.

B minor

You know who recognizes you in spite of veil and mask, just as
love recognizes Venus in the evening sky.

G major

Piano postlude.

Verse 2
G major

I am wearing

at the same time a sailor's

outfit and trembling, I

say to you, the boat lies ready.

B minor

still overcast with clouds, Let us flee
through the lagoons, my life.

G major

Piano postlude.

0 come where the moon is

The "veil and mask"are critical to Schumann's meaning as is his more explicit "let us
flee through the lagoons". The purpose is to elope in order to be married, and this is
expressed symbolically by the key of B minor, one of the wedding keys. Notice,

however, that it is only a request to elope - the song itself concludes in G major where,
experience had taught, the beloved remained under her father's control. There was to be

no elopement!
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Opus

Mìirzveilchen

40:1

G

Major

Another song in a similar vein to the above two songs is Opus 40:1, "Måirzveilchen".
The harmonies of this song are extremely simple, being based, for the most part, on
cadential idioms. There are no modulations. The text is autobiographically self-

explanatory, as follows:
The sþ arches itself clear and blue.
The frost sets out flowers for show.
On the window adazzl\ngbouquet is displayed.
A young man stands looking at it.
And behind the flowers appear a pair of eyes
both blue and smiling
March violets, the like of which he had not seen.
The frost, exposed to air, will fade away.
The ice-flowers begin to melt.
And God have mercy on the young man.

Dl (Ct) M¡,¡on/lVIrNoR
Within the context of Db(C*) major/minor the "wedding" formula occurs in both modes
as

follows:

(a)

In

Db/C#

major:

I

IV

vii'

Db

G'

Cil

Fü

C
B{
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VI

F

Bb

Eb

Ab

Db

Eil

Ail

D$

G$

C{

Thus we can see that within the parameter of the tonic the complete wedding

formula is stated: Clara united with Robert Schumann in marriage. Nevertheless, all is delivered to the realm of the tonic (parent).

(b)

In Db/Cfi minor: the same applies to the minor:

I

ivVIIilVIii'VI

Db

Gb

Cb

F'l'

Bbb

E}

Ab

D'

Cil

Fil

B

E

A

D+

G*

C*

The most obvious and easily achieved occurrence would be by way of a modulation to
the relative major:
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The supreme facility of the complete wedding formula within these keys should not
give us cause for any enduring hopes, however. There is only one song in

C$

minor/Db

major in all of the songs composed between February-September 1840, and that is Opus
48:16, "Die alten bösen Lieder" , the last song of the cycle Dichterliebe.

Opus

48:16

Die alten, bösen

Líeder

C* minor/Db

major

In all six verses of this song the wedding formula is entirely absent, that is, Clara and
Robert do not harmonically connect, not once! In spite of the fact that in C$ minor a

modulation to the relative major would be one of the most obvious moves, this also does
not occur.

The first verse and the first three lines of the second verse are set to cadential idioms in
Cil

minor:
The old, evil songs,
the bad and mischievous dreams

let us now bury.
Fetch a great coffin.

I lay many things in it
though I do not yet say what.
The coffin must be larger...
at which point there is an abrupt modulation to E major (not prepared by

iv and VII of

Cf minor) which is the beginning of an extensive harmonic sequence ascending by step:
E major:

bars 16-19

F* minor:

bars20-27

major:

bars 28-35

Gü

to the words:
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than the Heidelberg ba:rel

And fetch a hearse
and boards firm and thick.
Also it must be longer
than the bridge at Mainz.

And fetch also for me twelve giants.
They must be more strong
than the holy Christopher
in the cathedral in Cologne on the Rhine.

V/ith the return to the tonic key (bar 36) cadential idioms prevail (with few exceptions)
to the end of the text:
They shall carry away the coffin
and sink it down in the sea.
For such agreatcoffin
warrants a great grave.

Do you know why the coffrn
has to be so great and heavy?
I also sank all my love
and pain therein.

The text reveals why the wedding formula is irrelevant, indeed antithetical, to the
sentiments conveyed.

We now turn to the famous postlude (bars 53-end) in the major mode (notated in Db
major rather than Cï major). Once again, in all 15 bars, the wedding formula is absent.
What is present, however, is a quotation from part of the postlude of Opus 48;12,"Am
leuchtenden Sommermorgen", though now in Db major. (Opus 48 12 bars 23-28

equalling Opus 48:16 bars 53-58, a third higher)
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The harmonies are in the same relationship, but because they are a third higher the

wedding formula which was present in the former is absent in the latter. The chromatic

motif of union (in Opus 48:12, Bb-B-C in contrary motion with Gb-F-E) has become DbD-Eb in contrary motion with Bbb-Ab-G. What had been a symbol of Clara united

with

Robert (and the reverse) has now become an issue between Robert and Wieck. Thus
perhaps also the cadential idioms of the C* minor section: vice

Clara,I-iv-V-i.

The further significance of the quotation from Opus 48:12 is surely that in spite of being
here in a different key, with its unpleasant outcome, the mind of the composer (and

listener) is drawn back to the words which immediately preceded the piano excerpt
there: "Do not be angry towa¡ds our sister, you sad, pale man".
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The rest of the postlude is harmonized primarily with

VI-[-V-I

though there is a pairing

of VII-III (C-F) for the first and only time at bar 64. Schumann's hopes are nevertheless
expressed in motivic ways:
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(a)

At bar 59 a quotation or evocation of Opus 12:1, "Abends" (bars 5-7) which is in
turn a quotation of the descending segment of the "Papillon" theme also quoted

inCarnaval, Opus 9, "Florestan", which was originally the theme of Papillons,
Opus 2: I and 12 where in the latter case it is combined with the Grandfather

Dance. The "Poet's Life" harks back a long way and there is yet no Grandfather
Dance! But there is hope.

(b)

The chromatic motif of union ranging over bars 59-61 and again at the octave in
bars 62f., ClcrlBlb, Clara united with Robert. Hallmark's comment on bar 62 is

critical to our understanding of Schumann's "inner workings":
The draft was originally missing the repitition of m.61; this measure
(m.62), with the altered last note (C flat instead of B flat), was inserted in
the margin, Doubtlessly, one could argue for the inserted measure on the
grounds that it continues the two-measure phrase groups. But there is
another aspect of the music to which its insertion draws attention: the
effect on the listener's expectation. If m.63 directþ follows m.61 (as in
the draft's first version), no pattern of repitition has been set up. Thus the
new, sequentially higher continuation of the melody in the second half of
m.63 makes logical musical sense, but it lacks affective value. V/ith the
insertion of m.62, a pattern is established in two measures, which is
intemrpted in the third.a

But in the repetition Schumann was able to include his chromatic motif of union
which is absent in bar 61 and it would not have been present without the
repetition; the

Cb

is the only difference between the two bars. A good case could

be made for the later insertion of the repeat as Schumar¡r's desire to include his

chromatic motif of union at this point since it is rather opaque at bars 59-61. At
least the insertion indicates a deliberate after-thought on Schumann's part and

not an improvisational, unconscious act.

(c)

The

motif of spiritual and physical union, albeit tied up with

Db

major, emerging

within the context of bars 65f. Note the characteristic dominant l3û with this
motif.

o

Hallmark, Genesis,

ll0.
29s

Clara once wrote to Robert (8-11 July 1838):
That you are so angry with father, I happily forgive because I know that you
would quickly forgive everything if he became well-disposed towards us. Your
heart is so good, that I cannot take it fthe anger] badly. I am his daughter and
though I have become bitter at times, I love father so much. Believe me, he is
good and he indeed believes in what is best for me, he wants to see me happy
and if it is his strong resolve that I can't be with you, do you resent him because
he does everything on this account? He holds to his convictions strongly. He is
perhaps very hard at times and doesn't understand the love which we harbour for
one another nor does he know the delicacy of feeling on this point believe me,
when once I am with you, he will become gradually well-disposed towards me,
he loves me too much to push me from him for ever. Be calm Robert, he loves
you too, only he won't admit it.s

On a prior occasion (19 March 1838) Robert had written to Clara:

Now if only I could win the love and trust of your father then I might gladly call
him father, for I have so much to thank him for in terms ofjoy and life and
teaching - and also sorro\¡/ - and for whom I might (gladly) provide nothing but
joy in his old age, so that he shall say "they were good children".ó
Perhaps in spite of the tragic story encapsulated in the texts of Dichterliebe, this is

Schumann's rurderlying hope. But as he reminded Clara in the same letter of 19 March
1

838:

There can be no happiness in this relation_ship [C-F-Bb] until your father tDbl ...
considers me the future son of the house.T
On that basis there would be the complete wedding formula within the compass of the

father's approval:

Db: I
IV vii" iii
D'G'CFB'E[AbDb

vi

ii

V

I

That, surely, is Schumann's point also in including the motifs of union in these last bars,
even though they occur within the context of Db major.
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The absence of the wedding formula in Opus 48:16 is as much a reinforcement

of

Schumann's "inner musical workings" as is its ubiquitous presence in such songs as
Opus 42:2 and 4.

We have now observed Schumann's "inner musical workings" through a study
selected songs

in all 12 keys, paired

as they are

of

with their tritone equivalents and, in the

case of the wedding keys, clearly represented by the

four equidistant notes of the

diminished 7ú chord. When we consider the relatively short space of time in which
these songs were composed, we sense that Schumanr.'s impeccable manipulation of the
relevant musical devices reveals his obsessive adherence to a schematic system which

by now had become second nature to him; a system which on the one hand facilitated an

intuitive response to the poetry, and on the other enabled musical decision making in an
almost automatic way. His choice of texts, however, was clearly a conscious one,
reminding us that in his state of heightened anxiety over the court proceedings he was
only too eager to set poems which allowed him to redirect his anger and frustration in
more creative ways.

How could Schumann have reached this stage, where the musical representation of his
association with Clara was achieved with such lightning speed and consistency? Did
these compositional procedwes suddenly coalesce under the presstre of a situational

crisis, or were they already accessible as a condensed version of all his "inner musical

workings" up to that time? Was this hermeneutic system specifically designed as a
personal safety-valve, while the court proceedings continued unresolved for many
months, or had it been evolving gradually during the previous decade? It is these
questions, and more, that we now address in our examination of the piano music written
up to, and including, the year 1839.
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